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INTRODUCTORY N OTE
IGOR E. KLYUKANOV

T

he theme of the present issue of Russian Journal of Communication is “Bakhtin and Our
Response-ability.” Bakhtin was a philosopher, a literary critic, a semiotician, a teacher. But
Bakhtin also was—and is—a sign, freely moving (mediating) between the “real world” (cf.
“objects”) and the “world of meanings” (cf. “interpretants”). For that he did not need fancy
foreign trips, professional development money to attend academic conventions, or highspeed Internet access. All Bakhtin needed to transcend his physical and temporal boundaries
was the word, which—he never tired showing us—is dialogic in nature. When and where
most heard but one voice that often spoke in the imperative mood, Bakhtin was able to hear
many voices, constantly communicating.
In this complex dialogue it is tempting yet impossible to pinpoint one’s own voice, for
other voices are always present in their absences, cf. òî, ÷òî ñåé÷àñ ãîâîðþ ÿ, ãîâîðþ íå
ÿ [What I am saying now is being said not by me] (O.Mandel’shtam). We may claim things
and ideas as our own all we want, but we don’t really own the word; rather, it is
communication itself that carries us down the stream of thought, to new and newer shores.
Our fate is in-betweenness, and to come to terms with it means, first of all, to acknowledge
the ever-changing and virtual character of communication. Ironically, it is physicists and
mathematicians, i.e., the scientists dealing with the supposedly soulless matter and cold
numbers who speak of the indeterminacy and incompleteness of life. In the so-called
communication sciences we tend to search for certainty, craving closure. We seem to be so
full of ourselves, or simply insecure, that we are unable to handle the lack of a single truth.
Fortunately, there are voices such as Peirce’s and Bakhtin’s, reminding us that semiosis is
unlimited, communication unfinalizable.
Communication, however, is not complete chaos with the word’s meaning being up
for grabs. It is, or rather always strives to be, a process with its own rhythm, and one wrong
turn—conversational or non-verbal—can ruin it. For Bakhtin, the (ontological) nature of the
word was inseparable, if not derivative, from the aesthetics and ethics of communication. If
in the beginning was the Word, then the world can only be saved by its beauty and
righteousness.
A religious man, Bakhtin never preached or imposed his thoughts upon others. Nor did
he pose any direct questions for us to answer. However, every communicative act is not so
much an answer as a response; a flower, for example, does not ask us to water it, yet we do.
Similarly, we feel our response-ability to the world that Bakhtin brought to life, as a sign.
Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Sum m er 2008)
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There has been no shortage of responses to that world; “Bakhtin and (one’s research topic
is to be put in here)” has been employed or attempted as the formula for academic success
by many. But have we really lived up to our responsibility to Bakhtin? Treating Bakhtin as
a sign beyond space and time seems to run counter to his very ideas. To respond means not
only to answer, but also to question. What voices might he have failed to hear? What is there
after Bakhtin? Are we able to respond to Bakhtin also along those lines? Are we able,
together with Bakhtin, to view communication itself as our super-addressee? Are we able to
respond to Bakhtin as a sign, as interpreters and interpretants on our way to becoming signs
ourselves?
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BAKHTIN’S THEORY OF LANGUAGE FROM
THE STANDPOINT OF M ODERN SCIENCE
VYACHESLAV V. IVANOV 1

The article studies the relevance of Bakhtin’s theory of language and discourse
for modern science. Special attention is given to his dialogue with Saussure, his
insistence on the study of utterances and texts that should be broader than a
strictly linguistic approach restricted by the scope of one sentence. That makes
possible a completely new approach to the relation of linguistics and poetics;
also of particular importance are Bakhtin’s views on the opposition of
monoglossia and polyglossia. The article also looks at the new science of urban
linguistics as manifest in Bakhtin’s remarks on the language of a city. Such
parts of Bakhtin’s ideas as heteroglossia and theory of quotations, the
dialogical principle in its relation to the difference of the direct speech and the
indirect one (both in synchrony and from a diachronic point of view) as well as
the role of a dialogical approach for the speech genres are also explored. It is
shown how Bakhtin’s remarks on the importance of language for a world view
and the foundation of onomastics have made him a predecessor of modern
semantic studies. It is also shown how Bakhtin’s broadly conceptualized notions
of “laughter culture” and of carnival lead to a new view on the parody of
language. Finally, it is demonstrated how recent studies on the early stages of
the linguistic theories have confirmed Bakhtinian view on the sacred word in its
relation to a free word.
Keywords: metalinguistics, urban linguistics,
heteroglossia, speech genres, sacred word

poetics,

onomastics,

T

he present paper discusses the relevance of Bakhtin’s theory of language and discourse
for modern linguistics, trans(=meta)linguistics, and for verbal communication theory.
Bakhtin was by no means just a professional linguist; he was also well-read in modern

Vyacheslav V. Ivanov is a professor at UCLA and the Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russia
(ivanov@ucla.edu).
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linguistic literature (some names important for him are mentioned below) and had good
philological expertise in Greek, Latin, Romance, German, Russian and Church Slavonic
texts. He approached language from the viewpoint of some of his general philosophical
anthropological concepts, such as the idea of the Other and the dialogical principle, the
opposition of official and unofficial elements of culture and the role of carnival. Language
was an important part of his thinking about the humanities, verbal art and, particularly, the
novel. His ideas had much in common with those of other great thinkers of the century, such
as Wittgenstein, Russell, Bohr, Florensky, Spet) whose philosophy had a characteristic
“linguistic turn”. Bakhtin’s ideas influenced modern studies of language and helped to
redefine the boundaries of linguistics itself. The main difficulty in understanding Bakhtin’s
early views on linguistic theory is a consequence of the peculiar character of the sources;
Bakhtin’s early thoughts on language are known only through the works he wrote ‘in
disguise’ where a dose of “Marxism” was made necessary by the goal of his work.

BAKHTIN’S ‘DIALOGUE’ WITH SAUSSURE
Bakhtin’s attitude towards the pre-structural, algebraic, view of language systems
(particularly in Saussure’s Course of General Linguistics) was determined by his dialogical
principle that Bakhtin applied to language. That original view completely transformed the
conceptual framework of linguistics. Bakhtin opposed all the main positions of Saussure’s
theory (Stewart, 1986). For example, he rejects the view of a unitary language (langue) and
an individual speech (parole), using the history of European languages that does not imply
universal linguistic laws:
The victory of one reigning language (dialect) over the others, the supplanting of
languages, their enslavement, the process of illuminating them with the True Word, the
incorporation of barbarians and lower social strata into a unitary language of culture and
truth, the canonization of ideological systems, philology with its methods of studying and
teaching dead languages, languages that were by that very fact “unities”, Indo-European
linguistics with its focus of attention, directed away from language plurality to a single
proto-language— all this determined the content and power of the category of “unitary
language” in linguistic and stylistic thought, and determined its creative, style-shaping role
in the majority of the poetic genres that coalesced in the channel formed by those same
centripetal forces of verbal-ideological life. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 271)
This seems particularly important today, since the number of endangered languages
grows rapidly; it is predicted that no more than 600 languages out of 6,000 will survive in
the nearest future. In linguistics, the theory of generative grammar has been based originally
on one unitary language only, without paying much attention to heteroglossia inside
American English.
Another aspect of Saussure’s theory that Bakhtin opposes deals with the nature of the
linguistic sign. According to Bakhtin, an isolated linguistic sign does not exist in reality: a
246
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monological utterance is “already an abstraction.” “Any utterance—the finished, written
utterance not excepted—makes response to something and is calculated to be responded in
turn” (Stewart, 1986). To translate this view in terms of linguistic theories that appeared after
Bakhtin’s main works on language had been published, one might say that, for him,
performance, not competence, is crucial. In other words, he considered a language system
to be secondary to the primary significance of text.
Bakhtin’s critique of Saussure’s linguistic theory is partly similar to his critique of the
Formalist approach to literature. In both cases he opposes a systematic description that, he
believed, leads to simplistic formulae. One can compare the opposition of Saussure and
Bakhtin to that of Hilbert and Gödel. No matter how attractive Hilbert’s program of
developing mathematics as a purely formal system based on an initial set of axioms might
seem, Gödel’s theorem rejects a complete, non-contradictory formalization of a relatively
simple field of arithmetical knowledge. Even after Gödel’s theorem had been proven, such
great structuralists as Kuryowicz suggested Hilbert’s program of axiomatization as a pattern
to be followed by linguists. When Bakhtin did not approve of Saussure’s views of language,
he was arguing just against those aspects of his system that made it similar to a mathematical
one.
In retrospect, one can distinguish two main trends in linguistics of the 20 th century. The
dominant line of research followed Saussure or appeared to parallel his ideas. This way, an
elaboration of formal and/or structural principles was achieved by the Prague and
Copenhagen linguistic circles, and descriptive linguistics, generative grammar, and related
fields of computational and mathematical linguistics were developed. However, scholars
such as Leo Spitzer (Bakhtin’s favorite linguist) and other philologists, influenced by
Vossler and Croce, opposed that purely formal view, finding it hostile to cultural and
aesthetic apprehension of verbal texts.1 Bakhtin was also influenced by the school of Vossler.
His views on Croce parallel those of Sapir expressed approximately at the same time.
Particularly important for Bakhtin were Spitzer’s stylistic studies.
The present-day post-structuralist movement has found in Bakhtin some arguments
in favor of the second approach. But, as Bakhtin’s views (particularly in his later period)
were sufficiently broad, semioticians, partly developing Saussurean ideas, have also seen
Bakhtin as their predecessor. In the future, one can hope for a synthesis of post-Saussurean
studies of linguistic signs and the aspects of verbal texts discovered by Bakhtin and his
followers. The two approaches seem to be complementary in the sense of Niels Bohr’s
notion of complementarity. If a scholar is interested in a set of linguistic units and features
that characterize grammar as such, e.g., comparative historical reconstruction, he or she
would attempt to concentrate on “langue” in the Saussurean sense. If utterances or verbal
texts are the main object of research, the Bakhtinian point of view would prevail. To use
another metaphor from physics, the great unifying theory yet to be built should unite a
macro-world of a language system (“langue”) and a micro-world of an utterance (text).

Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Sum m er 2008)
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METALINGUISTICS: STUDY OF UTTERANCES AND TEXTS
Mikhail Bakhtin was the first to discover a difference between an abstract linguistic
system of signs and a concrete utterance, in which each sign gets another function due to its
role in the whole of discourse. Later, that distinction was rediscovered by the great French
linguist Émile Benveniste who suggested that a purely semiotic approach to language would
be possible only insofar as linguistic signs are concerned. The structure of texts should be
studied by semantics. The gap between system and text constituted the main point of
Benveniste’s semiotic theory of language (1969) and influenced later research (Malmberg,
1977).
In his early works Bakhtin stressed the importance of purely linguistic study of texts
(utterances) that are larger than a complex sentence. Surveying the underdeveloped fields
of linguistics, he wrote:
Nothing has been worked out yet in the department concerned with the study of large
verbal entities— long utterances from everyday life, dialogue, speech, treatise, novel,
and so on— for these utterances … can be and must be defined and studied in purely
linguistic terms, as verbal phenomena. The examination of these phenomena in old
handbooks of poetics and rhetoric and in their contemporary variant, descriptive
poetics— cannot be considered scientific owing to … mixing of the linguistic point of
view with those completely alien to it— logical, psychological, aesthetic. The syntax of
large verbal wholes (or— composition as a department of linguistics, as distinct from
composition which takes into account an artistic or a scientific task) still awaits its
foundation and validation: scientifically, linguistics has still not moved beyond the
complex sentence. The complex sentence is the most extended phenomenon of language
that has been scientifically examined by linguistics: one gets the impression that the
methodically pure language of linguistics suddenly comes to an end at this point, and
what begins at once is science, poetry, and so on, and yet the purely linguistic analysis
can be continued further, no matter how difficult it is and how tempting it may be to
introduce here points of view that are alien to linguistics (Bakhtin, 1990a, p. 293).

This field of research, later called metalinguistics by Bakhtin, and translinguistics by
Roland Barthes, examining discourse as a field much broader than a sentence, became
popular among scholars (Ivanov, 1998). In the studies of Russian grammar of the 1950s,
among the first to investigate “units that are larger than phrases” (sverxfraznye edinstva) was
Leonid A. Bulakhovsky (1952). Nikolay S. Pospelov tried to study “complex syntactic
wholes” (slozhnye sintaksicheskie tcelye) as a problem of Russian and general linguistics
(Pospelov, 1960). His example shows how difficult it is to separate a purely linguistic
approach to syntactic wholes (upon which Bakhtin insisted in his early work) from the one
based on poetics. Such wholes depend not only on the genre and verse structure. In each
larger, poetic composition by Pushkin, one has to study the problem separately. In this
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respect, one can also mention Vinokur’s pioneering study of the language of The Misfortune
of Being Clever (trans. 1990). In it, Vinokur studied the structure of theatrical cues, each of
which might contain several dozen lines. The relationship between linguistics and poetics
is discussed in more detail later in the present article.
In his pioneering studies of larger syntactical units Nikolay S. Pospelov showed that
in Russian, as in Serbo-Croatian, according to Belich’s earlier work the results of which had
been summed up by Pospelov, it is impossible to speak about the value of verbal tenses
without describing the whole of discourse. Similar methods were applied to determine the
value of Japanese verbal forms by Nikolay Syromiatnikov (1971). In the 1960s and 1970s,
linguistics of text became an established field in the Russian science of language (Gindin,
1977). Partly parallel ideas were seen in the works of American linguists developing
discourse theory, starting with Zellig Harris’ works of the 1950s and early 1960s. The
functional grammar stressing the difference between theme and rheme, topic and comment
(“given” and “new” in the Czech variant of the theory) was moving towards building a
bridge between the study of a discourse and each separate sentence; the link between the two
aspects is clear also in the referential approach to pronouns and articles. In the study of
clitics that became popular in the 1970s and 1980s, structural features of an utterance became
most prominent. W hile in the first draft of syntactical structure, as attempted by Chomsky
and his followers, it was supposed that a sentence can be seen as consisting of a nominal
phrase and a verbal phrase (SÞNP&VP). For many languages, a tripartite scheme of an
utterance was proved to be valid. In Anatolian and many other ancient Indo-European
dialects, such as the Old Novgorodian dialect of the birch-bark documents (Zalizniak, 1993,
pp. 280-308; 1995, pp. 167-171), an utterance begins with a stressed word (often a
conjunction) after which a long chain of grammatical enclitic elements follows (Zalizniak,
1993). They refer to the pragmatic and verb-actant scheme of discourse and may go beyond
the scope of a sentence (Watkins, 1997). To describe such structures, Zalizniak introduced
the notion of “barrier” after which a new chain of enclitics might reappear. The place of such
a barrier is determined by the pragmatic features of the discourse. The necessity to
reconstruct Indo-European syntactic structures including such elements shows that this new
viewpoint also enters the field of reconstruction that earlier belonged predominantly to the
Saussurean research paradigm (see also below on the problem of the Indogermanische
Dichtersprache). At the same time, to study the order of enclitic elements in a chain, one
should develop a rank grammar that corresponds to the general principles of structural
linguistics. In this example it is possible to see how the fusion of the two different points of
view can be achieved.
There were several trends in modern science that helped to elaborate on the theory of
utterance. Particularly rewarding was the work on the theory of speech acts, theory of
reference and pragmatic methods.2 In the writings of the Tartu-Moscow School an attempt
was made to overcome the line separating system and text. In the works of the scholars
belonging to this school, literary and other verbal texts became the main objects of study.
Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Sum m er 2008)
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MONOGLOSSIA AND POLYGLOSSIA:
BILINGULISM IN THE DIALOGICAL LIGHT
Monoglossia, i.e., absolute dominance of one language typical, e.g., of ancient cities
such as Athens, is opposed to polyglossia, i.e., coexistence of two languages, for instance
of English and French in medieval England. A spoken language in a modern society may
seem to be more or less unified, but there are not only different social dialects as studied in
sociolinguistics, but also individual differences between speakers. A monological attitude
is connected to monoglossia while a true dialogue is made possible through polyglossia, cf.
Language is transformed from an absolute dogma it had been within the narrow
framework of a sealed-off and impermeable monoglossia into a working hypothesis for
comprehending and expressing reality. But such a full and complete transformation can
occur only under certain conditions, namely, under the condition of thoroughgoing
polyglossia. Only polyglossia fully frees consciousness from the tyranny of its own language
and its own myth of language. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 61)
A synthesis of a synchronic and diachronic views of language (again different from
the orthodox Saussurean position) is necessary to discern polyglossic elements inside what
seems to be monoglossia. Synchronically speaking, a modern literary language seems to
represent monoglossia. However, its history reveals traces of polyglossia: “After all, one’s
own language is never a single language: in it there are always survivals of the past and of
a potential for other— languagedness that is more or less sharply perceived by the working
literary and language consciousness” (Bakhtin, trans. 1994, p. 66).
Recent research on Greek dialects and on the different layers of substrate words and
later borrowings in Greek supports the general scheme suggested by Bakhtin:
Contemporary scholarship has accumulated a mass of facts that testify to the intense
struggle that goes on between languages and within languages, a struggle that preceded
the relatively stable condition of Greek as we know it. A significant number of Greek
roots belonged to the language of the people who had settled the territory before the
Greeks. In the Greek literary language we encounter behind each separate genre the
consolidation of a particular dialect. Behind these gross facts a complex trial-at-arms is
concealed, a struggle between languages and dialects, between hybridizations,
purifications, shifts and renovations, the long and twisted path of struggle for the unity
of a literary language and for the unity of its system of genres. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 66)

Particularly interesting is Bakhtin’s explanation of the reasons for the success of
Roman laughter (as in early comedies by Plautus):
Roman literary consciousness was bilingual. The purely national Latin genres,
conceived under monoglotic conditions, fell into decay and did not achieve the level of
literary expression. From start to finish, the creative literary consciousness of Romans
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functioned against the background of the Greek language and Greek forms. From the
very first steps, the Latin literary word viewed itself in the light of the Greek word,
through the eyes of the Greek word, it was from the very beginning a word “with a
sideways glance”, a stylized word enclosing itself, as it were, in its own piously stylized
quotation marks. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 61)

According to Bakhtin, Latin was characterized by “the interanimation” of at least three
languages and cultures that intersected with one another—Greek, Oscan and Roman to which
probably one should add Etruscan and Punic (a literary form of Carthaginian Phoenician as
seen, for instance in the beginning of Plautus’ “Poenulus”).
The importance of bilingualism and on the mixed character of every language was
characteristic of Baudouin de Courtenay and his students and followers, such as Shcherba
and Polivanov. The views of these scholars of the St. Petersburg linguistic school might have
been known to Bakhtin since his formative university period. Similar views of Hugo
Schuchardt who had partly anticipated linguistic geography in its Romance part, familiar to
Bakhtin, influenced Leo Spitzer, whose works Bakhtin had read in his early twenties. In
respect to the role of spatial differentiation of dialects, an approach different from a unitary
monoglotic one, was developed by Bartoli (Crowley, 1989, pp.83-85). At the time when
Bakhtin reformulated that linguistic position in a dialogical way and applied it to the theory
of the novel and its languages, comparable ideas led to the introduction of the concept of
Sprachbund by Prince Nikolaj Troubetzkoy and Roman Jakobson. Recent research on Creole
and Pidgin languages continues the trend started by Baudouin de Courtenay and Schuchardt,
e.g., seen in such traditional fields as Indo-European comparative grammar. To interpret its
reconstruction, the notions of Indo-European dialects and isoglosses between them,
anticipated already at the second half of the 19 th century in the theory of waves of J. Schmidt,
become more and more important. Troubetzkoy and later Vittore Pisani completely
transformed the unitary concept of Proto-Indo-European, referenced by Bakhtin in his
critical remark cited above. In the reconstruction of Indogermanische Dichtersprache it
became possible to deal with utterances in different dialects that belong to a particular speech
genre. However, wider cultural implications of these notions still elude the majority of
contemporary linguists.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE CITY
Bakhtin was among the few scholars of the second quarter of the 20 th century who
attempted to develop urban linguistics—a new field of linguistics that studies features of
speech communication in large cities. As with Larin, who was the first to write a theoretical
study on the subject, Bakhtin carried on the pioneering work by Sainéan (Larin, 1977). For
Bakhtin, a collection of materials presented by Sainéan in his study on the language of
Rabelais was particularly important (Sainean, 1922). Bakhtin reinterpreted the data presented
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by Sainéan as a neutral description, from a perspective close to that of sociolinguistics. To
him, characteristic features of Rabelais seemed to belong to the city market. He analyzed
such genres as curses and “cries of Paris,” the latter representing a special type of
advertising. Much later the same cries of tradesmen became an object of a special study by
Peter Bogatyrev, the great Russian folklore specialist, one the first to study ethnology in the
structural, functional way. In his magnificent study of the Old Czech “Medieval Mock
Mystery” (completely parallel to the work of Bakhtin on carnival) Roman Jakobson analyzed
similar verbal devices of advertising found in the polyglotic texts of medieval Prague
(Jakobson, 1985).
Polyglossia was the main feature of most large cities throughout the history (Ivanov,
1998). Describing linguistic situation at Samosata, Lucian’s native city, Bakhtin remarks:
The original inhabitants of Samosata were Syrians who spoke Aramaic. The entire
literary and educated upper classes of the urban population spoke and wrote in Greek.
The official language of the administration and chancellery was Latin, all the
administrators were Romans, and there was a Roman legion stationed in the city. A
great thoroughfare passed through Samosata (strategically very important) along which
flowed the languages of Mesopotamia, Persia and even India. Lucian’s cultural and
linguistic consciousness was born and shaped at this point of the intersection of cultures
and languages. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 64)

This polyglot situation is seen as a dialogical prereqisite for the creativity of the
novelist.

HETEROGLOSSIA
The word “heteroglossia” means “the simultaneous use of different kinds of speech
(or other signs), tension between them and their conflicting relationship inside one text.” The
term was coined (from the Greek stems meaning “other” and “speech”: etero- + gloss- +ia)
by Bakhtin in his theoretical work on the novel in 1934-1935 and has become extraordinarily
popular in linguistic, literary and anthropological work since the 1980s. In Bakhtin’s view,
at any given moment of its evolution, language is stratified not only into linguistic
dialects in the strict sense of the word (according to formal linguistic markers, especially
phonetic), but also— and for us this is an essential point— into languages that are socioideological: languages of social groups, ‘professional’ and ‘generic’ languages,
languages of generations and so forth. From this point of view, literary language is itself
only one of these heteroglot languages— and it in its turn is stratified into languages
(generic, period-bound, and others). And this stratification and heteroglossia, one
realized, is not only a static invariant of linguistic life, but also what insures its
dynamics: stratification and heteroglossia widen and deepen as long as language is alive
and developing. Alongside the centripetal forces, the centrifugal forces of language
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carry on their uninterrupted work; alongside verbal-ideological centralization and
unification, the uninterrupted processes of decentralization and disunification go
forward. (Bakhtin, 1994, pp. 271-272)

Bakhtin had in mind both the stylistic and social differences inside the language of any
modern developed society and a writer’s intention to recreate them in prose (particularly in
the novel), operating with different artistic images of languages and styles; for example, in
Joyce’s “Ulysses” each chapter is written in a different linguistic style. Heteroglossia is
opposed to both monoglossia and polyglossia.
Conflicting tendencies are hidden in the semantic potential of almost every word and
they can be realized in everyday speech. Particularly pronounced are such features in the
social contexts that make ambivalence relevant for the whole society. This aspect of
language in a totalitarian country was depicted in Orwell’s Newspeak. In a single utterance,
different speech attitudes may appear together. It was told that the Soviet Communist party
leader Leonid Brezhnev used to say to his family at night: “It’s time for me to go to read
Marx.” Without the knowledge of the real situation, a stranger might have heard in this
sentence a genuine intention of a Marxist official to reread works of the founder of the whole
movement, cf. rereading of a Biblical text by a bishop. Actually, Brezhnev had in mind his
cynical hatred for this old-fashioned duty that had become a senseless ritual. To him Marx’s
works (that he barely knew) were terribly dull and might cause one to get drowsy. Thus,
what he really meant was his wish to go to bed. Even if this joke was not real and belonged
to the Soviet folklore of the period, it was quite symbolic in that it showed the complete loss
of the former communist creed, in which Marx had acquired a role of a substitute for an
apostle. A similar problem in connection to a real religion (and not its fake substitute, in
which the Soviet ideology deteriorated) has been discussed by Bakhtin in his study of
Rabelais and the folk culture of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. In this work, finished by
1945, Bakhtin (as later Le Goff) discovered linguistic and semiotic heteroglossia that was
characteristic of the medieval European culture. It was characterized by a possible use of
signs and words pertaining to the sphere of the official Church culture and of those which
belonged to the unofficial folklore. The latter used parody of the official language as well
as another set of symbols continuing the carnival tradition. As rites with the inversion of
official symbols seem to be universal, according to the anthropological works of Leach
(1961) and Turner (1969), semiotic heteroglossia that includes grotesque carnival images
may be among the most important features of almost all known societies. Heteroglossia
(often called by different terms), as a parallel or simultaneous use of different signs and
images belonging to conflicting spheres, may represent one of the common features of all
cultures.
In the particular case of medieval carnival studied by Bakhtin, heteroglossia can be
seen at the purely linguistic level, as well as on the higher level of signs, to be encoded with
verbal expressions. Thus, in the medieval Old Czech mystery studied from a similar point
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of view by Roman Jakobson, Latin songs coexist with grotesque jokes in Old Czech and
remarks in Hebrew (Jakobson, 1985).

DIALOGICAL THEORY OF SPEECH GENRES
IN BAKHTIN’S LAST WORKS
In his last years, Bakhtin was working on the general system of speech genres. The
manuscript of the book that he had finished before leaving Saransk was lost (as Bakhtin told
me when he lived in Podol’sk). But its contents may be reconstructed from what was
published (Bakhtin, 1990). Developing some ideas close to those of Spitzer, Bakhtin tried
to see which forms of verbal communication are used in a given society and are reflected
(selected and/or transformed) in its literature. In one of his later polemical remarks
concerning the Saussurean opposition of langue vs. parole Bakhtin says: “Saussure ignores
the fact that in addition to forms of language there are also forms of combinations of these
forms, that is, he ignores speech genres” (Bakhtin, trans. 1986, p.81).
Certain features of language (lexicological, semantic, syntactic) will knit together with
the intentional aim, and with the overall accentual system inherent in one or another genre:
oratorical, newspaper and journalistic genres, the genres of low literature (penny thrillers,
for instance), or, finally, the various genres of high literature. Certain features of language
take on the specific flavor of a given genre; they knit together with specific points of view,
specific approaches, forms of thinking, nuances and accents characteristic of a given genre.
In addition, there is interwoven with this generic stratification of language a professional
stratification of language, in the broad sense of the term “professional”: the language of the
lawyer, the doctor, the businessman, the politician, the public education teacher and so forth,
and these sometimes coincide with, and sometimes depart from, the stratification into genres.
It goes without saying that these languages differ from each other not only in their
vocabularies, they involve specific forms for manifesting intentions, forms for making
conceptualization and evaluation concrete. And even the very language of the writer (the
poet or novelist) can be taken as a professional jargon on a par with professional jargons.
(Bakhtin, 1994, pp. 288-289)
This main understanding of Bakhtin’s later works has been developed by Anna
Wierzbicka in her outstanding study on speech genres in the modern Polish society of the
totalitarian period. According to her, the Polish system of speech genres included
denunciation absent in such varieties of English as Australian (it does not seem that this
distinction would be relevant for a comparison with some other systems inside the Englishspeaking communities).
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DIRECT-INDIRECT SPEECH AND THE DIALOGICAL PRINCIPLE
It seems that one of the main problems in Bakhtin’s studies is presented by
interconnections between different parts of Bakhtin’s work. The link between the Spitzerinfluenced study of the reported/indirect/direct speech and the dialogical principle is a key
question. Different forms of the direct, quasi-direct and indirect speech, reported speech and
transposed discourse and pseudo-objective motivation (as studied by Lerch, Lorch and
Spitzer) were seen in much broader perspective; Bakhtin incorporated these discoveries into
his general theory of the speech of the other person connecting it also to problems of the
poetics of novel.
An extraordinarily interesting discovery made by Bakhtin was his finding of the
possibility to connect the philosophical dialogical principle to the stylistic study of the
speech of the other person. This field of research, in the Bakhtinian sense, covered not only
the sphere of the quasi-direct speech as studied by Spitzer (whose book is cited by Bakhtin),
but also the formalist studies of narration (skaz) inaugurated by Eichenbaum at the time
when the device became fashionable in the modern Russian prose (Bakhtin’s interest in this
experiment can be seen in his lectures on modern Russian authors). In his book on
Dostoevsky, Bakhtin suggested a whole system of labels meant to describe the different
kinds of the Other’s speech that can be seen as a sort of a “periodic table” in which any new
particular item should find its place. He studied the use of these metalinguistic devices in
Dostoevsky’s writings.
In an early work, a ‘disguised’ Bakhtin was particularly interested in the relation
between the direct speech and the free indirect speech. In the latter, using the transformation
of the verbal tenses and persons, it is possible to put the character’s actual utterances
(preserving their word order) into the past tense as if they were parts of a narrative. As
Voloshinov (Voloshinov, 1986), Bakhtin repeats the French example from Balzac analyzed
by Lerch:
Direct Speech:
Indirect Speech:
Free Indirect Speech:

il protesta et s’écria: “Mon père te hait”Y
il protesta et s’écria que son père la haïssaitY
il protesta: “son père, s’écria-t-il, la haïssait”

Among the different forms of the speech of the other person analyzed by Spitzer,
Bakhtin became particularly interested in pseudo-objectivized speech. Due to this device,
common truths are formulated in the atemporal present tense, cf.: Et c’est auprès de sa soeur,
á sa sortie de l’hopital que Berthe vécut. Auprès de sa soeur, parce que les idées de famille
sont plus fortes que toutes les autres idées at parce qu’une soeur sera notre soeur, qoui qu’il
arrive (“it was with her sister that Berthe lived when she came out of the hospital. With her
sister because family values are stronger than any other, and because a sister will be our
sister whatever happens”) (Spitzer, 1961). As Bakhtin explains, the pseudo-objective
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motivation is characteristic of a certain type of novelistic style. It can be called a hidden
word of the other (Bakhtin, trans. 1994).

HISTORY OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH
Bakhtin remarks that “the representation of another’s word, another’s language in
intonational quotation marks was known in the most ancient times; we encounter it in the
earliest stages of verbal culture” (Bakhtin, trans. 1994). In the oldest written traditions such
‘quotation marks’ usually render the direct speech. Let us compare data of the languages of
the Ancient Near East. In ancient Egyptian, inscriptions of the Old Kingdom quotations were
introduced by the verbs of speaking dd (>Coptic èw), wd (“to order”), dbh in constructions
with embedding, cf. jnk mjw pw ‘3 nt(j) m jwnw dd(.w) r’w [p]w r z3=f hrw “I am this great
cat who is (ntj) in Heliopolis”. This (pw) is what Re says (dd.w) to his son (r z3=f) Horus”
(Loprieno, 1995) ; in Sinuhe text: jnj wj ‘mmwnnšj hq3 pw h(j) (r0tnw-hrj.t dd=f n=j nfr tw
hn=j sdm=k r3 n(j) km.t “Ammunenshi, the ruler of Upper Retjenu, took me (jnj wj) and said
to me (dd=f n=j): ‘You will be happy (nfr t “you are good”) with me, and you will hear
(sdm-k) the language of Egypt” (Loprieno, 1995); in the texts of Pyramids 1295a: wd.n jnpw
hntj zh-ntr h3y=k m sb3 m ntr dw3(j) “Anubis, who presides over the god’s booth (zh-ntr)
has ordered (wd.n) that you descend (h3y=k) as star (sb3), as the Morning Star (ntr dw3j “the
morning god”)” (Loprieno, 1995).
In Sumerian the particle of direct speech—e-še is supposed to be derived from the
verbal root e- (“to say”). As an example, one of the oldest written specimens of a laughter
fable belonging to the sphere of the Bakhtinian carnival imagery might be given: A.AB.BA
TUN-bi kas-gu—um-e—še “[The fox, having urinated into the Sea,] said: “The whole of the
sea is my urine” (Gordon, 1962). In Akkadian the particle of direct speech ‘um-ma precedes
the words of the other person that may be marked also by the enclitical particle—mi. Hittite
and Luwian use enclitic particles of direct speech—wa(r)-/ -wa- (cf. also later Milyan or
Lycian B we) (Fortson, 1994). They originated from the verb of speaking preserved in Palaic
wer-ti («cries out») (about the Sun-god). In a Hurrian-Hittite bilingual text Hittite wa(r)
translates Hurrian—an (Neu, 1996).
In Sanskrit the use of indirect speech is very limited by such specific cases as indirect
questions. In them, there is a tendency to leave the reported speech unchanged, adding to it
some markers of direct speech such as iti (Debrunner, 1947). Bakhtin analyzed the later
development of the indirect speech in Western European and Russian literature. His work
influenced such studies as one by Vinogradov of “The Queen of Spades.”
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QUOTATIONS
As a special linguistic device that is particularly interesting from the Bakhtinian point
of view one should study types of quotation. Bakhtin himself discussed the problem mainly
using the example of Medieval Latin texts. In Sanskrit there is a way to point to long
quotations without repeating the whole text. In that case, the latter is given only at the
beginning of the discourse. In later occurrences, only the first words are indicated, then
itiady (<iti, marker of the direct speech+ ady) follows: ato ‘ham (=aham) bravîmi
anagatavatim cintâm itiady “To this I’ll say: ‘The thoughts related to the future’ etc.”
(“Hitopadesha”).
In addition to the importance of direct speech in rendering quotations, documented in
the most ancient written languages, recent ethnolinguistic work on the languages of the
South America has shown the extraordinary importance of such methods of introducing
quotations in direct speech as verbs of speaking. In Kuna, the role of quotations was found
particularly striking in the language of the chief medicine man Olowitinappi. As it is with
his oral speech, reported, quoted speech is a formal property of the text, which is literally
punctuated with soke (say) and takken soke (see he says). The repetition of these forms, at
the end of lines, typical of the Kuna formal speech-making style (Sherzer, 1986) can be
illustrated by the following fragment: ‘Teki teukki nainukanki ina tiket’ takken soke. ‘nainu,
tayleku pulalet pe niymartipa’ soke.’pinsa pe tiko’ soke. ‘nekkwepurkatitte’ soke (‘well with
regard to the fields planting medicine’ see he says. “If you, indeed have a communal farm,’
he says. ‘You must plant for free’ see he says. ‘No money’ he says. ‘For it belongs to the
village,’ he says” (Sherzer, 1986). In the Bakhtinian terms, we can speak of the monological
use of quotations to render the authoritative opinion of a single person. The verb of speech
follows each separate part of this monological discourse used by the speaker.
In “Avesta’ the verb mru- (“to speak”) follows Ahura Mazda’s speeches in the frame
of a pattern typologically close to this Kuna formal structure. Quotation, to Bakhtin, becomes
an important criterion to distinguish different branches of knowledge:
In the humanities— as distinct from the natural and mathematical sciences— there arises
a specific task of establishing, transmitting and interpreting the words of others (for
example, the problem of sources in the methodology of the historical disciplines). And
of course in the philological disciplines, the speaking person and his discourse is the
fundamental object of investigation. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 351)

SEMANTICS. LANGUAGE AND THE WORLD VIEW
While discussing different languages contrasting each other in a heteroglotic text,
Bakhtin often speaks about a “language and world outlook.” To him, they constituted a
single notion. From this standpoint, Bakhtin might be compared to the scholars who
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continued the Humboldt-influenced tradition of finding a linguistic base for a mental model
of the universe (as Sapir, Whorf and Spitzer did). The latter seems again particularly close
to Bakhtin as he studied the verbal expression of ideas (Spitzer, 1948).
While insisting on the lack of semantic studies in contemporary linguistics, Bakhtin
suggested an idea that contradicts recent semantic research constructing a system of lexical
meanings or semantic features comparable to a phonemic or morphological pattern.
According to Bakhtin:
the word does not exist in a neutral and impersonal language (it is not, after all, out of
a dictionary that the speaker gets his words!), but rather it exists in other people’s
mouths, in other people’s contexts, serving other people’s intentions; it is from these that
one must take the word, and make it one’s own. (Bakhtin, trans. 1994, p. 294)

To Bakhtin semantics is concrete and social.
Among particularly interesting discoveries made by Bakhtin in his semantic studies
is his conclusion about the combination of praise and abuse in the language of the city
market in Rabelais. This ambivalent semantics and the grotesque verbal imagery of the
bottom of the body remind us of the similar ideas Freud studied in Bakhtin’s first book
written in ‘disguise.’ In a critical article on the place of language in Freud’s discovery,
Benveniste did not agree with this psychoanalytic concept. But at the same time, when
Bakhtin studied ambivalent meanings of the Rabelaisian verbal abuse, a similar discovery
had also been made by Abaev, a great Russian-Ossetian specialist in Iranian, who was
influenced by Marr’s semantic concepts. Abaev finds linguistic correlation to Catullus line
“Odi et amo…” or to similar passages in Dostoevsky. Words with magical connotation are
usually ambivalent, according to his study (Abajew, 1935).
To Bakhtin, internal contradiction was connected to heteroglossia: “ It frequently
happens that even one and the same word will belong simultaneously to two languages, two
belief systems that intersect in a hybrid construction” (1994, p. 305).

PARODY OF LANGUAGE
The use of language in parody has been studied by Bakhtin particularly in connection
with the process of setting thinking free of language. A position of an observer who becomes
absolutely independent of language is possible because of the role of parody. It is a
prerequisite for a future novelistic word, based on the new apprehension of language as a
thing to be described. A representative case of heteroglossia is found in ironical use of
speech forms, particularly in a parody. In several places in “Ulysses” Joyce suggests a
parody of the new Irish drama: “It’s what I am telling you, mister honey, it’s queer and sick
we were, Haines and myself, the time himself brought it in…” In the chapter “Nausicaa” a
woman’s magazine style is taken over, in the chapter “Eumaeus” a parody of provincial
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journalese is introduced. In the other parts of the novel there is a grotesque mixture of
several styles, as in the mockery of learned English in the speech of a ghost of Bloom’s
grandfather.

NAMES: THEORETICAL PROBLEMS OF ONOMASTICS
In his study of Rabelais’ language Bakhtin comes to the conclusion that “his common
and proper names are not differentiated” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 62). Most of the personal names
have clear etymologies and thus can be understood as nicknames (in the brilliant Russian
translation by Nikolay Liubimov some of them are rendered in Russian as nicknames; that
would have been impossible for usual proper names). Some of traditional names that are not
clear are explained by the artificial etymology; for instance, Gargantua from Grangousier’s
exclamation Que grand tu as (le gousier) “What a big (gullet) you have!” All such
nicknames belong to one semantic sphere—that of words related to a gullet or a throat in our
example. To prove it, Bakhtin reverts also to scholarly etymologies of some names.
Using the example of the name Nemo in scholarly Latin, Bakhtin discusses linguistic
paradoxes that might seem parallel to famous logical paradoxes.
In connection to Bakhtin’s interest in proper names, a new approach to his publications
in ‘disguise’ might be suggested. His play with the last names of some of his friends and
followers can be connected with the idea of linguistic games as studied later in
Wittgenstein’s writings.

LINGUISTICS AND POETICS
In his early work, Bakhtin distanced himself from an attempt to unify linguistics and
poetics as it was suggested by scholars linked to the Formalist movement. Bakhtin insisted
on the necessity to study language before linguistic results are used to understand stylistic
devices.
But at the same time, Bakhtin agreed that the material of the art is not absolutely
neutral. It has an expressive side that is particularly important for the verbal art, cf. “And
these expressive habits of using language (giving utterance to oneself and designating
objects) are transposed by us into our apprehension of verbal art” (Bakhtin, 1990, p.96). The
Bakhtinian point of view was close to the studies of the expressive or affective language
begun at the beginning of the century in the works of Bally, Vendryes, van Ginneken and
Sapir, not to mention the school of Vossler and Spitzer. Later development of linguistics,
particularly in generative grammar, moved away from those brilliant insights, as the onesided rationalist approach made investigation of the expressive side of language difficult, if
not impossible. Still, there are such important exceptions as the last book of Roman Jakobson
written in collaboration with Linda Waugh.
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WORD IN THE NOVEL: THE CORE OF
BAKHTINIAN VIEW OF THE GENRE
To Bakhtin the Word (Slovo) was the central notion of his theory of the novel. The
importance of the theory was determined by his particular attitude towards the novel as the
most important literary genre. The neglect of the novel to him was a proof of the internal
deficiency of the formalists’ study of the prose. His literary studies, step by step,
concentrated on the theory, prehistory and history of the novel. At that time, a true theory
of the novel did not exist. Post-Hegelian and Marxist philosophical foundations were crucial
for Lukacz’s classical books on the topic, in which the novel was studied in connection with
the history of consciousness. Later works by Lukacz and some of his followers such as
L.Goldmann concentrated on the social background and the reasons for its transformation
of decay; that idea had been anticipated in Osip Mandel’shtam’s brilliant essay on the end
of the novel.
Bakhtin’s theory of the novel was, in essence, a theory of Word in the novel. The
dialogical word is considered to be the main constructive element of the novel. The essence
of the novel is in its heteroglossy. This feature of the novel is reflected in the way a writer
characterizes each of the heroes. In the novel, the main hero usually speaks in a way different
from the rest of the other characters. Each hero may have his or her own stylistic sphere or
linguistic “zone.” A literary “reflection” of the urban heteroglossia and polyglossia in
Joyce’s novel can be seen in the structure of Velimir Khlebnikov’s “supertale’
(sverkhpovest’) “Zangezi,” in which each part is written in a special language (of gods, of
birds etc.).
The following main types of compositional and stylistic units are distinguished by
Bakhtin inside the novelistic whole:
1) Direct authorial literary-artistic narration;
2) Stylization of the various forms of oral everyday narration [skaz];
3) Stylization of the various forms of semi-literary (written) everyday narration (the
letter, the diary, etc.);
4) Various forms of literary but extra-artistic authorial speech (moral, philosophical or
scientific statements, oratory, ethnographic descriptions, memoranda and so forth);
5) The stylistically individualized speech of characters (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 262).

In Bakhtin’s studies of classical Russian and Western European novel, each of these
types has been investigated.
A completely new approach was suggested in Bakhtin’s idea of an image of a
language, for instance, in a parody, cf. “The author encases his own thought in the image of
another’s language without doing violence to the freedom of that language or to its own
distinctive uniqueness” (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 409).
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BAKHTINIAN VIEW OF THE HISTORY OF LINGUISTICS:
SACRED WORD AND FREE WORD
According to Bakhtin, linguistic consciousness “constituted itself outside …direct
word” (Bakhtin, trans. 1994, p. 83). He proposed several main periods in the process of the
development of this possibility, and in every period, the word is sacred. The first linguists
were priests. This point of view can be supported by recent research on Indogermanische
Dichtersprache, particularly, Saussure’s notes on Indo-European priests; in this special field
of study one finds complete coincidence of the ideas of Saussure and Bakhtin (Ivanov,
1998). In this period the native language is studied in the background of the sacred one. The
Old Indian grammar based on Sanskrit, as an artificial (sams-krta) language, can be given
as an example. From the written languages of the Ancient Near East, starting with the Ebla
cuneiform archive, one can see a special mark of a heteroglotic word; the scribes who wrote
documents in a sacred or official language used the so-called Glossenkeil, to point to a word
borrowed from their own native speech (Luwian in the Hittite empire, Old Canaanite in
Egypt of the time of El-Amarna).
According to Bakhtin, the next period was marked by a parody of a sacred word, cf.:
The Middle Ages produced a whole series of variants on the parodic-travestying Latin
grammar. Case inflections, verbal forms and all grammatical categories in general were
reinterpreted either in an indecent, erotic context, in a context of eating and drunkenness
or in a context ridiculing church and monastic principles of hierarchy and subordination.
Heading this unique grammatical tradition is the seventh-century work of Virgilius Maro
Grammaticus. This is an extraordinarily learned work, stuffed with an incredible
quantity of references, quotations from all possible authorities of the ancient world
including some that had never existed; in a number of cases even the quotations
themselves are parodic. Interwoven with serious and rather subtle grammatical analysis
is a sharp parodic exaggeration of this very subtlety, and of the scrupulousness of
scholarly analyses; there is a description, for example, of a scholarly discussion lasting
two weeks on the question of the vocative case of ego, that is, the vocative case of “I.”
Taken as a whole, Virgilius grammaticus’ work is a magnificent and subtle parody of
the formalistic-grammatical thinking of late antiquity. It is grammatical Saturnalia,
grammatica pileata. Characteristically, many medieval scholars apparently took this
grammatical treatise completely seriously. And even contemporary scholars are far from
unanimous in their evaluation of the character and degree of the parodic impulse in it.
(Bakhtin, 1994, p.73)

In this description, as in all of Bakhtin’s other works on Medieval and Renaissance
culture, one can see one feature that distinguishes it from the official academic literature on
the subject. Bakhtin sincerely followed Rabelais poetic instruction in the motto to his novel
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(also translated in Umberto Eco’s Il nome de la rosa as Il riso é proprio dell’uomo): Le rire
est le propre de l’homme
Bakhtin explains this new function of the Latin word by its interplay with the native
one:
another’s sacred word, uttered in a foreign language, is re-evaluated and reinterpreted
against the backdrop of these languages, and congeals to the point where it becomes a
ridiculous image, the comic carnival mask of a narrow and joyless pedant, an
hypocritical old bigot, a stingy and dried-up miser. This manuscript tradition of “parodia
sacra”, prodigious in scope and almost a thousand years long, is remarkable and as yet
poorly read document testifying to an intense struggle and interanimation among
languages, a struggle that occurred everywhere in W estern Europe. It was a language
drama played out if it were a gay farce. (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 77)

Bakhtin found that “in the linguistic satires of the Renaissance, The letters of Obscure
People, the poetry of the macaronics three languages… animate one another: medieval Latin,
the purified and rigorous Latin of the humanists and the national vulgar tongue” (Bakhtin,
trans.1994, p. 81).
At the last stage of development, “language, no longer conceived as a sacrosant and
solitary embodiment of meaning and truth, becomes merely one of many possible ways to
hypothesize meaning” (Bakhtin, 1994, p. 370).
Bakhtin has transformed the history of linguistics by adding this new dimension to the
history of human thought on language and verbal communication.3

NOTES
1. Polemics between Spitzer and Bloomfield in which both points of view had been expressed
was commented on in: Vinokur 1957. As an interesting exception one should consider Edward Sapir.
Being exceedingly formal in his approach to phonology and morphology he (as to some degree also
Roman Jakobson, especially in his later years) did not lose an aesthetic and cultural perspective while
studying language. Such linguists as Sapir and Jakobson as well as Bakhtin can be viewed as
forerunners of a synthetical view of the future century. W ilhelm Humboldt’s view of language as
creative energy (important for early Chomsky, but not for his followers) seems particularly interesting
from the point of view of a projected synthesis.
2. In this respect the Bakhtinian view of language can be compared to that of Roman Jakobson
and other representatives of the Prague linguistic school of the 1930s.
3. The article has been based on the position paper for the Bakhtin W orkshop “Bakhtin in
Context(s)”, Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures at Indiana University (Bloomington),
December 3-4, 1999, and on a series of lectures on Bakhtin presented at UCLA in the following years.
The author is grateful to his colleagues and friends in Moscow, St.Petersburg and Los Angeles for
many fruitful remarks and suggestions.
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Mikhail M. Bakhtin’s philosophy is the philosophy of the word. However,
reference is not to the word related to the system of language, the word
understood as the dead cell of language, the word as sentence. Instead,
reference is to the word understood as utterance, the word turned to the other
and calling for listening; therefore, a word that is always accentuated, where
signification is inseparable from significance, where meaning and value are
inseparable. In the second edition of his book on Dostoevsky (1963), Bakhtin
introduces the term ‘metalinguistics’ to indicate his approach: metalinguistics
understood as surpassing linguistics, not beyond it but before it. Return to the
live word. It is on the background of these considerations that the present paper
deals with the issues proposed in the title.
Keywords: metalinguistics, dialogism, value, otherness

T

he aim of this paper is to show how fundamental categories in language and
communication theory can be renewed and improved in the light of what Mikhail M. Bakhtin
(1895-1975) calls “metalinguistics.” Bakhtin introduced this concept in the 1963 edition of
his monograph on Dostoevsky (first ed. 1929), after using “philosophy of language” in
another monograph of 1929 signed by Valentin N. Voloshinov, as well as in a later essay,
of 1959-1961, “The Problem of the Text in Linguistics, Philology, and the Human Sciences.”
Bakhtin critiques the language sciences and the connection between such concepts as
sign, utterance, text, discourse genre, and linguistic creativity and the logic of identity.
Bakhtin commits to redefining these concepts in terms of the logic of otherness freeing them
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from their connection with the category of identity, and does so with the instruments of the
language of literature (Petrilli & Ponzio, 1999, 2000b, 2003b, 2005a).
Bakhtin and his Circle (whose work is represented, for example, by such monographs
as the 1929 Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, signed by Valentin N. Voloshinov,
and The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship, signed by Pavel N. Medvedev in 1928)
contribute significantly to a critique of language and communication which does not focus
exclusively on verbal language, nor limits itself to confrontation with linguistics and its
various approaches. On the contrary, Bakhtin analyzes the sign in its different verbal and
nonverbal expressions, opening to confrontation with general semiotics. Marxism and the
Philosophy of Language offers a critique of Saussurean linguistics as formulated in Cours
de linguistique générale (1916), therefore of the Saussurean model of sign, as well as of the
behaviorist conception of communication. Furthermore, in the 1965 writing, Rabelais and
His World, Bakhtin makes a thorough study of nonverbal language with special reference
to the signs of carnival and their translation into verbal language, and of the processes of
renewal and regeneration that intersemiosic translation and carnivalization of literature
involve for the literary word (Petrilli, 1992b, 2003, 2005c, 2006, 2007c). Bakhtin’s treatment
of the literary text—with which he explains its semiotical consistency and resistance and,
therefore, its capacity for dialogical reaction with respect to its interpretations—contributes
to a conception of language and communication that is founded on the categories of
otherness, answering comprehension and listening (Petrilli, 1998a, 2005a; Petrilli & Ponzio,
1998, 2003a, 2005b; Ponzio, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1997a).
This orientation is a distinguishing feature of Bakhtin’s research. He dedicated a large
part of his research to literary theory and criticism, but at the same time he superseded
boundaries of disciplines that were immediately concerned with literature and art in general,
as much as with language and communication studies understood in a broad sense. Bakhtin
aimed to demonstrate that a literary text can only by adequately understood by shifting one’s
gaze beyond literature and art in general, to view it from different disciplinary perspectives,
according to a process of extralocalization. Studies on verbal and nonverbal signs come into
play, for example, both at a theoretical level—that of general semiotics—as well as at the
level of the specification of these studies, relative to different cultural systems, folklore
traditions, festivities, rites, myths, and cults (Petrilli, 1990a, 1992a, 1993a 1993b). In
addition to the study of verbal and nonverbal signs, other perspectives that come into play
in the study of the literary text include the study of ideology, of the psychological and
psychoanalytical relation between consciousness and the unconscious, the problem of social
stratification and of the relation among social classes, the relation between history and
structure, and between the genetic and the morphological approach.
Bakhtin’s approach to the study of the literary text inevitably involves all human
sciences, though he never abandoned his special interest in the problem of the specificity of
the literary word. In The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship (Medvedev, 1925), Bakhtin
uses the problem of the specificity of the literary word and the way it is dealt with as a
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criterion for criticizing the Russian Formalists who thought they had solved the issue.
Bakhtin also critiques recourse to superficial sociological formulae and pseudo-Marxist
slogans.
Bakhtin dealt with issues connected with literary writing from the perspective of
literature itself. His excursions outside the field of literature do not imply recourse to an
external viewpoint with claims to offering a description that is totalizing and systemic. On
the contrary, Bakhtin remained inside literature and never left it, literature was his
observatory. Literature was the perspective from which he conducted his critique, which was
anti-systemic and detotalizing. Bakhtin reveals the internal threads which connect the literary
to the extra-literary, therefore underlining the structural intertextuality that subtends the
connection between literary and extra-literary texts. In Bakhtin’s view the literary text
subsists and develops in its specificity as a literary text thanks to its implication with the
external universe, in an ethical sense as well.
Consequently, as much as literature was one of Bakhtin’s main interests, it was not his
only interest. He focused his attention on the relation between “literature” and “life” (a
central issue in his 1928 monograph with Medvedev), or more extensively “art” and “life”
(his earliest paper “Art and Answerability,” published in 1919, clearly testifies to this
(Bakhtin, 1979, pp. 1-3); but he also focused on the human sciences in general, as emerges
from the whole course of his production (Petrilli, 1995, 1996a).
Bakhtin’s multiple interests in relation to the human sciences, in particular his research
method, ultimately refer to the problem of value. He was immediately interested in aesthetic
value with a special focus on literary value. However, he identified artistic value in otherness
and extralocality, therefore he necessarily dealt with other kinds of value as well (Petrilli,
2007a; Petrilli & Ponzio, 2000a, 2003a).
These include, in the first place, ethical value. And, in fact, he had already highlighted
the importance of the connection between art and answerability in his 1919 paper, where
these terms figure in the title. If, as Bakhtin maintains in a paper of 1920-23 (Bakhtin, 1979,
4-256), the source of artistic, of aesthetic value is the category of other and not I, it
necessarily involves issues of an ethical order centering on the problem of the other. From
this point of view, literature represents a sort of experiment, pushed to the extreme—beyond
the limits of social convention—concerning how values function in interpersonal
relationships (Levinas, 1961; Morris, 1938, 1948, 1964; Petrilli, 1998b, 2005a).
But this involves experimentation relative to the dialogical character of the word as
well. In literature, especially in genres like the novel, the word’s dialogism can be examined
beyond its limited reach in ordinary language. Bakhtin reconnects aesthetic value to
linguistic value as well as to human value, that is, value that characterizes human beings as
human, that is, considered not only in terms of identity but also of otherness. Bakhtin’s
analysis of linguistic value is much more convincing than that offered by the linguists.
Linguistic value in Bakhtin is not limited to the relation among the elements of language
(among phonemes, between signifiant and signifié, between words on the syntagmatic and
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paradigmatic axis), but extends beyond to concern the dialogical consistency of discourse
(Ivanov, 1973; Ponzio, 2003, 2006a).
In Bakhtin’s writings, linguistic value coincides with dialogical value, which means
it can be measured in terms of the word’s capacity for dialogism: not formal dialogism, of
the surface order, as in the case of an exchange of rejoinders between two speakers in
dialogue, but substantial dialogism which can even be traced in the voice of a single speaker,
in a single utterance.
With such concepts Bakhtin overcame the conventional limits of linguistics in the
direction of what he chose to call metalinguistics. He does not propose a quantitative
extension on the boundaries of linguistics but a qualitative change, a shift in values: the
value of sign identity is replaced by the value of sign otherness. This shift in focus means
to search for linguistic value in dialogical relations internal to discourse, that connect
different texts, historical languages, discourse genres, etc. Pushed to high degrees of
dialogism, of extralocality and displacement in the direction of otherness, linguistic value
understood as dialogical value becomes aesthetic value (Ponzio, 2001).
The relation between aesthetic value and cognitive value must also be taken into
account along these lines. This relation too can be reconducted to a scale in dialogism
ranging from a maximum degree of dialogism to a maximum degree of monologism.
However, cognitive discourse cannot reach the high levels of dialogism and otherness
characteristic of artistic discourse, in spite of its potential for innovation and revolution
(Bakhtin, 1993; Ponzio, 1997a). This is because cognitive discourse is grounded in the
category of self, it identifies with the subject of discourse, and is oriented by a given thesis,
project or conclusion.
All the same, as Bakhtin maintained in various stages of his research, cognitive
processes still call for the category of otherness. For example, in Rabelais and His World he
illustrates how the opening of official culture to non-official culture, to popular, carnivalized
culture, and the grotesque body contributed to the rise of modern scientific knowledge
during the Renaissance. Bakhtin continues working on such concepts in his later writings,
especially his notebooks of 1970-71 (Bakhtin, 1971, 1979, pp. 132-158). Artistic
experimentation pushes beyond the scientific, offering an understanding of humanity (as says
Bakhtin commenting Dostoevsky’s “polyphonic novel”), of experience with the other and
with nature that is altogether inaccessible from a monological perspective.
The problem of value is a constant concern throughout Bakhtin’s research from his
early writings of the 1920s to his later writings of the 1970s. His perspective is
interdisciplinary with a special focus on sense or value for the human person. This leads him
to deal with value beyond the limits of a specific field or human science (linguistics, theory
of art and literature, etc.). By contrast to linguistics of Saussurean derivation, Russian
formalism and Lotman’s cultural semiotics, Bakhtin maintained that value could not be
explained in terms of relations with a closed system, whether a linguistic code, langue, socalled “poetic language,” or a general cultural system. At the same time, however, Bakhtin
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recognized the importance of the problem of specificity, of the problem of value in relation
to verbal signs, literature and cultural texts. Bakhtin’s perspective is radically dialogical:
interlingualism, intertextuality, and interculturalism are important implications of his
dialogical principle. Rather than confine his research on values to the boundaries of a single
human science, he searched for the unitary sense that precedes and subtends the division
itself of the sciences.
This has consequences on Bakhtin’s method which he applied to all his research: a
dialogical-dialectical method which consists in relating fields and objects of study that
seemed distant from each other, in shifting and opening processes. This method is dialectical
in a strong sense to the extent that it recovers the connection with dialogism, which is
fundamental in obtaining dialectics; this is the dialogical-dialectical method, or “detotalizing
method” (Ponzio, 2004).
Bakhtin first placed the prefix “meta” in front of the word “linguistics” in Problems
of Dostoevsky’s Poetics to describe his special approach to verbal language; but this prefix
may in fact be appropriately extended to all fields that enter the range of his research.
Bakhtin considered his research as properly philosophical to the extent that it is critical
research, focused on conditions of possibility. As regards the problem of values and signs
through which values are necessarily expressed (which leads to Bakhtin’s interest in the
general science of signs or semiotics), his metalinguistic and detotalized approach on a
theoretical level also had implications on a practical level. Rather than absolutize and reify
signs and values, Bakhtin researched the dialectical-dialogical processes of their production
and circulation.
The work of Bakhtin and his Circle is an important point of reference for “philosophy
of language” understood as indicating studies on the inherently meta-linguistic dimension
of language, therefore on the inter-subjective founding of language, rather than as a question
of reducing philosophical problems to problems of (verbal) language. Bakhtin transcended
the limits of traditional approaches to the study of language that focus on the centripetal
forces operating in the verbal and nonverbal sign network and on the monological, fixed
units of language. Instead, from Bakhtin’s perspective philosophy of language must focus
on the live values of otherness, dialogism and extralocality, the founding principles and
values that orient signifying processes and the sciences that study them. Consequently,
contrary to trends that reduce philosophy of language to problems of language separated
from the live context of social communication, from understanding, which is always
“dialogical understanding,” from answerability to the other, Bakhtin conceived “philosophy
of language” or “meta-linguistics” as theory of knowledge, praxis and ideology developed
in the light of a theory of language that is both critical and dialogical.
A specific characteristic of Bakhtin’s linguistic theory is his interdisciplinary
perspective. He considered language in relation to the language of other human
sciences—anthropology, psychology, psychoanalysis, theory of ideology, the study of
popular traditions, of different socio-cultural systems and practices, linguistics and theory
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of literature, etc. (Vygotsky, 1925). These in turn are made of dialogical relations and
converge in his theory of language, which is dialogical and critical. However, Bakhtin drew
specially on literature for his understanding of language on the basis of his conviction that
literary language is the place which most enhances and manifests the live characteristics of
communication, the “word’s” plurivocality, its “dialogized plurilingualism” structural not
only to the relation between different discourses but also to the discourse of a single voice.
Bakhtinian theory of literary language is constructed through dialogical confrontation
with a host of different languages. Consequently, the practices, theories, values and
orientations of other sciences connected to language, either because they deal with language
or simply because they are made of language, all enter Bakhtinian theory of literature. All
are viewed in light of the live material of literary language and of the centrifugal and
contradictory forces operative in it, the place where the sign manifests its expressive
potential to a maximum degree of dialogical answerability. For Bakhtin literary language
furnishes appropriate models, materials and instruments for a critique of language theory that
does not account for the dialogical, polyphonic and plurivocal constitution of language.
Bakhtin preferred the term “metalinguistics” to “linguistics” to describe the orientation
of his research on language, but the expression “philosophy of language,” which recalls the
title of his 1929 volume signed by Voloshinov, is also appropriate. Bakhtin’s research
centers particularly on the problem of the specificity of the literary word, which he dealt with
on the basis of his reflections on language and word, conducted along the margins of
different disciplines, along their junctures and points of intersection where both verbal and
nonverbal signs come into play. His basic unit of analysis is the utterance constructed in the
context of internal and external dialogical relations forming speech acts, texts, discourse
genres. Thus understood, the problem of understanding the utterance exceeds the traditional
limits of linguistics as Bakhtin states in Problema texta:
The problem of understanding the utterance. In order to understand, it is first of all
necessary to establish the principal and clear-cut boundaries of the utterance. The
alternation of speech subjects. The ability to determine the response. The essential
responsiveness of any understanding (“Kannitverstan”). (Bakhtin, 1959-61, p. 112)

Contrary to linguistic analyses which search for meaning in unitary, well-defined
entities, forgetting the live nature of the processes of signification and communication,
Bakhtin defines the “boundaries” of the utterance in terms of the relation among subjects,
with reference to the response elicited by the utterance and to the responsive nature of
understanding: in other words, the “boundaries” of the utterance coincide with the dialogical
interrelationship with other utterances, with the text. According to this description, the
utterance is an open, dialogical, intertextual unit whose signifying value is determined in
contact with the other. Bakhtin gave first importance to the dynamical and creative forces
of real linguistic life. This led him to conduct his linguistic analysis of the utterance in the
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broad context of its relations with other human sciences. The boundaries of the utterance
understood as a dialogical unit are open and in continual construction in the relation with the
outside, the other (Petrilli, 2005b). The utterance finds its sense in this relation. Bakhtin had
a special interest in verbal texts relatedly to nonverbal texts (Bakhtin, 1965), and qualified
his research as philosophical:
… mainly because of what it is not: it is not a linguistic, philological, literary, or any
other special kind of analysis (study). The advantages are these: our study will move in
the liminal spheres, that is, on the borders of all the aforementioned disciplines; at their
junctures and points of intersection. (Bakhtin, 1965, p. 103)

These considerations by Bakhtin as reported in this paper dated 1959-61, can in fact
be traced back to earlier writings. He had already formulated his critique of abstract
objectivism characterizing certain approaches in philosophy of language, and of
individualistic subjectivism in general linguistics, in his books with Voloshinov of 1927 and
1929. This critique is the starting point and premise for all Bakhtin’s research on the word
and the sign in general. But consider the following passage from Problems of Dostoevsky’s
Poetics as a possible example among the many that clearly illustrate Bakhtin’s
metalinguistic, or if we prefer, “metasemiotical” approach:
… linguistics studies “language” itself and the logic specific to it in its capacity as a
common ground, as that which makes possible dialogical interaction; consequently,
linguistics distances itself from the actual dialogical relationships themselves. These
relationships lie in the realm of discourse, for discourse is by its very nature dialogical;
they must therefore be studied by metalinguistics, which exceeds the limits of linguistics
and has its own independent subject matter and tasks.
Dialogical relationships are reducible neither to logical relationships nor to
relationships oriented semantically toward their referential object, relationships in and
of themselves devoid of any dialogical element. They must clothe themselves in
discourse, become utterances, become the positions of various subjects expressed in
discourse, in order that dialogical relationships might arise among them. (1984, p. 183)

To understand Bakhtin’s approach to studies on verbal language we must remember
his insistence on the inexorable connection between literary language and life, which is
direct and dialectical. Literary language is grounded in the heterogeneous material of life.
It establishes relations between alterities, between the other of literature, or art in general,
and the other of life. Otherness is pictured by literary language through distancing processes
according to the principle of extralocality. Bakhtin theorizes dialogical understanding among
alterities which encounter each other in the dialectical unity of responsibility/answerability
understood in terms of listening to the other, of responsivity to the other. Art and life do not
identify with each other: the irreducible otherness of life, its polyphony, resounds in the
language of art, and art is made of the material of life which is enhanced by artistic discourse
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and which in turn nourishes life (Bakhtin, 1990, 1993, 1997, 1998). As Bakhtin states in Art
and Answerability:
But what guarantees the inner connection of the constituent elements of a person? Only
the unity of answerability. I have to answer with my own life for what I have
experienced and understood in art, so that everything I have experienced and understood
would not remain ineffectual in my life...The poet must remember that it is his poetry
which bears the guilt for the vulgar prose of life, whereas the man of everyday life ought
to know that the fruitlessness of art is due to his willingness to be unexacting and to the
unseriousness of the concerns in his life. (1919, pp. 1-2)

In a context of discourse focused on proposing a new approach to language and
communication with reference to Bakhtin’s theory of literature, the relation evidenced
between art and life (which must never be forgotten in philosophy) is fundamental. Bakhtin
shows how Dostoevsky’s artistic world revolves around dialogue considered as an end and
not as a means. In accordance with Dostoevsky, Bakhtin even goes as far as to identify in
dialogue the material itself of human becoming:
Dialogue here is not the threshold to action, it is the action itself. It is not a means for
revealing, for bringing to the surface the already ready-made character of a person; no,
in dialogue a person not only shows himself outwardly, but he becomes for the first time
that which he is— and, we repeat, not only for others but for himself as well. To be
means to communicate dialogically. (1984a, p. 252)

Bakhtin maintains that language, the subject, consciousness, values, orientations,
ideologies are all dialogical and social constructs built on the borders and junctures uniting
internal and external alterities:
I am conscious of myself and become myself only while revealing myself for another,
through another, and with the help of another...And everything internal gravitates not
toward itself but is turned to the outside and dialogized, every internal experience ends
up on the boundary, encounters another, and in this tension-filled encounter lies its
entire essence...The very being of man (both external and internal) is the deepest
communion. To be means to communicate. (1963, p. 287)

To develop language and communication theory from a Bakhtinian perspective means
to grasp the otherness dimension of language through the experience of literature which, in
turn, presupposes this dimension. The inter-subjective and dialogical dimension of language
(but we may also add “ethical” dimension given that it is determined by the value of
otherness and extralocality) is the immanent disposition of language itself to transcend its
own limits (as well as the limits of life as expressed and produced in language), according
to the logic of dialogized and plurilinguistic otherness (the condition for signifying and
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communication processes), and not of identity and equal exchange. From the Bakhtinian
perspective, literary language theories and philosophical language theories come together:
both open to the ethical dimension, that is, to plurivocal and dialogical otherness structural
to the universes of human discourse. Differently to the special languages of the sciences and
in line with literary language (especially Dostoevsky’s polyphonic novel), philosophical
language has its specificity in plurilingualism, pluristylism and pluridiscursivity (Petrilli,
1990b, 1990c, 1996b, 1998a).
Language and communication theory must not ignore the correlation between theory
of literary language and philosophy of language for a philosophical grounding of language
(beginning from the problem of the language of philosophy), rather than simply reduce
philosophical problems to problems of language (Ponzio, 1994, p. 193). To place philosophy
alongside literature, precisely the polyphonic novel, as does Bakhtin, may seem arbitrary.
This procedure involves relating two different phenomena: on one side, a dimension, an
attitude, an orientation, which as such cuts across all discourses, at least potentially, beyond
the limits of genre, which means flowing into the novel as well; on the other, a specific
discourse genre. However, this discrepancy disappears when we stop hypostatizing literary
genres, and instead consider them as an “interpretative model of reality” (Bakhtin, 1975;
Voloshinov, 1929, pp. 199-236; Medvedev, 1928, pp. 130-131), as a “modeling procedure”
or “specific signifying procedure” (Ponzio, 1994, pp. 58-66).
The novel is the literary genre that reaches the highest degrees in pluridiscursivity and
plurivocality; at a metalinguistic level it is the genre that best explains such orientations. As
demonstrated by Bakhtin (Bakhtin, 1975, pp. 259-422), language and communication
sciences do not dispose of sufficient instruments for an adequate understanding of
communication when they fail to keep account of literary and philosophical language as we
are describing them, that is, as manifested by the polyphonic novel and as theorized so well
by Bakhtin. Traditionally, language and communication sciences refer to the logic of
identity, to the centripetal forces operating in the system of language, monologism, the
processes of identification that prevail over the processes of dialogical and responsive
understanding, the historical processes of linguistico-ideological unification and
centralization. All these polarize the complex life of language, reducing it to the relation
between the unitary system of language and individual use of this system.
Bakhtin with other scholars of language, signifying and communication processes in
general (such as Edmund Husserl, Charles S. Peirce, Ferruccio Rossi-Landi, Roland Barthes,
Maurice Blanchot, Emmanuel Lévinas) are the main “interlocutors” in a dialogue proposed
by Augusto Ponzio in his 1994 book, Fondamenti di filosofia del linguaggio, a contribution
to his project for a new approach to communication and language. It is not incidental that
this book was preceded by a series of monographs by Ponzio on Rossi-Landi, Levinas and
Bakhtin (Petrilli, 1996, pp. 229-242; Petrilli, 2007; Ponzio, 1988, 1996, 2002a, 2002b,
2006b, 2006c; Ponzio, A., Petrilli, Ponzio, J., 2006; Levinas, 1961, 1972, 1974; Peirce 193166, 1982-93, 1992; Rossi-Landi 1992a, 1992b). Ponzio identifies dialogism as a special
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characteristic of the language of philosophy, similarly to Bakhtin as regards the word in the
novel. The juncture between the word in the novel and the philosophical word can clearly
be traced on a genetic level. Bakhtin shows how the “polyphonic novel” originates from
“Socratic dialogue.” In turn, Socratic dialogue is grounded in the carnivalesque orientation
of popular culture which contrasts the joyous relativity of a topsy turvy world to the
monologism, univocality and dogmatism of hegemonic culture (Bakhtin, 1963, pp. 106-114).
Fondamenti is a contribution to Bakhtin’s project for the development of a theory of
language and communication based on the ethics of otherness and dialogism.
Thanks to its vocation for dialogized pluridiscursivity, philosophy cannot ignore those
places of language where the dialogical life of the word is developed, where outside the
philosophical sphere too, the word is experimented through provocation by another word,
where speech resounds as pluristylistic, pluridiscursive and plurivocal. Among the places of
dialogization special mention must be made of the parodic and “carnivalized” genres of the
oral and written traditions, of all forms of literary writing where indirect speech and
extralocality render the word self-critical, self-derisive, capable of not taking itself seriously,
a word that is internally dialogical (Ponzio et al., 1994, p. 195).
Without making claims to totalization or semiotico-philosophical imperialism, to
reflect in a philosophical key on verbal and nonverbal language means to contribute to
developing a detotalizing approach to different fields of knowledge, praxis and human values
considered from the perspective of their constitution in terms of sign material. Thanks above
all to results obtained by experimenting the word’s dialogical potential in the laboratory of
literary writing, the “detotalizing” method of inquiry evidences the ethical, or what we
propose to call “semioethical” (Petrilli, 2007b; Petrilli & Ponzio, 2003a; 2005b; Welby,
1983, 2007) dimension of language and communication beyond the aesthetic.
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H YPERAUTHORSHIP IN M IKHAIL BAKHTIN:
THE PRIMARY AUTHOR AND
C ONCEPTUAL PERSONAE1
MIKHAIL EPSTEIN 3

This article explores the phemenon of hyperauthorship in intellectual writing:
a primary author (hyperauthor) creates a number of secondary authors
(hypoauthors), and develops possible conceptual systems on their behalf. The
case under consideration is Mikhail Bakhtin and his complex relationship with
his friends Pavel Medvedev and Valentin Voloshinov, members of the so called
“Bakhtin’s circle” (in the 1920s) who are credited with authorship of several
books which may have been actually written by Bakhtin himself. Still unclear
from biographical and historical perspectives, this problem of authentic
attribution of Medvedev’s and Voloshinov’s texts can be clarified in the
theoretical framework of “hyperauthorship” and “possibilistic thinking.” This
article applies Bakhtin’s own theory of the “primary author immersed in
silence,” as well as Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of “conceptual personae,”
to explain this case of “shared,” or “transferred” authorship. The figures of
Voloshinov and Medvedev, though historically real, may be viewed as Bakhtin’s
projections of “ideal,” or “utopian” Marxism in linguistics and literary theory.
Key words: hyperauthorship, primary author, conceptual persona, Russian
philosophy, literature and philosohy, Valentin Voloshinov, Pavel Medvedev,
Alexei Losev

B

efore addressing the problem of hyperauthorship in Mikhail Bakhtin, I would like to
introduce this relatively new theoretical concept. Hyperauthorship 1 is fictional authorship in
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distinction from factual authorship; i.e., the creation of literary or philosophical works on
behalf of different, sometimes virtual, personalities.2
The death of the author and the erasure of the signature that made up the agenda of
Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault, have become a cliché of poststructuralist theory. As
a matter of fact, it signals not the end, but rather the beginning of a new epoch of
hyperauthorship, multiplication of authorial personalities and conceptual persona that wander
through virtual networks in increasingly oblique relationships to their biological parents.
Hyperauthorship is not merely a contemporary phenomenon. Some classical authors,
such as Plato and Kierkegaard, Alexander Pushkin and Fernando Pessoa were overwhelmed
by multiple authorial personalities that wished to be realized through their transpersonal
creative endeavors. For example, Plato writes on behalf of all participants of his dialogues,
primarily Socrates. Kierkegaard writes on behalf of Johannes Climacus, Victor Eremita,
Johannes de Silentio and many others conceptual persona. The Portuguese poet Pessoa has
divided himself into three poets: Alvaro Campos, an engineer, Ricardo Reis, a doctor, and
Alberto Caeiro, a shepherd.
Thus, we find in philosophy and literature many examples of “excessive,” or “surplus”
authorship whereby one biological author gives life to many ideational authors. Their two
roles can accordingly be designated as hyperauthor (the creator; Greek hyper, over) and
hypoauthor (the created; Greek hypo-, under). In a sense, “hyperauthor” is a concept
analogous to that of “hypertext,” text with many different versions or sequels stacked on top
of one another. Similarly, there are many authors, relatively independent “writing
personalities,” within one hyperauthor. For instance, Alexander Pushkin as a hyperauthor
created a number of hypoauthors who allegedly wrote some of his poems and little tragedies,
such as the English poet William Shenstone, the hypoauthor of Pushkin’s “The Covetous
Knight,” or the obscure Italian poet Ippolito Pindemonte to whom Pushkin attributed one of
his latest lyrical masterpieces. The theologian Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite and,
according to anti-Stratfordians, the playwright William Shakespeare were hypoauthors, but
so far we have failed to establish the identities of their hyperauthors.
Two varieties, or orders of the hyperauthorship, can be identified—ascending and
descending— which depend on the relationship between hyperauthors and hypoauthors.
W hen a less authoritative writer ascribes his or her work to a more authoritative one, the
order is ascending. Such is the case of The Book of Zohar, the central piece of Jewish
Kabbalah; most likely it was compiled by the Spanish writer Moses de Leon (c. 1240-1305),
but to give it more authority he ascribed it to Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, who had lived in the
era of the Tannaim in Israel, during the Roman period, after the destruction of the Second
Temple in 70 CE. The same is true of the unknown hyperauthor of the 6th century who was
the founder of negative theology, ascribing his treatises to Dionysius Areopagite of the 1st
century (named in Acts 17:34 as one of those Athenians who had heard Paul preach on Mars
Hill). James MacPherson of the 18th century claimed his epic poems to have been written
in Gaelic by the ancient Scottish poet Ossian.
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The descending order is in place when a hyperauthor attempts to conceal his or her
social or professional identity by putting forward a figure of a less stature. This could be the
case with an aristocratic genius and erudite, such as Sir Francis Bacon or Edward de Vere,
the 17th Earl of Oxford, who had adopted a semi-literate actor William Shakespeare as their
hypoauthor. Alexander Pushkin ascribed his experiments in prose, deliberately simple, naïve
and sentimental short stories, to someone by the name of Ivan Belkin, a member of
provincial gentry.
The same writing can be potentially ascribed to various authors, which intensifies the
play of its meanings and interpretations. Such is the concept of “fuzzy,” or “continuum-like”
hyperauthorship, which refers not to a discrete authorial personality but rather to a wave of
possible authorships spread across time, places and personalities. It is also worth mentioning
here Jorge Luis Borges, the hyperauthor of Pierre Menard, who has enriched the art of
reading by the techniques of erroneous attribution—for example, reading The Imitation of
Christ as if it were written by Celine or Joyce. Recently the case of Araki Yasusada (19071972), a poet and a survivor of Hiroshima, raised a lot of controversy as his poems turned
out to be potentially attributable to many hyperauthors—American (Kent Johnson), Japanese
(Tosa Motokiyu), Russian (Andrei Bitov, Dmitry Prigov), and Mexican (Javier Alvarez). In
fact, all these and other possible authors are just some of the observable locations of this
hyperauthorial wave that can reach the shores of other epochs, countries, and most odd and
eccentric personalities. Hyperauthorship is virtual authorship in which real personalities
become almost illusionary, while fictional personalities become almost real; as a result, they
co-exist in the same continuum of imagination.
Biological parenthood is now recognized as only one of many forms of parenthood.
The same should be true of the reductive concept of authorship as only “biological”
authorship limited by the input of the author as a living individual. There are many sorts and
degrees of non-biological authorship, cf. psychological, intellectual, inspirational, or
magical. There is a principal asymmetry and disproportion between living and writing
individuals in the world. Obviously not all living individuals have either the inclination or
the capacity to become authors. Some individuals cannot write or they write only on checks
and holiday cards. This renders the complementary statement quite plausible, as well, i.e.,
not all authors have either the inclination or the capacity to become living individuals. There
are many authors who, for certain reasons, have no potential for physical embodiment, as
there are many individuals who for some related reasons have no propensity for becoming
authors. This implies that some living individuals, who have a potential for writing, must
shelter or adopt a number of potential authors within their biological individualities. What
awaits actualization in the writing of one individual is the potentiality of many authors who
have no need or taste for living, in the same way as many living individuals have no need
or taste for writing.
Now I turn to the following three interconnected issues: 1) What is the role of
hyperauthorship in philosophical writing? 2) What is the relationship of Bakhtin as a
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hyperauthor to his two hypoauthors Medvedev and Voloshinov? 3) How does Bakhtin’s
theory help us to understand the nature of hyperauthorship and where does this theory come
short of explanation? It must be noted that my article serves only as a general outline of this
broad circle of problems.
Philosophy embraces potentiality rather than actuality of thinking. Thinking as a
philosopher, I do not present my personal thoughts, but possible thoughts, thinkables, with
which I have no obligation to identify myself as an individual. It is somebody else who
thinks and speaks through me. A philosopher needs a persona to whom he or she entrusts his
or her thoughts, because he or she feels that they are not quite his or her own. For this
purpose the philosopher finds convenient names and characters and appoints conditional
speakers for his or her thought. From ancient times, and especially since Plato, philosophy
has often presented itself as personified thinking. A philosophical persona, in distinction
from a literary character, is not an acting, but a thinking personality; it is the other who
dwells in me when I am thinking as a philosopher. My distance from this persona may be
conveyed by quotation marks even though the majority of philosophers do not use this
device.
It is the potentiality of philosophical thinking that produces the figures of fictive
thinkers, hypo-authors. Since the author-philosopher demonstrates the potential of thinking,
he or she needs a mediator to actualize a certain thought and at the same time prevent its
identification with the author himself or herself. When people say that the philosopher holds
“this or that view,” or “thinks this or that,” it is not an accurate statement. The philosopher
does not “think this or that,” but thinks that it is possible to think this or that, to have these
or some other views, which under certain conditions, from a certain standpoint, could be
argued in this or that way. Such personae are Socrates and all other numerous characters in
Plato’s dialogues; a simpleton in Nicolas of Cusa; Johannes Climacus and other
pseudonymous thinkers (hetero-thinkers) for Kierkegaard; Zarathustra and Dionysus for
Nietzsche; the Father Pansophius for Vladimir Solovyov (in “the Short History of the
Antichrist”); Mr. Teste in Paul Valery; and semi-fictional hypoauthors Pavel Medvedev and
Valentin Voloshinov for Mikhail Bakhtin.
As a rule, such philosophical personae are not presented as wholly, colorfully and
palpably as characters in art and literature. Often it is sufficient only to give them a name and
a few characteristic traits (e.g. social or professional ones) in order to separate the persona
from the author and to crystallize in this new personality a system of ideas and concepts that
the author wants to put to the test. To actualize thought in a persona while preserving its
potentiality in an author is the optimal way to achieve the double effect of persuasiondissuasion, intellectual sympathy and intellectual withdrawal.
In a certain sense we have no way of knowing what a certain thinker thinks. In fact he
or she does not think anything, and in this respect he or she is similar to the most
thoughtless, empty-headed individual. According to Bakhtin’s view of a literary author,
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the primary author cannot be an image: he escapes any image-like representation. ... The
creator of the image (that is the primary author) never can enter any of the images
created by him. ... Nothing can be said in behalf of the writer. ... Therefore the primary
author is cast in silence. ... It is conventional to talk about the authorial mask. But in
which utterances (speech performances) is the face [of the author] present and the mask
absent, i.e., there is no authorship? (Bakhtin, 1979, pp. 353, 357)

The same applies to the philosopher (including Bakhtin himself) who never exposes
his or her “real” thought, like a novelist who never reveals his or her “true” face. The face
of the author remains invisible, and his or her mouth remains shut. Judging by their
philosophical works we cannot know what Plato or Kierkegaard “really thought.” Even this
very question addressed to the thinker is irrelevant. The primary author cannot express
himself or herself in words; he or she can only hope that behind the speech of his or her
“others,” his or her doubles, we can hear his or her silence, the non-actualized potentiality
of his thinking.
Similarly, language itself is always silent, though it constitutes the structural
foundation of all possible utterances. Nobody ever heard the voice of the English or the
Russian language. The writer and the thinker establish the order of their potentiality precisely
at the level of language. In order to start speaking, to move to the level of speech, they need
to diminish (sokratit’) themselves, to find their “socrates,” their figurehead who can produce
actual utterances. The real author is as silent as language. Philosophical discourse, i.e.,
actualization of philosophical language, functions only as (self)-citation, as the voice of a
persona, whether it is announced as such or not.
What Bakhtin says about the author being “cast in silence” helps to explain the enigma
of his own doubles Pavel Medvedev and Valentin Voloshinov. There is sufficient evidence
that the books published under their names, Medvedev’s The Formal Method in Literary
Scholarship. A Critical Introduction to Sociological Poetics (1928) and Voloshinov’s
Marxism and the Philosophy of Language (1929) were written by Bakhtin or at least with
his crucial participation. Presumably they could not have been wholly written by Medvedev
and Voloshinov since their authentic works demonstrate different interests and are of inferior
quality. Also, there are strong intellectual and stylistic affinities between these
hyperauthorial texts and the main body of Bakhtin’s work.
However, Bakhtin never recognized his authorship, even in the later time (1960s1970s) when it was politically safe to do so. On several occasions Bakhtin was directly asked
about the authorship of these books, and the vagueness of his explanations was striking. It
appears that he did write these books, but he did not consider himself to be their author.
Bakhtin could not ascribe to himself these works written under the names and on behalf of
his friends, but he also could not repudiate them. Why? Bakhtin as a theoretician of the
“authorial silence” provides a better explanation for this enigma than Bakhtin as a
memoirist.3
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The point is that Bakhtin has expressed in these books those thoughts that he could not
recognize as properly his own; they reveal the potentials of a Marxist interpretation of
language and literature that were rather alien to Bakhtin himself, though nobody else ever
actualized them as consistently and convincingly as he did in these hyperauthorial works.
The situation is complicated by the fact that Medvedev and Voloshinov were real persons.
Furthermore, they were the authors of their own scholarly works, though at the same time
they served Bakhtin’s reincarnations, hypoauthors “Medvedev” and “Voloshinov.” Bakhtin
“casts himself in silence” as the creative potentiality of the thinking that was actualized
under the names of Medvedev and Voloshinov. Of course, Bakhtin is stylistically and
intellectually recognizable in these writings, just as a famous actor can be recognized in his
or her characters. In the discursive manifestations of Medvedev and Voloshinov, Bakhtin
brilliantly played the roles of a Marxist literary critic and a Marxist linguist required by the
ideological scene of the 1920s, giving the utmost force of persuasion to the voices of his
conceptual personae. All these ideas were present in Bakhtin’s mind, but he himself was not
completely within these ideas. Hence, attributing these works to Bakhtin would be
complicated from the point of view of both formal and intellectual authorship. Bakhtin had
authored “pseudo-Medvedev” and “pseudo-Voloshinov” who, in their turn, had authored the
books rightfully attributed to them. In the same way, we cannot speak directly about
“Pushkin’s tales,” we should properly name them “Ivan Belkin’s tales authored by Pushkin.”
Thus, it would be more appropriate to qualify Medvedev and Voloshinov as authorcharacters rather than author-authors and to include them in subtitles like “Thus Spake
Medvedev” or “Thus Spake Voloshinov.” For the same reason, Nietzsche wrote “Thus Spake
Zarathustra” not “Thus Spake Nietzsche.” But at the same time, Nietzsche did not present
Zarathustra, a speaker of his thoughts, as the author of his book; he didn’t sign the book by
the name of Zarathustra, but reserved it only for the title.
Bakhtin’s theory of polyphony as the interaction of many voices belonging to different
individuals does not fully explain the phenomenon of divided and multiplied authorship in
Bakhtin’s own work or in that of other thinkers. Bakhtin’s dialogical conception elaborated
in his book on Dostoevsky presupposes the interaction of two or more separate, individual
consciousnesses. More relevant for the problem of personified thinking is the fact that none
of us can truly know any consciousness other than our own, which, paradoxically, does not
fully know itself as it remains alien to itself. Those thoughts that wander through my mind
seem to come from nowhere, definitely not from myself. I am the place of my thinking rather
than its source; I am the scene for the acts of thinking that are performed by somebody else.
Thus, the author’s consciousness expresses itself on behalf of multiple characters, putting
their utterances in quotation marks as citations from different sources. My thinking
permanently disqualifies my own speech and designates this renunciation by placing it
within visible or invisible quotation marks.
This can be called a “non-dialogical” mode of otherness in speech. As Paul Valéry
puts it on behalf of his hypoauthor Mr. Teste, a superior and universal intellect: “...all those
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[words] that I have myself spoken to others, I could always feel them become distinct from
my thought—for they were becoming invariable” (Valery, 1964, p. 236). Thus the chain of
hyper-hypoauthorship appears to be endless as Paul Valery’s hypoauthor, Mr. Teste, finds
otherness within himself, and the order of quotation marks around quotation marks is
multiplying ad infinitum. Most importantly, Valery/Teste accentuates here not the otherness
of others, but his own otherness to himself. Thus the personahood (personazhnost’) of
consciousness can be opposed to its personhood (personal’nost’), in the Bakhtinian sense.
Each consciousness is more complex and impenetrable within itself than in its “dialogical”
relationship to another consciousness. This self-alienating quality of consciousness accounts
for its internal citational mode: each act of self-expression is an act of self-alienation and
self-citation. Not that “a thought once uttered is a lie,” as Fyodor Tyutchev pronounced, but
rather a thought once uttered is a citation, a thought of someone different from its primary
author. Personified thinking—personified as related to personae, not personalities— dwells
within my own consciousness; it does not come from the consciousness of the other.
In fact, what another person is thinking is more comprehensible to us than what we are
thinking ourselves. The thought of another person is expressed in his or her speech while our
own thinking remains in the gap between speech and the unspeakable, between the actuality
and potentiality of thinking. Before we can even think about the consciousness of other
persons we are bound to find this “otherness” in our own consciousness; my own
consciousness is the “other” for myself.
Thus, in order to explain Bakhtin’s hyperauthorship we need some conceptual
framework different from Bakhtin’s own dialogical and polyphonic theory. Gilles Deleuze
and Felix Guattari provide the best clue for such a framework in their book “What Is
Philosophy?” Their argument goes as follows. What makes a Western philosopher different
from an Eastern sage is his or her mediated relationship with truth and wisdom. He or she
does not possess wisdom (Sophia) as such, but is only in love with it, or, to use another
possible translation of Greek “philia,” he or she is a friend of wisdom. Thus he or she finds
himself or herself at a distance from the place of wisdom and has to speak about it on behalf
of somebody else who becomes his or her conceptual persona, e.g. a friend or a lover, an
idiot or a dreamer.
The destiny of the philosopher is to become his conceptual persona or personae, at the
same time that the personae themselves become something other than what they are
historically, mythologically, or commonly (the Socrates of Plato, the Dionysus of
Nietzsche, the Idiot of Nicholas of Cusa). The conceptual persona is the becoming or
the subject of a philosophy, on a par with the philosopher, so that Nicholas of Cusa, or even Descartes,
should have signed themselves ‘the Idiot,’ just as Nietzsche signed himself ‘the Antichrist’ or
‘Dionysus crucified.’ In everyday life speech-acts refer back to psychosocial types who actually attest
to a subjacent third person: ‘I decree mobilization as President of the Republic,’ ‘I speak to you as
father,’ and so on. In the same way, the philosophical shifter is a speech-act in the third person where
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it is always a conceptual person who says ‘I’: ‘I think as Idiot, ‘I will as Zarathustra,’ ‘I dance as
Dionysus,’ ‘I claim as Lover.’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1994, p. 64)

In the same sense Bakhtin could say: “I argue against Formalism as Medvedev,” or “I
perform Marxist linguistics as Voloshinov.” This “as” may be an innocent, self-exposing
play in case of Nietzsche-Zarathustra, but it becomes a much more dangerous device in case
of Plato-Socrates or Bakhtin-Medvedev and Bakhtin-Voloshinov, when conceptual personae
are historical personalities. In this case, the “isness” of history makes way for “ifness” (or
“asness”) of thinking. This complicates the issue of authorial identity, because “as” means
both “is” and “is not.” It is easy to understand the perplexity of Bakhtin in the face of the
question whether he had authored M edvedev’s and Voloshinov’s books. He should have
answered both “yes” and “no,” which he actually did do.
Although Deleuze and Guattari’s approach helps to explain the perplexity of Bakhtin
in case of his hyperauthorship, it fails to explain why Bakhtin, as many other thinkers, still
authored the majority of his books under his own name. The point is that Deleuze and
Guattari simply reverse the traditional concept of authorship rather than demonstrate the
possibilities of its expansion. In line with the poststructuralist dogma of “the death of the
author,” they present a conceptual persona as a more important and “authentic” figure than
the author himself or herself. For them, the author becomes simply a device for the selfexposition of the conceptual persona:
The conceptual persona is not the philosopher’s representative but, rather, the reverse:
the philosopher is only the envelope of his principal conceptual persona and of all other
personae who are the intercessors, the real subjects of his philosophy. Conceptual
personae are the philosopher’s ‘heteronyms,” and the philosopher’s name is the simple
pseudonym of his personae… The philosopher is the idiosyncrasy of his conceptual
personae. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1994, p. 64)

Unfortunately, the logic of reductionism is double-edged. Reversing the traditional
outlook, Deleuze and Guattari are inclined to fully reduce the philosopher’s position to his
or her conceptual personae. This, again, eliminates the potentiality of philosophical thinking,
which in this case becomes entirely reduced to the worldviews of personae as “true subjects”
whose mouthpiece or even corporeal appearance are equated with the author himself.
Such a reverse reductionism leads, in fact, to quite a traditional result: no matter
whether it is Socrates who is appointed a mouthpiece of Plato, or vice versa, the mutual
irreducibility of the author and the persona disappears. Philosophical thinking is thus
identified with its actualizations, and its potentiality becomes eliminated. Instead of the
traditional view that Medvedev and Voloshinov served only as Bakhtin’s pseudonyms, now,
with Deleuze and Guattari, it should be stated that Bakhtin merely serves as a “pseudonym”
or an “envelope” for Medvedev and Voloshinov as the “real subjects” of his works. Then,
who is the real subject of the works signed by Bakhtin himself? A conceptual persona
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Bakhtin who presents himself as a historic personality called “Bakhtin”? Do we need such
replication of Bakhtin and for which purpose?
It is very clear that Bakhtin’s thinking, as it appears in the entirety of his work, cannot
be reduced to its actualization in any of its authorial figures, even that of Bakhtin himself.
That’s why there are not only different actualizations of philosophical thinking, but also
different degrees of actualizations: those that acquire the shape of another personality, a
named persona, hypoauthor, and those which are not conductive to such personification.
Nietzsche did write on behalf of Zarathustra or Dionysus, but still the main bulk of his work
comes under the name of Nietzsche. The degrees of personification are different for each
thinker: no explicit conceptual personae in Hegel and Marx and almost no direct “authorial”
statement from Plato and Kierkegaard. Each case needs an individual approach. However,
in order to convey fully the potentiality of philosophical thinking, we have to admit that it
can be represented neither in the actuality of its real author, nor in the actuality of its
conceptual personae. This is why both ends of the actuality, that of the author and that of
persona(e), need to be represented in the entirety of philosophical work, i.e., in order for
them to cross each other out and thus to represent thinking in its pure potentiality. Different
actualizations of thinking allow it to reveal its unactualizability (and unfinalizability as well,
to use Bakhtin’s term). Neither Medvedev nor Voloshinov, as conceptual persona, nor even
Bakhtin himself as an individual author, are representative of the potentiality of the
Bakhtinian thought. The “Who” of philosophical thinking does not fit into any actual,
authorial mode. It is hyperauthorial in its nature, and therefore even the “real,” biological
author is a hypoauthor to a certain degree, a persona in relation to this ultimate “Who” of
thinking.
This “Who” is not simply “the other,” it is “the otherly other” to such an extent that
it cannot be even somebody else’s “own,” to coincide with the self of any other real being.
It cannot be identified with any existing person in the world (past or present). There is
nobody, including Nietzsche himself, who could accept the mask of Nietzschean Zarathustra
as his own face; the last person who it could fit would be the historical Zarathustra. There
are such forms of otherness that are doomed to remain masks without bearers. This is what
Bakhtin’s concept of polyphony fails to account for because it was conceived within the
framework of dialogical existentialism, with its primary concern for human identity,
personality, and authenticity. Conceptual characters that we are discussing here are pure
signs of otherness that cannot be appropriated by any living or fictional individual. And this
is precisely because they are masks of philosophical thinking, in its radical distinction from
any other type of thinking for which its living bearers take full commitment and
responsibility.
Philosophical thinking is beyond any mode of individuation and personhood. This
explains why even those thinkers who did not resort to masks and personae were nonetheless
anxious to demonstrate the “otherness” of their thinking. In different modes of writing,
philosophers present themselves as “speakers on behalf”; for example, Hegel spoke on behalf
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of the Absolute Spirit; Marx on behalf of the exploited proletariat, the liberator of the world;
Heidegger on behalf of Being itself. Of course, this “on behalf” relates only to their
pronouncements as philosophers, not unlike the Pope, who is considered to be infallible only
when he speaks ex cathedra. To speak ex cathedra of philosophy means to speak in a
different voice, on behalf of a different entity than the philosopher’s own.
Every epoch generates its own forms of hyperauthorship and its own conceptual
personae. “...I will never believe that the struggling voices within me were also me. Without
a doubt they are some separate creatures, self-reliant and independent from myself, who by
their own will settled in me and inflicted controversy and a cacophony in my soul,” wrote
Alexei Losev (1893-1988), a major Russian philosopher of the Soviet epoch. Though
Losev’s own philosophical works don’t reveal any named personae, a careful analysis will
find sharp shifts of intonation in his discourses. Particularly notable is the aggressive
interposing of his double, a Marxist phrasemonger, whose voice slightly caricatures Losev’s
later writings, such as multi-volumed History of Classical Aesthetics. Now and then an
unnamed Marxist scholar, a rather sophisticated one though not as bright and creative as
Medvedev and Voloshinov, crudely intrudes into Losev’s discourse that is otherwise mostly
influenced by Hegelian idealist dialectics and Husserlian phenomenology and eidology.
In general, it is very instructive to study the philosophy of the Soviet epoch from the
standpoint of hyperauthorship. Since the voice of official Soviet ideology had to penetrate
through all published work, each thinker chose his or her own way of its representation.
Some, the least original thinkers (their names are legions), simply identified themselves with
this voice and sacrificed the potentiality of thinking to their self-actualization as orthodox
Soviet M arxists. Some, more independent, such as Valentin Asmus, tried to get away with
formal declarations of Marxist loyalty.
The most interesting is the case when a gifted thinker tried to preserve the full scope
of philosophical potentiality by personifying it in a Marxist discourse as one possibility of
thinking that should set off other possibilities and the play of potentiality as such. Both
Losev and Bakhtin belong to this category of creative thinkers who heard “struggling
voices,” including the Marxist one, within themselves and acknowledged them to be
“separate creatures, self-reliant and independent.” But here the similarity between Losev and
Bakhtin ends, which imposes different tasks on their interpreters. There are no explicit
conceptual personae in Losev as he did not grant any personification to various
actualizations of his thought; therefore the task of such persono-analysis from the very
beginning falls to his investigators. Bakhtin, on the contrary, did objectify his “struggling
voices” in the figures of his hypoauthors, Medvedev and Voloshinov. This makes Bakhtin
an ideal figure for the investigation of the phenomenon of philosophical hyperauthorship,
both in its Soviet variety and in the world context.
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1. I want to express my cordial gratitude to W alter Reed, W illiam R. Kenan University
Professor at Emory University. As a friend, a colleague, a co-teacher of the graduate seminar “M ikhail
Bakhtin and His Circles,” I owe him much intellectual encouragement and inspiration. Dr. Reed, the
author of the book Dialogues of the Word: The Bible as Literature According to Bakhtin (Oxford UP,
1993), has read the draft of this article and provided me generously with many comments and
suggestions that I have used in its rewriting.
2. I first proposed this concept in 1997. See Mikhail Epstein. Commentary and Hypotheses, in
Doubled Flowering: From the Notebooks of Araki Yasusada. Ed. and Trans. by Tosa Motokiyu, Oji
Norinaga, and Okura Kyojin. New York: Roof Books, 1997, pp. 134-147. This concept is further
elaborated in Mikhail Epstein. Hyperauthorship: The Case of Araki Yasusada, in Ellen Berry and
M ikhail Epstein. Transcultural Experiments: Russian and American Models of Creative
Communication. St. Martin's Press, 1999, pp. 240-255.
3. I refer to the conversations of Mikhail Bakhtin with the literary scholar Viktor Duvakin in
the last years of Bakhtin’s life. Recorded by Duvakin and published as a separate book, these
conversations contain rich biographic material, including memoirs about Voloshinov, Medvedev and
other members of Bakhtin’s circle. See M. M. Bakhtin. Besedy s V. D. Duvakinym. Moscow: Soglasie,
2002.
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M IKHAIL M. BAKHTIN
AUGUSTO PONZIO 4
(Translation by Susan Petrilli)

When Bakhtin must qualify himself he calls himself a ‘philosopher’ and when
he must name his research he calls it ‘philosophy of language.’ Bakhtin
practices what we may call ‘philosophy of otherness’ which produces a real and
proper revolution—the Bakhtinian revolution as recites the title of one of my
monographs on Bakhtin—which consists in placing the other instead of the I at
the centre of his thought system. Bakhtin says that in aesthetic terms the I is
entirely unproductive, just as it is unproductive when a question of constructing
a philosophy of responsible action, a philosophy of language free from the
“langue”-“parole” dichotomy and from subjectivistic interpretations of speech
in terms of “expression:” philosophy of language according to Bakhtin turns
its attention to the word of the other, and is delineated in terms of the “art of
listening.”
Keywords: dialogue, otherness, listening, answerability

A

n author’s importance is obvious when his writings engender many and different
readings. Mikhail M. Bakhtin is an example.
After a long silence, after “Bakhtin: za ili protiv”—for or against, it seems that the
time has come for an o Bachtine—“about Bakhtin.” This is occurring throughout the whole
world and in particular in Russia, judging simply from the quantity of publications of texts
by Bakhtin and on Bakhtin. I believe the first to recognize the importance of the overall
corpus of Bakhtin’s works as well as of his single texts, including those connected with the
so-called Bakhtin Circle, was Vyacheslav V. Ivanov, author of the important essay
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“Znacenie idej M. M. Bachtina o znake, vyskazyvanii i dialoge dlja sovremennoj semiotiki”
(“Il significato delle idee di Bachtin sul segno, l’enunciazione, il dialogo per la semiotica
contemporanea”). This essay by Vyacheslav V. Ivanov together with Marxism and
Philosophy of Language (which appeared in English as the translation of the Russian book
of 1929 signed by Valentin N. Voloshinov) are the starting points of my interest in Bakhtin
(Ponzio, 1980, 1981, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997a, 2004, 2006a; Ponzio & Petrilli, 2000,
2005, and Petrilli, 1996, 2004, 2007) also in connection with Emmanuel Levinas (Ponzio,
1994, 1996, 2006b). The essay by Ivanov appeared in Italian translation in 1977, in a volume
edited by myself, as the opening essay of a collection dedicated to Mikhail Bakhtin with
essays by Julia Kristeva, L. Matejka, I.R. Titunik, and text by Bakhtin “Problema Teksta”
(1952-53). This essay is dedicated to Vyacheslav V. Ivanov.
Bakhtin’s research came to light after years of silence and since then numerous
readings have been dedicated to him from various perspectives. Moreover, different aspects
of his work were discovered and published posthumously, gradually, and not even in the
order of their original writing. Texts from the early 1920s have only recently been made
available. Their importance is such that they throw new light over the whole corpus of his
research. Bakhtin’s reflections range over different fields and have now been introduced to
areas he had not dealt with himself, as researchers utilized his ideas to deal with new
problems. I have myself dedicated numerous essays and several monographs to Bakhtin, but
I always find it helpful to revisit my own interpretations and review them, rethink and
develop them and sometimes even reorient them in different directions in the light of new
documents as they gradually emerge.
From the outset Bakhtin was interested in moral problems with a special focus on the
issue of responsibility. In fact, in his earliest paper of 1919 dedicated to artistic discourse (in
line with the journal it was published in), he connected the problem of art to the problem of
responsibility. Bakhtin was not concerned with limited responsibility as delineated in the
context of identity. He was not interested in identity. When he analyzed artistic discourse,
he was not concerned with the artist’s identity; nor when analyzing literary texts was he
interested in the identity of a literary genre or a literary trend. By the same token, in his
studies on problems relating to language he was not concerned with the identity of language.
The “Bakhtinian revolution” consists in shifting attention from identity to alterity with
reference to all these problems and disciplinary areas.
Bakhtin was concerned with responsibility understood as answering to and answering
for the other without alibis. The properly philosophical orientation of Bakhtin’s research was
determined by his shift in focus beyond the boundaries of identity.
An early text by Mikhail M . Bakhtin from the 1920s entitled K filosofii postupka
(Toward a Philosophy of the Act) was only published in Russia in 1986 in the volume
Filosofiia i sotsiologiia nauki i tekhniki: Ezhegodnik, edited by S. G. Bocharov (pp. 82138).1 This text is of great interest not only because of its intrinsic theoretical value, but also
because it yields an understanding of the overall sense of Bakhtin’s research which stretches
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into the first half of the 1970s. Also, it is closely related to the first chapter of another text
written during the early 1920s, “Avtor i geroj v esteticeskoj dejatel’nosti” (Author and hero
in aesthetic activity), it too only published later in the volume Estetika slovesnogo
tvorchestva (Bakhtin, 1979). However, this chapter was not published in a complete version;
the first section was considered too fragmentary and was excluded, only to be published as
late as 1986 with “K filosofii postupka,” in the same volume. The connection between these
two texts, “K filosofii postupka” and “Autor i geroj v esteticeskoj dejatel’nosti” (in particular
the first section of the latter) is obvious: both are part of the same research project where
“Avtor i geroj v esteticeskoj dejatel’nosti” is the continuation and development of “K
filosofii postupka,” and both privilege the same literary text as their object of analysis, the
poem Razluka (Parting), by Pushkin.
Toward a Philosophy of the Act was only the beginning of a bigger project designed
to produce a volume on ethics, understood as the architectonics of responsibility in
communication with the other. This text consists of two large fragments: what is probably
an introduction to the project with a few initial pages missing; and a section titled I by
Bakhtin himself.
In the introductory fragment, Bakhtin deals with the problem of capturing the moment
of “transitiveness” and “event-ness” (sobytijnost’) (1922a, p. 1) of the act, its value and unity
of actual becoming and self-determination. As soon as the sense of the act is determined in
theoretical (scientific, philosophical, historiographical) or in aesthetic terms, it loses its
character as a unique and self-determined event, a truly experienced act, and assumes a
general value, an abstract meaning. A division is created between two mutually impervious
worlds: the world of life and the world of culture; we exist in the first even when we cognize,
contemplate and create, that is, when we build a world in which life is the object of a given
domain of culture. These two worlds are united by the unique event of the act of our activity,
of living experience. This is the unity of two-sided answerability: answerability with respect
to objective meaning, that is, with respect to content relative to the objective unity of a
domain of culture, what Bakhtin calls “special answerability,” and answerability with respect
to the unique event-ness of the act, which he calls “moral answerability” (1922a, pp. 2-3).
To unite these two types of answerability, special answerability must be related to unitary
and unique moral answerability as a constituent component. That is the only way the
pernicious non-fusion and non-interpenetration of culture and life can be surmounted (1922,
p. 3).
This is the same problem dealt with in what is generally considered as Bakhtin’s first
publication, “Art and Answerability,” published in 1919—the problem of the relation
between art and life. The terms of the solution are similar:
The three domains of human culture science, art, and life— gain unity only in the
individual person who integrates them into his own unity. This union, however, may
become mechanical, external. And, But what ... unfortunately, that is exactly what most
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often happens guarantees the inner connection of the constituent elements of a person?
Only the unity of answerability. I have to answer with my own life for what I have
experienced and understood in art, so that everything I have experienced and understood
would not remain ineffectual in my life. But answerability entails guilt, or liability to
blame. It is not only mutual answerability that art and the poet must remember ... life
must assume, but also mutual liability to blame. That it is his poetry which bears the
guilt for the vulgar prose of life, whereas the man of everyday life ought to know that
the fruitlessness of art is due to his willingness to be unexacting and to the unseriousness
of the concerns in his life. The individual must become answerable through and through:
all of his constituent moments must not only fit next to each other in the temporal
sequence of his life, but must also interpenetrate each other in. Art and life are not one,
but the...the unity of guilt and answerability must become united in myself—in the unity
of my answerability. (Bakhtin 1919, pp. 1-2)

Therefore, on one hand “special answerability” relative to a given domain of culture,
a given content, a given role and function; delimited, defined, circumscribed answerability
referred to the repeatable identity of the objective and interchangeable individual; on the
other hand, “moral answerability,” “absolute answerability,” without limits, alibis, which
alone renders individual action unique; answerability of the single individual that cannot be
abdicated. The connection between these two kinds of answerability is that between
objective, repetitive, identical meaning conferred by the domain of culture in which action
is objectified, and the unrepeatable self-determination of being as a unique and unitary event,
activity in its entirety and complexity though not decomposable or classifiable. Here Bakhtin
anticipates the criteria used for the distinction between “meaning” and “theme,” particularly
important in his conception of the sign to which he dedicates an entire chapter in the 1929
volume signed by Voloshinov.
The act of our activity, of actual experiencing, says Bakhtin, is “a two-faced Janus”
(Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 2), oriented in two different directions: never-repeatable
uniqueness and objective, abstract unity. My answerable activity as a unique individual,
wholly identified in a given moment and in given conditions is absolutely indifferent,
“completely impervious” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 4) to the latter. Unique event-ness in
which judgment is an answerable act or deed is indifferent to theoretical meaning, and
therefore remains outside thought as generally valid judgment. The theoretical veridicality
of judgment does not explain how that judgment is the ought, of thinking; vice versa the
ought cannot ground the theoretical veridicality of judgment; the moment of theoretical
veridicality is necessary but not sufficient to become an ought-to-be: this is why Bakhtin
refuses Rickert’s conception of the ought as the highest formal category, and citing Husserl
affirms that the assumption of theoretically valid judgment as the ought cannot be derived
from it, but rather can only be brought in from the outside. With respect to the ought, to the
concrete act of its assumption, theoretical veridicality, says Bakhtin, only has technical
value. This is true of all that is aesthetically, scientifically, morally significant: all such
meanings have technical value, none include ought in their content. Instead, ought can be
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traced in the unity of my unique answerable life as manifested in the uniqueness of
answerable choice. The connection between objective, abstract, indifferent validity and the
never-repeatable uniqueness of a standpoint, of a choice cannot be explained in terms of
theoretical knowledge, of an abstract theoretical subject, gnoseological consciousness.
Formal, technical validity is indifferent to the answerable act of the single individual.
Bakhtin makes important considerations on the autonomy of what is technologically valid,
governed by its own immanent laws, with a value of its own, with power and control over
the life of the single individual once it has lost its connection to the live uniqueness of
answerable activity. “All that which is technological,” says Bakhtin, “when divorced from
the once occurrent unity of life and surrendered to the will of the law immanent to its
development, is frightening; it may from time to time irrupt into this once-occurrent unity
as an irresponsibly destructive and terrifying force” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 7).
Bakhtin evidences the alien character of the singularity of life as “answerable, riskfraught, and open becoming” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 9) in a world of theoretical
constructions, where abstract being is relieved of historical existence, determined as unique
and never-repeatable: absolute estrangement from the world as the object of knowledge in
which everything finds justification, except the singularity of a place in the world and
relative answering action. Insofar as theoretical being is on principle accomplished, finished,
given, it is indifferent to “that which is absolutely arbitrary (answerably arbitrary)”
(Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 9), absolutely new and creative, the uniqueness life understood
as continuous answerable activity; theoretical being “is indifferent to the central
fact—central for me—of my unique and actual communion with Being” (Voloshinov,
1929/1973, p. 9) and of my “moral answerability,” mine absolutely. And although the
“unity-uniqueness” of my life-act is alien to indifferent theoretical consciousness, unityuniqueness is the foundation of theoretical consciousness “insofar as the act of cognition as
my deed is included, along with all its content, in the unity of its answerability, in which and
by virtue of which I actually live— perform deeds” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 12).
Therefore, Bakhtin writes:
Once-occurent uniqueness or singularity cannot be thought of, it can only be
participatively experienced or lived through. All of theoretical reason in its entirety is
only a moment of practical reason, i.e., the reason of the unique subiectum’s moral
orientation within the event of once-occurent Being. (p. 13)

Attempts at recovering the unity-uniqueness of action-life are useless, whether through
the reductionism of theoreticism, nothing less than “the inclusion of the large theoretical
world within a small, also theoretical, world,” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 13), which
reconducts unity-uniqueness to the biological, psychological, sociological, economical
categories of a given cognitive field, etc.; or through philosophies of life, the tendency to
aestheticize life as exemplified most importantly by Bergson. The Bergsonian notion of
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“intuition” indicates empathy, participative cognition which in art is directed toward the
individual. Through intuition one enters the interiority of an object and identifies with the
unique in it. Bakhtin’s critique of intuition anticipates his critique of the concept of
“empathy,” which plays a central role in his conception of the otherness relationship from
“Author and Hero” through to his writings of the 1970s. The concept of identification is
fundamentally theoretical. In spite of its aestheticism it leads to the delusive belief of being
able to overcome the extraneousness, “transgredient character” (expression used by Bakhtin
in subsequent writings of the early 1920s, important for the concept of extralocality),
uniqueness, otherness of a situation that leads to the act of identification. The concept of
identification understood as identifying with the other, says Bakhtin, implies losing
uniqueness of the unique place I occupy in the world. Therefore it presupposes asserting the
inessential character of my uniqueness and of the uniqueness of my place. Bakhtin makes
a point of distinguishing between pure identification as a theoretical-aesthetic notion and
“answerable act/deed of self-abstracting or self-renunciation” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p.
16). Pure empathizing is delusive, it is not possible; if it were, it would mean to
“impoverish” communication, since “instead of two participants there would be one”
(Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 16). And given that unique being and therefore not-being is
discontinuous, it would also imply annulling consciousness, rather than a cognitive modality.
Instead, the uniqueness of one’s being in the world is achieved in self-sacrifice. The world
in which the act of self sacrifice is chosen responsibly, from one’s own unique place, is not
the indifferent world of theoretical consciousness or aesthetic intuition. Therefore aesthetic
identification does not throw light on the uniqueness of being in the world as manifested
when we take a stand, in answerable action. Rather, says Bakhtin, “the entire aesthetic world
as a whole is but a moment of Being-as-event through an answerable
consciousness—through an answerable deed by a participant (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p.
18).
If neither theoretical cognition nor the aesthetic understand the unique event-ness of
answerable action in the context of the uniqueness of being in the world, this is because they
both abstract from the place occupied by the observer, from uniqueness as interpreter, from
otherness never-repeatability, from otherness of the observed. Contemporary human sciences
have always drawn nearer to the ideal of scientificness. However, this had lead to a
philosophy of domains of culture and their specific unity, incapable of accounting for unitary
and unique Being-as-event in life-action. On this basis Bakhtin explains the attraction
exerted by historical materialism in philosophy, through a contrast mechanism, in spite of
shortcomings. Historical materialism takes its distances from an abstract theoretical world
to build a world made of determinate, concretely historical, active and answerable deeds, and
of philosophical conceptions that (evoking the Middle Ages or Oriental philosophies) place
the question of wisdom at the center of their interests. As much as these philosophical
orientations are different, even opposite to each other Bakhtin evidences a common
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methodological limit in the fact that they both fail to discriminate between “what is given
and what is set as a task, what is and what ought to be” (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 20).
That theoretical reason and aesthetic reason are both part of practical reason should
not lead us to believe that Bakhtin was a follower of Kantianism, as Bakhtin himself
declares. Moral philosophy or “first philosophy,” as he also called it, describes Being-asevent as answerable action. Therefore the question of answerable action can neither resort
to Kant nor to the Neo-Kantian revival as much as they consider the moral problem to be
important. Bakhtin accuses the formal ethics of Kant and the Kantians of theoreticism, that
is, of “abstracting from my unique self:” there is no approach to a living act performed in the
real world (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 27).
Bakhtin maintains that the philosophy of the answerable act can only be the
phenomenology, participative description, of this world of action considered from the inside
from the perspective of its answerability, and not contemplated or theoretically analyzed
from the outside. Though connected with Husserl’s phenomenology, Bakhtin’s approach is
substantially different given that communication with the other is centered on “moral
answerability” as against the noesis-noema, subject-object relationship. From this point of
view, Bakhtin’s attitude toward Husserl’s phenomenology is similar to Emmanuel Lévinas’s
(Ponzio, 1992, 1994, 1996). The indifference of theoreticism is superseded by the
unindifference of unique, never-repeatable and unreplaceable participation in the world, by
“my non-alibi in being.” The condition of unindifference does not ensue from a theoretical
admission, but is the condition of interest, desire, cognition, action. In the condition of
unindifference uniqueness is already given and is at once active, the I is passive and at once
active, determined and answerable. Dogmatism and generic hypotheticism, absolute
determinism and abstract freedom, void possibility, objectivism and all forms of
subjectivism and psychologism, void rationalism (where logical clarity and abstract
consequentiality are separated from answerable consciousness and act understood as obscure
and uncontrolled forces) and irrationalism complementary to it, are all superseded by the
condition of unindifference. “Rationality,” says Bakhtin quoting Nietzsche, “is but a moment
of answerability, a light that is ‘like the glimmer of a lamp before the sun’” (Voloshinov,
1929/1973, p. 29). Language itself lives in relation to participative thought and action. The
word which is not an abstract word from the dictionary, nor a subjective word, is a live and
“answerably-significant” word. This is the character of any form of significant and
signifying communication. Bakhtin’s considerations on language and communication in this
early paper are developed in his subsequent books, and in the volumes and articles signed
by Voloshinov dated 1927, 1929 and 1926-30. The word manifests itself fully in relation to
the uniqueness of action, says Bakhtin, not only as content-sense, but also as expressionimage, and from an emotional-volitional perspective as intonation.
Unindifference deriving from the connection with answerable action, orients words
and makes understanding possible—of objects, of lived experience. To speak about an object
means to relate to it unindifferently, therefore the uttered word is necessarily intonated.
Russian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Sum m er 2008)
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However, all experience is intonated, even the most abstract thought insofar as it is
concretely thought is intonated, that is, has volitional-emotional intonation. In
communication and understanding an essential tie is established between content and its
emotional tone, which constitutes actual value. If this were not the case, it would not be
possible to utter a given word, to think a given thought, to experience a given object.
In Bakhtin’s view, thanks to the unindifference of answerable action it is possible to
establish a connection between culture and life, cultural consciousness and living
consciousness. When such connection is not established, cultural, cognitive, scientific,
aesthetic, political values rise to the status of values-in-themselves and lose all possibility
of verification, functionality, transformation. Bakhtin observes that this is part of a
Hobbesian conception with clear political implications: to absolute cultural values there
corresponds the conception according to which the people choose one time only, renouncing
their freedom, surrendering themselves to the State after which they become slaves to their
own free choice (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 35).
In his subsequent research Bakhtin amply demonstrated how all this contradicts
constitutive popular resistance to “State truth,” the irreducibility of “non official ideology”
to “official ideology.” Popular culture with its capacity for innovation and regeneration in
relation to dominant culture is the object of study by Bakhtin in his monograph on Rabelais.
Insofar as it belongs to “class ideology,” State truth, says Bakhtin in one of his subsequent
annotations From Notes Made in 1970-71, encounters the unsurmountable barrier of irony
and degrading allegory, the carnivalesque spark of allegorical-ironical imprecation which
destroys all gravity and seriousness and never dies in the heart of the people. In a passage
from Toward a Philosophy of the Act, Bakhtin returns to the problem of the abdication of
answerability, as political answerability. He refers to political representation which in the
attempt at relieving itself of political answerability often loses—both in whoever attributes
it and in whoever assumes it—the sense of unique, non-alibi participation, and consequently
becomes void, specialized and formal answerability, with all the danger that this loss of
sense involves (Voloshinov, 1929/1973, p. 52).
In Toward a Philosophy of the Act Bakhtin refuses the concept of truth inherited from
rationalism and described as general, universal, repetitive, constant, separate and set against
the individual and the subjective. On the contrary, says Bakhtin, the unity of real
consciousness, answerable consciousness must not be conceived in terms of continuity, at
the level of content, principles, rights, the law, and even less so of being. Bakhtin critiques
all forms of dogmatic absolutism, including the ontological. No being or value is identical
or autonomous, a constant principle, separate from the live action of its identification as that
being or value.
The critique of ontology (which can be extended to Heidegger) is an important aspect
in the Bakhtinian refounding of “first philosophy” as “moral philosophy.” From this
perspective the following passage from Toward a Philosophy of the Act is most significant:
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Participation in the being-event of the world in its entirety does not coincide, from our
point of view, with irresponsible self-surrender to Being, with being-possessed by
Being. W hat happens in the latter case is that the passive moment in my participation
is moved to the fore, while my to-be-accomplished self-activity is reduced. The
aspiration of Nietzsche’s philosophy is reduced to a considerable extent to this
possessedness by Being (one-sided participation); its ultimate result is the absurdity of
contemporary Dionysianism. (1922a, p. 49)

“Non-alibi in being” implies uniqueness and irreplaceability, it transforms empty
possibility into answerable real action, it confers actual validity and sense to all meanings
and values which would otherwise be abstract. Non-alibi in being gives a face to the event
which is otherwise anonymous. Thanks to non-alibi in being there is no such thing as
objective or subjective reason. Rather, each one of us has a right to a place, not only in
subjective terms, but answerably, keeping account of the other, and without the possibility
of interpretation as a “contradiction,” if not for a third, disembodied, non-participating
consciousness and from the perspective of abstract, non-dialogic dialectics, which Bakhtin
explicitly critiqued in From Notes Made in 1970-71. Non-alibi in being relates to the other,
not indifferently to the generic other, but as concrete involvement, in a relation of
unindifference with the life of one’s neighbor, one’s contemporary, with the past and future
of real persons. An abstract truth referred to mankind in general, such as “man is mortal,”
can acquire sense and value, says Bakhtin, from my unique place, as the death of my
neighbor, my own death, as the death of an entire community, or as the possibility of
elimination of the whole of real historical humanity.
And, of course, the emotional-volitional, valuative sense of my death, of the death of an
other who is dear to me, and the fact of any actual person’s death are all profoundly
different in each case, for all these are different moments in once-occurent Being-asevent. For a disembodied, detached (non-participating) subiectum, all deaths may be
equal. No one, however, lives in a world in which all human beings are— with respect
to value—equally mortal. (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 48)

Bakhtin insists that involvement with the other is inevitable (the concrete other and not
an abstract other, conceived as abstract gnoseological consciousness), the consequence of
being answerably participative in the world from the uniqueness of one’s place. To be
answerably participative is also apprehension for the other, who compels me in terms of
answerability. Answerability of the deed is above all answerability for the other. My
uniqueness, not being replaceable, is the impossibility to abdicate such answerability, to the
point of abnegation, of self-sacrifice. Therefore, “answerable centrality” becomes “sacrificed
centrality.”
One can attempt to escape from this kind of non-alibi answerability, but they very
attempt at unburdening oneself testifies to its weight and inevitable presence. All roles and
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their special answerability do not abolish but simply specialize personal answerability, says
Bakhtin, that is moral answerability without limits or guarantees, without alibis. Detached
from absolute answerability, special answerability loses sense, becomes technical
answerability, is mere representation of a role, action, technical performance, “technical
activity.” As such it is de-realized and becomes illusion.
The crisis of contemporaneity is the crisis of contemporary action, says Bakhtin; this
crisis consists in the separation of action, with its concrete motivation, from its product,
which consequently is emptied of sense. This interpretation is similar to Husserl and his
phenomenology, especially as developed in Die Krisis der europäischen Wissenschaften und
die transzendentale Phänomenologie (published posthumously in 1954). But differently
from Husserl where theoreticism persists, Bakhtin does not theorize sense as conferred by
the intentional consciousness, by the transcendental subject, but by answerable action as
expressed by the uniquess of non-alibi in being in the world. For Bakhtin philosophy of life
can only be moral philosophy. Bakhtin emphasizes that to separate the product from the
answerable act, technological-scientific apparatus from concrete motivation, culture from
life, does not only imply to weaken the product, to lose sense in the cultural world become
autonomous dominion, knowledge emptied of sense, but also to degrade the act itself which
isolated from the meanings of culture, emptied of its ideal aspects, descends to low levels
of biological and economic motivation: outside objective culture, the act appears as mere
biological subjectivity, an act-need. On considering this aspect, Bakhtin refers explicitly to
Spengler, underlining his inability to reconduct theory and thought to action, as necessary
aspects incorporated by action: on the contrary, the deed is opposed to theory and thought.
Value theorized by Bakhtin is the value of unitary and unique answerable action distinct
from technical action with its special answerability (Bakhtin, 1922a, p. 56).
Moral philosophy must describe the “concrete architectonics” of the actual world of
the performed act in terms of a unitary and once-occurrent act or deed, the basic emotionalvolitional aspects of the this construction and mutual arrangement. All values, meanings and
spatial-temporal relationships are constituted and arranged in the light of this architectonics,
all aspects of which are characterized by Bakhtin in terms of otherness. These include: “Ifor-myself, the other-for-me, and I-for-the-other.” (Bakhtin, 1922a, p. 54)
All the values of actual life and culture are arranged around the basic architectonic
points of the actual world of the performed act or deed: scientific values; aesthetic values;
political values (including both ethical and social values); and, finally, religious values.
(Bakhtin, 1922a, p. 54)
In the section titled I following the introduction to Toward a Philosophy of the Act,
and starting from the unique place each one of us occupies irreplaceably, Bakhtin develops
an architectonics of the uniqueness and volitional-emotional unity of the world. This is
described as a non systematic but concrete architectonic unity in axiological and spatialtemporal terms: unity is achieved around a unique participative and unindifferent center, the
center of value represented by each one of us in our non-alibi answerability. This kind of
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architectonics is incomprehensible if actualized by the same subject around whom it
revolves, if it belongs to the same self, therefore to discourse of the “confession” genre, for
example, or any other genre of direct discourse. Direct discourse is incapable of developing
a global vision. Live communication and understanding are not possible if cognitive
discourse is neither emotionally nor evaluatively participative. Cognitive discourse
understood as objective and indifferent discourse is incapable of understanding what it
describes and consequently impoverishes it as it loses sight of that which renders it living
and unfinalizable. Empathy is also an impoverishment given that it reduces communication
between two mutually external and non interchangeable positions to a single vision.
According to Bakhtin the architectonics of interpretation-understanding presupposes the
other, in a relation with self of difference, unindifference, a relation that is reciprocally
participative. Consequently, self and other emerge as two value-centers, two value-centers
of life around which revolves the architectonics of answerable action. These two centers of
value must remain reciprocally other, communication is between two others from a spatialtemporal and axiological viewpoint, the I must not dominate. As an example of this vision
Bakhtin in Toward a Philosophy of the Act analyzes the architectonics of art, specifically
verbal art, literature. The language of literature is organized around a center of value that is
represented by the single human being in its uniqueness, irreplaceability, precariousness and
mortality. In such a situation expressions like earlier, later, yet, when, never, late, already,
necessarily, ought, beyond, farther, nearer, etc., lose their abstract meaning and are charged
with concrete sense in emotional, volitional, axiological terms each time they are used as part
of this participative center. Bakhtin develops and specifies such statements in “Author and
Hero in Aesthetic Activity”:
My own axiological relationship to myself is completely unproductive aesthetically. The
organizing power in all...for myself, I am aesthetically unreal. aesthetic forms is the
axiological category of the other, the relationship to the other, enriched by an
axiological “excess” of seeing for the purpose of achieving a transgredient
consummation. (Bakhtin, 1979, 188-189)

Bakhtin traced the architectonics he intended to analyze with his moral philosophy or
first philosophy in literature: the relationship to the other forming the center of value in
literary discourse is transgredient, extralocalized, unique. This is to say that in the sphere of
literary discourse communication between author and hero is oriented by otherness logic and
is transgredient, extralocalized, unique.
Every part of an artwork may be considered as a reaction of the author to a reaction
of the hero toward an object, an event: reaction to a reaction. The relationship of the author,
of art to life, is indirect, mediated by the hero. In life too we encounter situations formed of
reactions to reactions: but in real life both the human reacted to and the reaction are assumed
in their objectivity, and the reaction to the reaction is also objective, it expresses a standpoint
and relates to a given context, a given aim. On the contrary, in the artistic sphere the hero’s
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reaction is represented, it is not objective, but objectified, distanced from the author-man,
his own reaction. Bakhtin distinguishes between “objective” and “objectified” and between
“author man” and “author creator” (which related to the former), both of which play an
important role in his overall thought system. In fact these distinctions are present throughout
the whole course of his production, from his early writings of the 1920s to his later writings
of the 1970s. The reaction to life, to the hero, is neither provisional nor functional to a
practical or cognitive end insofar as it is an objectified reaction. In the artwork a unitary
reaction to the totality of the hero’s world is essential. This reaction is distinct from cognitive
and practical reactions, but it is not indifferent to the latter; it gathers all the single cognitive
and emotional-volitional reactions and unites them in an architectonic whole. For the
author’s unitary action to assume artistic value, it must evidence the resistance of reality, of
life, which is expressed by the hero: resistance of the objective with respect to its rendering,
to its objectification; the author’s unitary action must evidence the hero’s otherness and his
extra-artistic values; therefore, it must set out from a position of extralocality—in space, time
and sense—as regards the hero, specially if autobiographical. If this is not achieved, as in the
case of autobiography, the author’s unitary action assumes confessional tones devoid of
artistic value. In all this we clearly find traces of Bakhtin’s critique of Russian Formalism
systematically developed in The Formal Method in Literary Scholarship, signed by
Medvedev, published in 1928.
In the chapter titled I of Toward a Philosophy of the Act, Bakhtin analyzes a poem by
Pushkin, Razluka (Parting) in his effort to clarify the architectonics of the aesthetic vision.
Subsequently, he focused on communication between “author and hero in aesthetic activity”
producing a long paper with the same title. The first chapter, as mentioned, begins with an
analysis of the same poem, developing considerations which had already been made in the
final part of the fragment now at our disposal. This is particularly interesting to the end of
understanding the orientation of Bakhtin’s research. (Ponzio & Jachia, 1993). Here we
simply wish to evidence that Bakhtin identified the architectonics he intended to analyze in
the viewpoint of literature. In fact, what was originally intended as an example ended up
holding his attention for the rest of his life to the extent that the viewpoint of literature
became his main focus.
Bakhtin made his first approach to the aesthetic vision through the lyrical genre. In this
genre he identified dialogic communication among different points of view—in the case of
Pushkin’s poetry, dialogic communication between the author’s context and that of the two
protagonists, between the author-hero and the heroine. This undermines the belief that
Bakhtin did not sufficiently consider the lyric genre, which was obviously not true. Another
misunderstanding concerns his conception of dialogicality: for Bakhtin dialogicality is a
question of degree. Contrary to those critics who maintain that Bakhtin made a net
distinction between absolutely monological genres, e.g. lyric poetry, on one hand, and
dialogical genres, on the other, specially the “polyphonic” novel (as identified in
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Dostoevsky), he believed that dialogicality is always present in the artistic word
characterizing different genres to different degrees.
Bakhtin believed that “first philosophy” or “moral philosophy” (whose foundations
he critiqued) is centered on the uniqueness and unreducible otherness of being. As such first
philosophy or moral philosophy calls for the indirect and objectified view of the “I,” the
subject, and not a direct, objective view. All this affords us an insight into Bakhtin’s
understanding of “metalinguistics” (as used in Dosteovsky). The living dynamic reality of
language cannot be conveyed by the direct word, nor by linguistics when it abstracts from
the internal dialogicality of the concretely oriented and specifically intonated word. In
Toward a Philosophy of the Act Bakhtin states the premises that were to guide the whole
course of his research. In his essay The Problem of Speech Genres (1952-53), Bakhtin
divides discourse genres into primary or simple genres, the genres of everyday dialogue, and
secondary or complex genres, literary genres which objectify communication, that is,
everyday, ordinary, objective dialogical exchange. Dialogue in primary genres is objectified,
pictured by secondary genres, losing its immediate connection with the real context and with
the goals of everyday life, and therefore its instrumentality and functionality. The word
leaves the monological context in which it is determined in relation to its object and the other
words forming its context, and enters the context of the word that pictures it. This is the
complex context of verbal interaction with the author who objectifies and pictures the direct
word in the form of indirect, direct and free indirect discourse and their variants
(Voloshinov, 1929, part 3). Bakhtin maintains that the complexity of dialogue can be studied
through the pictured word and its internal dialogization in the secondary discourse genres
of literature (especially the novel). Secondary genres evidence aspects of dialogue that do
not emerge in primary, simple, direct, objective discourse genres. Such a study is particularly
interesting, as Bakhtin (1986) maintains, when the object of analysis is the utterance
considered as the cell of dialogic exchange, and not the sentence or proposition, that is, the
cell of the system of language. (Voloshinov, 1973, 1987, 2003, pp. 165-200).
A one-sided orientation toward primary genres inevitably leads to a vulgarization of
the entire problem (behaviorist linguistics is an extreme example). The very interrelations
between primary and secondary genres and the process of the historical formation of the
latter shed light on the nature of the utterance (and above all on the complex problem of the
interrelations among language, ideology, and world view). (Bakhtin 1986, p. 62)
Bakhtin’s text on the philosophy of the answerable act sheds light on the itinerary that
led him to his 1929 monograph on Dostoevsky. Dostoevsky’s “philosophy” must not be
identified with the conceptions and standpoints of the heroes in his novels or with specific
contents. On the contrary, Bakhtin finds traces of the architectonics theorized in his paper
on moral philosophy in the overall structure of Dostoevsky’s works, which in fact he
describes as organized according to the principle of dialogicality. This emerges, for example,
when he says, “to affirm someone else’s ‘I’ not as an object but as another subject—this is
the principle governing Dostoevsky’s worldview” (Bakhtin 1963, p. 11): this statement
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becomes clearer in the light of a paper on Dostoevsky by Vyacheslav Ivanov (1973). In
Dostoevsky’s “polyphonic novel” the character is no longer described by an “I” and assumed
as an object. On the contrary, the character itself is a center of otherness and organizes its
world from this perspective:
Dostoevsky carried out, as it were, a small-scale Copernican revolution when he took
what had been a firm and finalizing authorial definition and turned it into an...aspect of the
hero’s self-definition. Not without reason does Dostoevsky force Makar Devushkin to read
Gogol’s “Overcoat” and to take it as a story ... about himself.
Devushkin had glimpsed himself in the image of the hero of “The Overcoat,” which
is to say, as something totally quantified, measured, and defined to the last detail: all of you
is here, there is nothing more in you, and nothing more to be said about you. He felt himself
to be hopelessly predetermined and finished off, as if he were already quite...dead, yet at the
same time he sensed the falseness of such an approach.
The serious and deeper meaning of this revolt might be expressed this way: a living
human being cannot be turned into the voiceless object of some secondhand, finalizing
cognitive process. In a human being there is always something that only he himself can
reveal in a free act of self-consciousness and discourse; something that does not submit to
an externalizing secondhand definition ...
… The genuine life of the personality is made available only through a dialogic
penetration of that personality, during which it freely and reciprocally reveals itself.
(Bakhtin 1963, p. 49-59)

We have described the general orientation of Bakhtin’s research from his very first
writings to his 1929 monograph on Dostoevsky, and new edition of 1963: he delineates the
principles of his prolegomena to a philosophy of responsible action for the refounding of
philosophy and discovers the possibility of their full expression in literary writing. This is
determined by the fact that literary writing transcends the dimension of identity and the
limits of communication founded on the difference-indifference relationship. The degree to
which the identity dimension is transcended depends on the literary genre or subgenre in
question. Bakhtin develops an architectonics of otherness from a perspective that is
participative and unindifferent. This orientation also characterizes the research of members
of the Bakhtin Circle (as evidenced by the collection of writings published in Bachtin e le
sue maschere (Bakhtin, et.al., 1995). On the basis of his early interest in the philosophy of
responsible action, Bakhtin focuses on the philosophy of literature, where of literature is a
subjective genetive: the philosophical worldview that is offered by literature, verbal art, and
not the worldview to which literature must be subjected.
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NOTES
1. Translated into English as Toward a Philosophy of the Act in 1993 this work was first
presented with other writings by B akhtin and his Circle, and subsequently completely revised and
published as an independent volume in 1998.
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BAKHTIN ETHICS RHETORIC
MICHAEL BERNARD -DONALS AND MATTHEW CAPDEVIELLE 5

This essay evaluates the early phenomenological work of Mikhail Bakhtin and
makes the case that the rhetorical dimension of that work cannot be understood
outside the context of ethics, and argues that the connection between rhetoric
and ethics poses certain problems for scholars who have taken up his language
philosophy as rhetorical in more or less orthodox terms. Because his ethics and
rhetoric are founded on the idea of non-coincidence, the outcomes of Bakhtin’s
rhetoric and ethics are rather less felicitous than most scholars have so far
understood. It is also the case that this ethico-rhetorical language theory is
particularly apt for a world after Auschwitz, because it is suggestive of a
testimonial rhetoric. After surveying some of the ways Bakhtin’s work has been
taken up as rhetoric and the problems attendant to the ways it has been taken
up, we suggest how his work can and should be seen as rhetorical and ethical
at the present conjuncture and explore the rhetorical and ethical dimensions of
Bakhtin’s work in the context of his ethics. We conclude by suggesting how
Bakhtin’s ethico-rhetorical theory and its testimonial dimension may be
particularly well suited to a post-1945 world.
Keywords: answerability, engagement, ethics, excess, rhetoric, testimony

S

ince the Second World War, and especially in the last thirty years, literary studies have
returned to questions of ethics. Given that this turn—or return—to ethics coincided with the
aftermath of a war that was characterized by Theodor Adorno as the logical culmination of
Enlightenment reason, it is not surprising that the ‘ethical turn’ doesn’t so much turn back
to the imperatives of Kant or Hegel, but looks to articulate an ethics that doesn’t rely on
‘architectonics,’ systems of reason and sensibility whose rhythms are regular and whose
reach is infinite. Chaim Perelman and Lucy Olbrecht-Tyteca’s The New Rhetoric and The
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Realm of Rhetoric are manifestations of this ethical turn: those books attempt to rearticulate
a rhetorical world in which all human activity is discursive through and through, but in
which logic and sytematicity are bracketed in favor of a radical contingency. That Perelman,
a Belgian Jew who saw the invasion of his country and the destruction wrought by the Final
Solution, was skeptical of reason should come as no surprise; this skepticism was inherited,
also, by Adorno, along with thinkers like Emmanuel Levinas, Roland Barthes and, later,
Jacques Derrida, most of whose antisystemic thinking was crystallized in the War’s wake
by a sense that they had seen the ultimate perversion of the language of logic, put to the
service of what Cynthia Ozick called the ‘aesthetic solution’ of the Final Solution: that which
did not fit neatly within the ordering logic of the nation, the polis in rhetorical terms, was
simply eliminated.
In its more recent formulations, ethics has eschewed the categorical imperative in favor
of an investigation of individual human encounters, an ethics of situation, in which language
is seen as the medium of the encounter as such. Ethics, in other words, has moved from the
normative to the descriptive, and ethical investigations have focused attention on the
epistemology of the moment of human engagement itself, with all of its contingencies,
possibilities, and the myriad ways that intended consequences are diverted by the smallest
details of the quotidian realm. It is in this context that the work of Mikhail Bakhtin—no
stranger to the chaos and destruction of Europe in the middle of the last century—has been
seen as particularly generative, because his language theory, if we can see it as rhetorical,
suggests that we look at language’s intervention in individual acts of human engagement
rather than as a ‘system’ that can or should be deployed in any and all circumstances, and
it shows how those interventions can be seen to produce change at the level of the everyday
(if not in larger historical terms).
This essay will evaluate the work of Mikhail Bakhtin—particularly the earlier
phenomenological work in which his ethical theory is most clearly articulated—as rhetorical,
and will make the case that the rhetorical dimension of that work cannot be understood
outside the context of ethics. In fact, it is this connection—between rhetoric and ethics—that
poses certain problems for scholars who have taken up his language philosophy as rhetorical
in more or less orthodox terms. Because his ethics and rhetoric are founded on the idea of
non-coincidence—and upon the notion that speech situations are unforeclosed and radically
individual—the outcomes of Bakhtin’s rhetoric and ethics are rather less felicitous than most
scholars have so far understood. But it is also the case that this ethico-rhetorical language
theory is particularly apt for a world after Auschwitz, because it is suggestive of a
testimonial rhetoric. Our larger argument is that any rhetorical theory, and any notion of
writing, which we might formulate at the beginning of the 21 st century will have to account
for non-coincidence, the excessive nature of human agency, and the risk that even the most
aptly formulated account or argument may have consequences that we’d rather not consider.
After surveying some of the ways Bakhtin’s work has been taken up as rhetoric and
the problems attendant to the ways it has been taken up, we will suggest how his work can
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and should be seen as rhetorical and ethical at the present conjuncture and explore the
rhetorical and ethical dimensions of Bakhtin’s work in the context of his ethics. We will
conclude by suggesting how Bakhtin’s ethico-rhetorical theory—with its focus on what
might be called its testimonial dimension—may be particularly well suited to a post-1945
world.

BAKHTIN AND RHETORIC
The last 20 years have seen a number of very lucid attempts to view Bakhtin’s work
as falling potentially, if not squarely, within a rhetorical tradition, a tradition that begins with
Plato and Aristotle and that has been rearticulated more recently in the work of Perelman and
Olbretch-Tyteca, Kenneth Burke, and—in the United States—formulations of writing in the
field of composition studies. As many of those who have attempted to do so have
acknowledged, such a move may seem counterintuitive, given that Bakhtin’s writings are
often seen as more or less hostile to rhetoric as such, because rhetoric was— at least in its
classical formulations— static, systemic, and more akin to monologic (as opposed to
dialogic) understandings of language. As Kay Halasek has pointed out, rhetoric can be seen
as a kind of combative game “whose participants are intent only upon winning advantage”
(1992, p. 99). Bakhtin puts it this way in notes collected in Speech Genres and Other Late
Essays: “In rhetoric there is the unconditionally innocent and the unconditionally guilty;
there is complete victory and destruction of the opponent. [And] the destruction of the
opponent also destroys that very dialogic sphere where the word lives” (1986, p. 150). But
Halasek, like Don Bialostosky—in his influential essay “Dialogics as an Art of Discourse
in Literary Criticism”—contends that Bakhtin himself may have been blind to what
Bialostosky calls “the rich history of contending voices that [both dialectic and rhetoric]
involved” (1986, p. 788) because “every topic [with which rhetoric contends] can be taken
as a place where specific person-ideas address one another” (1986, p. 789), person-ideas that
don’t begin and end with the rhetorical utterance but which are always taken as a response
to previously-uttered statements and which anticipate a later response.
Bialostosky’s essay is a bold call to recuperate the dialogic nature of the rhetorical act,
and to see the dialogic principle as an overarching one in which we might fit rhetoric,
dialectic, and—in a much later essay (see “Architectonics, Rhetoric, and Poetics”)—poetics
into a more supple and complex discursive art. In effect, Bialostosky troubles the
appropriation of dialogics in contemporary rhetorical theory while attempting to legitimate
dialogics as a potential art of discourse in its own right. To do so, he focuses on Bakhtin’s
characterization of the inseparability of thesis (or idea) and person, arguing that Bakhtinian
dialogics can be seen as an alternative art of discourse falling outside of the rigid Aristotelian
rhetoric/dialectic dichotomy, a dichotomy that presumes and depends upon an essential
separability of thesis and person. Dialectic, on the one hand, is concerned primarily with
ideas or theses abstracted and wholly disconnected from their advocates. Rhetoric, on the
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other hand, concerns itself with the influencing of people considered independently from
their ideas. Dialogics breaks free from the dichotomy again because it is founded on the
inseparability of the thesis (or idea) from the person. These separate arts of
discourse—rhetoric, dialetic, and dialogics—can be seen as holding different discursive
aims: rhetoric, Bialostosky argues, seeks to influence decision, dialectic seeks truth, and
dialogics seeks meaning. The implications of the proposed addition of dialogics to the arts
of discourse are many, especially considering the organizing force that the traditional
rhetoric/dialectic schema has had on Western thought.
An earlier alignment of Bakhtin’s language theory with rhetoric can be seen in Charles
Schuster’s 1985 essay, “Mikhail Bakhtin as Rhetorical Theorist,” in which he describes
Bakhtin’s work as a re-casting of the Aristotelian “communications triangle,” replacing the
traditional speaker-listener-subject triangulation with what Schuster describes as a circular
schema of speaker-listener-hero. Not only does Bakhtin redefine the terms of this basic
rhetorical schema, but he also redefines the kinds of possible interactions among the terms.
That subject becomes hero in the revised schema enables an acting back upon the speaker
by the “subject” of utterance itself—the hero—a key rhetorical determinant in its own right.
The relationships are thus redefined by the introduction of the notion of utterance as the
most basic unit of discourse. The utterance, since it is by definition a relational term—taking
its form in relation to the utterances of others— situates language use from the very start
within a relational paradigm.
Schuster also spells out some of the further rhetorical implications of this shift,
particularly in terms of a reconception of style. He argues that style, rather than serving an
ornamental function as it does in classical conceptions of the rhetorical, is actually an effect
of the appropriation of language by a speaker in constructing an utterance. It is part and
parcel of the dialogic enterprise of using language at all, given that language is always
already the language of another, complete with a thick ideological residue of its prior uses.
In this, style can be seen as indissociable from the language that a given speaker employs
since, in taking up a word, a speaker must personalize it in order to use it at all. Style
emerges as a function of this fusion of speaker and language, a bond that renders the speaker
as inextricably linked to her speech.
In “Starting the Dialogue,” Halasek critically approaches contemporary rhetorical
theory’s fascination with Bakhtin from another angle, taking up the thorny problem of
Bakhtin’s explicit rejection of rhetoric as a legitimate mode of discourse. She cites his
alignment of rhetoric with the monologic and authoritarian as evidence of his mistrust of
rhetoric, accounting for some of this suspicion by historicizing Bakhtin’s compositional
moment amid the oppressive Soviet regime whose refusal to recognize a plurality of voices
in Russian politics had destructive consequences that Bakhtin experienced personally.
Ultimately, however, Halasek argues for a dialogic rhetoric that would account both for the
polemic and monologic rhetoric that Bakhtin eschews and the parodic rhetoric that we see
at play in Bakhtin’s treatment of novelistic discourse. She shows that while a certain strand
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of rhetorical practice can accurately be characterized as monologic and authoritarian, there
exists an alternate strand, unacknowledged by Bakhtin explicitly, but implicit in his work on
the novel. The dialogic rhetoric that Halasek sees as salvageable from Bakhtin’s language
theory maps neatly onto his description of the dialogic tension between centripetal and
centrifugal tendencies in language. Polemic rhetoric resides in tension with parodic rhetoric
as an organizing principle of all discourse. Halasek’s later work in “Feminism and Bakhtin,”
as well as in her book-length study, A Pedagogy of Possibility: Bakhtinian Perspectives on
Composition Studies, sees this parodic dimension of Bakhtin’s work as a particularly useful
trope for a feminist discourse that seeks to undermine the monologic tendencies in
contemporary rhetorical theories, theories that tend to see argument as utltimately reasonable
and which tend to underplay the playful and affective dimension of all language and
particularly of argumentative discourse.
These essays are, to a significant extent, emblematic of much of the work that has
sought to recuperate Bakhtinian language theory in the name of rhetoric. Like work by Jon
Klancher (“Bakhtin’s Rhetoric”), Bernard-Donals (“Mikhail Bakhtin, Classical Rhetoric, and
Praxis”), and Comprone (“Textual Perspectives on Collaborative Learning”) in rhetoric and
composition studies, they are attempts to square what the authors take to be the rhetorical
tradition, from the classical tradition onward, and Bakhtin’s theory of language by noting
points of connection between the latter and the former, most often by noting the dialogic
nature of even the most systematically rhetorical utterance, seeing argument and rationality
as necessarily open-ended, multi-voiced, and involving the lived lives of both the speaker
and listener and their positions inside a polyvalent world of discourse. These authors so often
note the dialogic inflections of Bakhtin’s ‘rhetoric’ in significant part because of the
publication history of Bakhtin’s work in the English-speaking world: the earlier ‘ethical’
texts were translated much later than the work on Rabelais (in the 1960s) and the novel (the
early and middle 1980s), and the interest in Bakhtin’s work began to fall off at about the time
the earlier essays were published (the early and middle 1990s). Even those essays that
attempt to square Bakhtin’s early phenomenological work with the rhetorical
tradition—including Helen Ewald’s “Waiting for Answerability” and a number of Don
Bialostosky’s essays, most notably “Bakhtin’s ‘Rough Draft’”, in which he warns against
reading the early essays as an ethical ‘key’ to Bakhtin’s work on discourse—have seen the
later work on language in light of the earlier work on ethics, seeing (with the notable
exception of Bialostosky) the later work as a natural extension of the earlier work. Such an
extension tends to see Bakhtin’s ethics of unfinishedness, with its focus on the “eventness
of the event”, as bolstering a fecundity of discourse—what Michael Sprinker called a
“boundlessness of context”—that adds to the complexity of the rhetorical situation that must
be accounted for in any analysis of a speaking situation (or in one’s participation in any such
situation).
But what often gets left out of these accounts are the consequences of the notions of
discursive unfinishedness and of excess that are part and parcel of Bakhtin’s ethical theory
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and which pose significant problems for any attempt to square Bakhtin and rhetoric. Sprinker
notes—without citing the earlier ethical texts—that “when I say that I performed such and
such a deed at such and such a time, it is no longer the same ‘I’ who speaks as the one who
performed the deed” (1986, p. 124), and as a result, there are no guarantees that the outcome
of any utterance will be as the speaker (or listener, for that matter) intended. All of this is
perfectly consistent with Bakhtin’s ethics—as we’ll lay out in some detail below— but
significantly complicates any claim that what we might call his ‘rhetoric’ works on the same
or even on similar principles as even a contemporary rhetorical theory might suggest.
One scholar working at the intersection of Bakhtin’s ethical theory and contemporary
rhetorical theory does point usefully to the way Bakhtin’s ethical theory vexes, rather than
complements, our contemporary notions of rhetoric and writing. Frank Farmer, in his book
Saying and Silence, notes—as his title suggests—that while Bakhtin’s understanding of
language was meant ultimately to map the highly complex process by which speakers and
writers respond to individual moments of lived life, and that “it is impossible to recognize
a voice [or an utterance, or an argument] in isolation, that is, without the dialogizing
background of those other voices against which it may be heard” (2003, p. 61), there will
always be circumstances in which utterance may in fact be impossible, and where the
rhetorical project—making a claim, if only the highly individual claim whereby a speaking
subject names, or speaks, herself—fails. Farmer points to Bakhtin’s ‘disputed’ texts, along
with some of those in which his political claims were muted out of concern for the Stalinist
censors, and notes that while “a certain kind of disguised writing can be understood as a
strategy for creative resistance to powerful audiences that not only inhibit, but inhibit in
ways that could prove injurious or even fatal to the writer” (2003, p. 33), it is not always
possible to find and adopt these strategies. Speaking one’s position—making a claim—is,
in Bakhtin’s oeuvre, “struggled for,” as in the more classical rhetorical project, because we
constantly “appropriate and are appropriated by other people’s words” (Farmer, 2003, p. 33).
Farmer’s larger project is to understand Bakhtin’s early texts as establishing an ethical
ground so that speakers—and he has in mind primarily teachers of writing, but he could also
be referring to any speaker who has as his or her aim the establishing of a position (what
Judith Butler has called, in a Levinasian context, “giving an account of
oneself”)—acknowledge the position of the other and, importantly, Bakhtin’s
‘superaddressee,’ as we speak in order to avoid silencing our interlocutor. And yet Farmer
also recognizes that there are no guarantees for Bakhtin because the speaking situation
involves the territory between speaker and interlocutor, a space that as often as not cannot
be traversed, and—in the attempt—may involve trespass. And inasmuch as Farmer is
confident that attending to Bakhtin’s early ethical texts may guard against a dialogic rhetoric
that is unaware of this perilous possibility—the possibility that we may do damage in
speaking to another, or in establishing a position over against our interlocutor—he is also
willing to concede that such a precarious position is, in his words, part of that territory, and
that no rhetoric established upon Bakhtin’s theoretical texts can avoid such precariousness.
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ETHICS AND ITS RHETORICAL DIMENSION
Farmer’s concern about the inherent precariousness of the speaker’s position relative
to the other and the superaddressee is consistent with questions many post-1945 ethical
theorists have about how to deal with the question of ‘others,’ of the risks inherent in ethical
systems, and a concern that theories of language provide moments of ‘openness’ to human
action that may not be contained by logic or rationality. As we suggested earlier on, Theodor
Adorno’s immediate concern, in the aftermath of the War, was whether art or poetry that was
principally mimetic could be considered ethical, and whether something more akin to
Sartre’s committed art—art that meant to work against contemporary ideologies and the
violence that inevitably resulted from them—would guard against depictions of cruelty, “the
naked physical pain of those who were beaten down with rifle butts,” from which “pleasure
can be squeezed” (1992, p. 88). But bound up in Adorno’s question of aesthetics and
mimesis—how is it possible to write poetry after Auschwitz that is not barbaric, or must the
writing of poetry after the Final Solution be a kind of barbarism?—is an ethical and
rhetorical question. How, Adorno wonders, is it possible to take a position—to maintain a
commitment to an idea or to establish oneself as a subject over against another—that doesn’t
predetermine the outcome and that holds the moment of possibility open? At the end of a
brief chapter in the Negative Dialectics entitled “After Auscwhitz,” Adorno writes that “if
thought is not measured by the extremity that eludes the concept, it is from the outset in the
nature of the musical accompaniment with which the SS liked to drown out the screams of
its victims” (1973, p. 365). Adorno provides something of an answer in Commitment, when
he argues that to maintain a commitment, a writer or artist—the speaking subject, in
rhetorical terms—must arouse a kind of “anxiety,” which results from the possibility that
“crystallizes into a likeness of an Other that ought to exist” (1992, p. 93), the possibility,
always, of some moment beyond the present.
Geoffrey Galt Harpham, more recently, has maintained that ethics has two competing
functions: the first is the elaboration of the myriad possibilities engendered by the subject’s
position at any given time and in any particular location, “an analysis of the free choices
made by certain grounds in the constitution of a given norm,” and “the demonstration that
a particular ethical system,” or a particular choice of action from among the myriad
possibilities for acting, should be followed (1995, p. 399). The problem with the ethical
ought— the Kantian imperative to act—is that it “actively discourages an inquiry into [the]
prior choice” (Harpham, 1995, p. 396), the range of possibilities that are determined by one
or another ethical system and those that lie outside of those systems, and so an ethics that
follows the second function actively works against the first. Harpham calls the second
moment, the moment of choice, morality and notes that it is “morality that realizes ethics,
making it ethical. At the same time, however, morality negates ethics,” in which “all but one
of the available alternatives is excluded, chosen against, regardless of their claims (1995, p.
397). Harpham’s concern is that any moment of choice, in which a speaker or writer makes
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a claim, forecloses the moment of openness to which ethics’ first function points, and that
those choices inevitably lead to a foreclosure of the “other,” not only one’s
interlocutor—who has been determined as an audience by that moment of choice—but those
other others who will undoubtedly be affected, though in ways we cannot ultimately
determine. Like Adorno, who witnessed a form of ethical foreclosure in Europe in the middle
of the last century that led to the destruction of the Other whose presence was seen as a threat
to the state, and who saw the role of ethics (in the form of commitment) as resisting that
foreclosure, Harpham urges the speaking subject—the rhetor—to find forms of language that
work against that foreclosure, language that is “exotic, speculative” and that ultimately
“deform[s] theory” (1995, p. 402). Like Adorno’s extremity that eludes the concept,
Harpham sees ethics as the locus “where thought itself experiences an obligation to form a
relation with its other— not only other thoughts, but other-than-thoughts” (1995, p. 404).
And the ground on which this experience takes place is the ground of discourse.
It is in this context that Bakhtin’s early texts—the ethical texts Toward a Philosophy
of the Act and Author and Hero—can be seen as establishing an ethical ground for discourse,
albeit one that as often as not confounds the rhetorical aim of establishing a position, of
giving an account, and gives no guarantees of a successful outcome. As we alluded at the
outset, one reason why the vexed nature of the ethical groundwork of a rhetorical enterprise
founded in Bakhtin’s work was all but ignored in the English-speaking world for so long was
due to the publication history of that work. W hile Katerina Clark and Michael Holquist took
notice of the ‘phenomenological’ dimension of the earliest writings in their critical biography
of Bakhtin in 1984, and while others (see especially Bernard-Donals, Mikhail Bakhtin;
Morson and Emerson) made reference to that earlier work either in the original Russian or
in translations into other languages, Art and Answerability (in which the fragment “Art and
Answerability” and the longer “Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity”) was not translated
into English until 1990, and Toward a Philosophy of the Act was translated three years later.
Up until that time, the most salient features of Bakhtin’s theoretical palette were his notions
of dialogism (found in the Dostoevsky book, published in 1984 and in The Dialogic
Imagination, published in 1981), carnival (found in Rabelais and His World, published in
1965), and speech genres (most coherently formulated in Speech Genres and Other Late
Essays, published in 1984). And while the ethical underpinnings of these works were visible,
if not fully laid out, in these later works, there was some dispute as to just how integral they
were to Bakhtin’s essays and longer treatises on discourse, just as for a long time the
“materialist” texts—Marxism and the Philosophy of Language and The Formal Method in
Literary Scholarship—were disputed as part of the Bakhtin canon.
But it is in these early texts that we can see Bakhtin struggle to formulate a postenlightenment ethics that resists what he called “theoretism,” the establishment of modes of
thought as systems that ignore the individual moments of lived life, moments that he saw as
“answerable, risk-fraught, and open” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 9). And it is an ethics that is
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discursive, if not rhetorical, through and through, an ethics that was made ‘actionable’
through one’s discursive encounter with others.
One can begin to see this in Bakhtin’s argument with the enlightenment notion of the
subject, articulated most clearly in the work of Kant and Hegel. While acknowledging the
‘revolution’ that began with Kant and was extended by Hegel, he argues nonetheless that
“the discovery of an a priori element in our cognition did not open a way out from within
cognition, i.e., from within its content/sense aspect, into the historically individual, actual
cognitional act” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 6). While the notion of a subjectum provided a way for
philosophy and ethics to come to terms with a universal ought—a ground on which
individual actions should be taken—“the theoretical subjectum [nonetheless] had to be
embodied each time in some real, actual thinking human being, in order to enter … into
communion with the actual, historical event of Being just as a moment within it” (Bakhtin,
1993, p. 6). The philosophical subjectum allowed individuals to think, in an objective—and
hence detached—way of the individual’s relation to the law, and to others under the law and
in the context of national and other collective bodies, it stood in the way of what Bakhtin
called ‘participative thinking’ (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 8). Vadim Liapunov, in his English
translation, notes that participative thinking can be related to P. F. Strawson’s distinction
between ‘participant’ and ‘detached’ standpoints from which human behavior can be
understood. Participative thinking refers to:
the standpoint of participation and involvement … that we naturally occupy as social
beings committed to participant relationships and acting under a sense of freedom, and
it constitutes an understanding of objects or events that involves sharing or sympathizing
with. (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 86)

W orth emphasizing here is Bakhtin’s insistence that because we are social beings,
inextricably engaged in one another’s lives, we need both an ethical theory that focuses on
these moments of encounter, and a theory of language that sees these encounters as
constituted by the medium of the encounter itself.
Traditional notions of ethics were unable to do so, because they rest not only on a
static and objective notion of the human subject, but also an understanding of Being that is
likewise objective and static. Philosophy tends to understand individual moments of lived
life as instances of a transcendental whole, a Being that functions on its own terms ‘behind
our backs,’ as it were. Bakhtin provides the example of Newtonian physics: “the validity of
[the truth of the laws of motion] is sufficient unto itself, absolute, and eternal, and an
answerable act or deed of cognition takes into account this peculiarity of it; that is what
constitutes its essence” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 10). Whether or not we experience the laws of
motion has no effect upon the existence of those laws. But Bakhtin reverses the orientation
of theoretical to practical experience: “the temporality of the actual historicity of
Being”—the moment in which we experience motion, let alone any other element of our
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quotidian existence—“is but a moment of abstractly cognized historicity … [T]he extratemporal validity of the whole theoretical world of truth fits, in its entirety, within the actual
historicity of Being-as-event … , as a moment that enriches Being-as-event” (Bakhtin, 1993,
p. 10). We may make reference to the theoretical, the laws of physics, motion, or morality,
but any action an individual takes against the backdrop of those laws doesn’t accord with
those laws so much as it responds directly to the situation that presents itself in spite of those
laws. The act itself, in other words, is taken with reference to the law, but it is onceo ccu rren t, u n iq u e, an d p oten tially in co n trav en tio n of th e law b u t
valid—occurrent—nonetheless. In fact, the positing of the law is itself an answerable act,
once-occurrent, and thus “is only a moment of practical reason” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 13). To
act in accordance to the law—of nature or of morality and ethics—is to abdicate our agency
in the face of a precept which is itself the product of human agency, as if that law were
handed down by god (or, worse, the state-as-law).
Ethics founded upon this notion—either “content ethics” or “formal ethics”—are two
forms of error. Content ethics assumes that we obey the injunction of the ‘ought’ by acting
in accordance with “special moral norms that have a definite content” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 22),
and so to act is to refer to the disciplines of thought—“logic, aesthetics, biology, medicine,
one of the social sciences” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 22)—that hold across specific instances. But
“no theoretical proposition can ground a performed act immediately”—the obligation to act
is immediate, palpable, and urgent—and so any reference to discipline (to law) diverts the
obligation to act. Formal ethics, on the other hand, starts out well enough—“from the
perfectly correct insight that the ought is a category of consciousness, a form that cannot be
derived from some particular ‘material’ content” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 25)—but the obligation
to act, the ought, is itself the content of ethics; it is, in Bakhtin’s terms, “theoretical
consciousness,” and so succumbs to the same problem: the ethical act doesn’t respond “to
a living act performed in the real world” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 27), and instead casts the deed
“out into the theoretical world with an empty demand for legality” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 26).
In response to the failures of traditional (theoretical) ethics, Bakhtin proposes an ethics
of answerability, one that begins with individual moments of human contact, moments that
are unique, non-recurrent, and that involve active physical and discursive engagement with
a definable and material other, without whom we would have no agency at all. Ethics begins
from the premise of human engagement, in which a single human being engages with
another, oriented in space and time differently from one another. In the simplest terms, each
can see different things—neither can see behind one’s own back—and so each understands
her or his situation differently, by dint of their discrete locations. It is within these moments
of contact that the subject ‘authors’ her or his circumstances—stakes a claim in the
moment—and acts answerably. Bakhtin’s understanding of ‘answerability’ refers to the
subject’s obligation to act in response—in answer—to the claim of the other in whose
presence she or he stands. The moment of encounter is unique, and because of its location
in time and space, cannot be repeated as the same. It is “the moment of what is absolutely
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new, what has never existed before and can never be repeated,” and what makes the moment
of encounter the starting point of ethics is “the fact of an actual acknowledgment of one’s
own participation in unitary Being-as-event, and this fact cannot be adequately expressed in
theoretical terms, but can only be described as participatively experienced” (Bakhtin, 1993,
p. 40).
In Author and Hero, Bakhtin makes plain the discursive and material nature of the
relation between the individual and the other in the ethical moment of encounter. The subject
“occupies an intently maintained position outside [the other] … with respect to space, time,
value, and meaning” (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 14). The ethical relation is exotopic in the sense that
it always involves an “excess of seeing,” in which what the subject sees in the moment of
encounter is always different from what the other sees, always exceeds the ‘vision’ of the
other, and—as a result—the capacity of the other to speak or name her circumstances. Ethics
is defined precisely by this excess: “If I am consummated”—if the other is able to understand
the moment of encounter as I understand it, merging the two consciousnesses—“I am no
longer capable of living and acting” (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 13). In order to live, a person must,
in the moment of encounter, be radically open to the material consequences of that
encounter, must see himself as “axiologically yet-to-be, someone who does not coincide with
his already existing makeup” (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 13). Bakhtin would go so far as to argue that
such self-coincidence is impossible, and here one sees the discursive and rhetorical
implications of the ethics of encounter: to say that the pronoun “I” corresponds to the
speaker of the utterance as if the pronoun and the person were coincident ignores the
materiality of time and space, in which the moment the utterance is concluded is different
from the moment it is begun, and so has ceased to coincide with the uttered word. Bakhtin
makes clear that novelists may consummate their heroes in aesthetic verbal art, but that
moments of lived life, in which time and space move irrevocably forward, refuse
consummation, and it is this very refusal that founds human agency and language. It is noncoincidence that forces the moment of utterance—even the simplest of rhetorical
declarations, “I am I”—open, and thus forward. Like Harpham, the ethical moment stands
between the open possibilities for action and acting itself. Bakhtin writes that
the world of content/sense is infinite and self-sufficient . . . This is a domain of endless
questions, where one of the possible questions is also the question of who is my fellowbeing. One cannot begin in this world, for any beginning would be fortuitous— it will
sink in this world of sense or meaning. This world has no center, it provides no principle
for choice: everything that is could also not be, could be different. . . . It is only the
acknowledgment of my own unique place in Being that provides an actual center from
which my act or deed can issue. (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 43, emphasis added)

Each individual’s encounter with the “‘face’ of the event” (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 45) calls
up a discursive response. Our apprehension of ourselves, as our apprehension of our
surroundings and those others who occupy them, has been formed “by the manifold acts of
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other people in relation to me, acts performed intermittently throughout my life ... The words
of a loving human being ... determine his personality from the outside, the words that come
to meet his indistinct inner sensation of himself, giving it a form and a name” (Bakhtin,
1990, pp. 49-50). As the language of others becomes interiorized, the subject re-utters that
language as she encounters other situations. The subject evaluates those situations, matching
the interiorized language to the material of the event as it makes itself apparent. Or, to put
it into the materialist language of Valentin Voloshinov—whose work has often been
connected to Bakhtin’s because of their contact in what has come to be known as the
‘Bakhtin circle’—“consciousness ... can arise and become a viable fact only in the material
embodiment of signs.” If signs in turn “emerge ... only in the process of interaction between
one ... consciousness and another ... [c]onsciousness becomes consciousness ... only in the
process of social interaction” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 11).
What all of this suggests is that because Bakhtin’s ethics is other-oriented from the
start—that is to say, because it eschews the universal ought in favor of a focus on the
radically individual encounter between individuals as the foundation for any ethical theory
(if it can be called a ‘theory’ at all)—and because the encounter is understood as discursively
constituted— because the ‘excess of seeing’ is made palpable in the encounter through an
exchange of words, an exchange that is founded in its turn on language that has been
previously interiorized— any ‘rhetorical’ understanding of Bakhtin’s work must be tied
inextricably to his ethics. It also suggests that the rhetorical dimension of Bakhtin’s work
involves the ability of any subject to stake a claim for herself—to name herself and, in turn,
the nature of the situation or event in which she finds herself—in relation to others. Rather
than tying rhetoric to ethics by making a claim about the nature of ‘the good,’ or by
appealing to disciplinary or a priori categories, Bakhtin’s language theory can be considered
rhetorical because of its insistent focus on the immediate situation, because of its
unwillingness to precondition human action in those situations upon the naming of the
situation or the others in whose midsts one finds oneself as an actor (and its focus instead on
the consequences of human activity), and because of its desire to see the moment of
individual contact—the moment of utterance—as (potentially) radically open and so (in
terms Richard Rorty might use) keep the conversation going or (in terms Alain Badiou might
prefer) to maintain the openness of the event “right to the limit of the possible” (Bakhtin,
1993, p. 15).

RHETORIC VEXED
As we’ve suggested, this is a volatile notion of both ethics and rhetoric, one that
provides no guarantees that the consequences of discourse in the ethical encounter will yield
order, the establishment of a viable polis, or in fact any reasonable outcome at all. The
consequences of openness and non-coincidence are, in fact, quite open. The excess of
seeing—and hence, the excess of language produced in the individual ethical
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encounter—produces a kind of vulnerability. In the same way that I can’t ever be or
understand that other individual, I also can’t produce an utterance that reflects my position
with regard to that other individual. In this way, I can’t substitute myself for another, and so
the language I use can’t rest on the principle of substitution. Utterance, then, is always the
indication of an incommensurability, as the distinction between the pronominal “I” and the
subject of the pronoun indicates an incommensurability between the uttered word and the
person who utters it. The best one can do when making a claim is to note the problematic
relation between what we’ve said and that which compelled us to speak in the first place. So
the moment of utterance—the rhetorical moment—is one in which all possible options for
action are as yet unforeclosed, the moment just prior to choosing what for better or worse
might be called the proper course for acting. The moment is radically open, in which no
name has been supplied for either one’s self or the other, and in which the question of how
one ought to act has not been definitively decided.
What such radical openness also makes clear, though, is that the individual— not to
mention her interlocutor—is exceptionally open to doubt in such an encounter. In Toward
a Philosophy of the Act, Bakhtin wonders, on the heels of laying out the excessive nature of
the relation of self to other:
where, then, is the one unique and unitary ‘face’? … [T]he emotional-volitional picture
of the world presents itself to me in one way, whereas to someone else in another way.
Or perhaps we have to recognize doubt as constituting a quite distinct sort of value?
Yes, we do recognize doubt as a distinctive value. It is precisely doubt that forms the
basis of our life as effective deed-performing. (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 45)

The ethical moment isn’t reciprocal—there are no guarantees that the other individual will
respond with the same openness or willingness to engage—and with that non-reciprocity
comes doubt: the other could respond by foreclosing the encounter in any number of ways,
by falling back into what he already knows, the familiarity of names and of precedents.
Moreover, it’s not only the other— the interlocutor—in whose presence we act. There
is also the presence of a third party, what Bakhtin at various places calls the
“superaddressee.” As Michael Eskin puts it:
[t]he co-existential architectonic of ‘I’ and ‘other,’ furthermore, inevitably involves the
‘third’: not only the witness, for whom this architectonic manifests itself and who
‘cannot [possibly] occupy a neutral position with regard to I and the other,’ and thus
necessarily participates and co-constitutes the co-existential architectonic, but also any
potential third, who will have always already informed my relation to the singular other
at a singular moment in a singular place. (2000, p. 79)

Eskin’s reference to the ‘third’—the superaddressee—functioning as a witness is
important. The third, as a witness, always informs the encounter with the Other: the third
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either informs the dialogue “by virtue of the fact that any word or utterance will have always
been already permeated and traced from within by the co-existentially determined words,
voices, intonations, valuations, and accents of at times infinitely distant past or anticipated
others” (2000, p. 94); or by placing that radically individual moment into history, in which
past, present, and future come into contact with one another and which makes any claim
which we might make at that moment irrevocably binding not just on us but on others we
cannot see at the time (those other others). So not only is the speaker answerable to the other
whom he or she confronts, but—because the act is witnessed—the speaker is forced to
compare her individual, unique act with other acts, other utterances, that might be carried out
by someone he or she does not know.
It is, finally, the testimonial force of the utterance—the utterance’s establishment of
a position, its riskiness and address in the face of doubt, its creation of a discursive excess
that cannot be made equivalent with the object of discourse or with the speaker’s self and
that casts the utterance, and the speaker, irrevocably into the future—that renders it, and
Bakhtin’s ethical rhetoric, as a particularly apt understanding of language for the early 21 st
century. Any utterance that purports to convey a sense of what happened—that seeks to
establish a position—both makes present that position and undoes it through its excessive
force (by what Bakhtin called the “excess of vision,” what can’t be seen behind the backs
of either the speaker or the interlocutor, but which is witnessed by the superaddressee or
third). Even the simplest utterance, in which we speak ourselves (as in the pronomial “I is
I”) reveals a non-identity, and brings to the surface an element of the event, of the discursive
situation, that falls out of the equation and returns to haunt it. This incommensurability has
a disconcerting effect on both the speaker and the listener: it introduces, in Adorno’s terms,
an anxiety or, in Bakhtin’s, doubt, which is a constitutive element of the ethical and
rhetorical situation. The excess of seeing that is integrally bound up in the rhetorical situation
is imprinted upon the speaker, in that the speaker is insinuated into the fabric of lived life,
into the moment of the utterance in its full materiality, and in which the speaker’s coexistence with the other and in the presence of the third, in Michael Eskin’s words, “never
coincides with itself” (2000, p. 93). The speaker finds himself “within a triadic nexus, in
which past, present and future consciousnesses encounter each other” (Eskin, 2000, p. 94).
It’s in this way, we think, that the rhetorical act of speaking oneself, of taking a
position, is a thoroughgoing ethical act in which the speaking self bears witness: she testifies.
To utter the word “I” is to open oneself up to the other, answering for oneself but also for
the other, the interlocutor as well as the other Other, the third. The ethics of answerability
compels the individual to see, to participate in the quoitidian materiality of lived life, and
part of that compulsion is the compulsion to speak: to be involved in the world is to become
responsible for speaking for yourself and for that participation; and to speak is to make
yourself present to others. Saying what you’ve seen—requires an offering and the
assumption of a risk and of doubt: that staking a claim is forcing oneself into an excessive
position, in which the word is never the last word, in which the utterance exceeds (and is
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exceeded by) the moment or event which is spoken, in which the event or moment to which
you testify—the rhetorical act of staking a claim—is in error. It is to write something beyond
what the speaker wanted to say, to write or stake a claim that both speaks to what you saw
and indicates something that has been lost and which can’t be represented at all. To take a
position is to make the speaking self non-coincident with its own language— with its
testimony—and with the position from which it speaks (the event, its ‘here’).
It’s the excessive nature of utterance and of rhetoric—and utterance’s paradigmatic
testimonial nature—that works against the pernicious effects of language-as-naming that, in
the middle part of the last century, had such devastating effects. The moment of speaking,
of staking a claim, takes precedence, in Bakhtin’s model, over the name—the content of the
utterance—and it is that moment of speaking, in which the past, present, and future
encounter one another (and in which, in Harpham’s sense of ethics, the range of possible
courses of action are radically open) that disrupts the utterance’s tendency to refer to some
point of origin and instead insists upon its present-ness as an indication of the position of the
speaker in the midst of others. Testimony presents the observer with a moment that may not
be temporally or causally (that is, reasonably) connected with the “event” or circumstance
that may form its core, but that nonetheless provides that ‘nexus’ in which what Walter
Benjamin called “the time of the now” contains a fullness of possibilities, and in which past,
present and future reside.
Any utterance designed to reflect the event, its content, as if it were a Truth, will
inevitably fail; nonetheless, utterance is all we have to make visible moments of lived life.
The taking up of a position—the ethico-rhetorical utterance—makes present the
discontinuity of the self with the language of the self, and of seeing with the utterance of
what is seen. Every moment is a potential opening to future action, and every human action
is taken in the presence of (and impinges upon and affects) others. It’s this
incommensurability—the non-coincidence of the word and the moment that compels its
utterance—that founds ethics. And it’s just this incommensurability that provides for the
possibility that the extremity that eludes the concept will prevent the establishment of a law,
and a Final word.
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“D IALOGUE OF AGREEMENT” AS M IKHAIL
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(Translation by Elena McDonnell)

This article deals with dialogism in Mikhail Bakhtin’s philosophy and,
specifically, the notion of dialogue of agreement. The author explores various
communicative strategies and focuses on non-authoritarian, extra-hierarchical
types of result-producing communication, which result in convergence of
consciousness. The dialogic relationship of agreement is seen as the ultimate
goal of any dialogue. The nature of dialogism, monologism, and “polyphonic
agreement” is explored.
Keywords: dialogue, agreement, convergence, communicative strategy,
dialogism, new rhetoric, metalinguistics

D

uring the last decades of the 20 th century, not only in Russia but abroad as well, Bakhtin
came to be “in vogue.” However, fashion, as well as its irritated opposition, interferes with
the true appreciation of this thinker’s contribution to the mental processes of our time.
Meanwhile, the modern situation being such that, as Chester Karrass put it, we are forced to
choose between negotiating and risking to destroy the very basis of our life, Bakhtin’s
“dialogism” can be seen in a new light as an intention of the humanitarian thinking that is
of current importance. Saying this, I agree with Mikhail Epstein, who believes that, in their
positive perspective, the humanities “no longer speculate in what was in the beginning, but
are able to create the beginnings ... do not finalize history, but unfold the abilities of mind
which have not been observed in history” (Epstein, 2006, pp. 21-22).
The process of negotiation is the result-producing communication, which is supposed
to structurally change a certain situation, position, state of affairs, social behavior, social
institute, social politics, etc. Unsuccessful negotiations are, nevertheless, still useful, as the
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lack of the expected changes is also a result. Many communicative situations, such as
protocol conversation, small rituals of interpersonal contact or free exchange of opinions,
are not result-producing.
In the Russian culture there is a deeply rooted, centuries-old tradition (virtually
insensitive to changes in the socio-political structure of life) according to which, in spheres
of result-producing communication, the communicative strategy of submission is used in the
form of a request or an order. The communicant’s position herewith is not a subjective
position of I, but an objective, extra-personal functional role position. The perception of
result-producing communication as authoritarian and hierarchical can be traced back to the
Russian family structure (formed by Russian history) where the majority of parents do not
know how to reach an agreement with their children, but routinely use lecturing and
ordering, and if those fail to be effective, begging or indulging.
However, modern Russian conditions produce communicative situations in which
there are no hierarchical relationships of subordination between the participants of the
negotiation process. In such situations requesting and demanding are not effective, but many
Russian communicants do not know any other strategies for reaching their desired result.
The non-authoritarian and extra-hierarchical ways of the result-producing
communication are the ways of compromise (the tolerant strategy) and of dialogue of
agreement (the convergent strategy). In the case of reaching a compromise, both sides give
up part of their original claim, for example, when a buyer and a seller determine a mutually
acceptable price for a product or service. However, in more complex communicative
situations, with a non-alternative, conceptually diverse dialogical discord, the way of
compromise is unfeasible. Meanwhile, these are the most frequent situations of social
interaction, about which Goethe said: “between two opposite opinions you’ll find not the
truth, but the problem.” It is impossible to overcome the dialogical discord of two (or more)
suggested solutions of the problem by finding a compromise. A new solution, which will
become the point of convergence, the result of mutual compatibility and not the mutual
exclusivity of the non-identical interests in the situation of collective cogitativeness, needs
to be found. Such is the starting position of the communicative project of “dialogic
agreement,” one of the most prominent authors of which was Mikhail Bakhtin.
Bakhtin’s work on Speech Genres (1952) coincided with the efforts to reanimate
rhetoric in Anglo and Francophone cultural areas: I.A. Richards’s The Philosophy of
Rhetoric was published in 1950, and Chaim Perelman’s Rhetoric and Philosophy in 1958.
Thus, Bakhtin was a pioneer of one of the most significant schools of thought in the
humanities of the 20 th century. The same year 1952 Benjamin Worf published his works on
“metalinguistics” (Whorf, 1952). Having filled Worf’s term with his own scientific
intentions, Bakhtin used it to address the problems of “dialogic relationships,” “authoritative
discourse,” “the other’s discourse,” “silence,” etc. in his work Ïðîáëåìà òåêñòà or On the
Problem of Text published in 1959-60, and later in the second edition of his book on
Dostoevsky’s novel.
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The principal attempts to approach the problem of metalinguistics were made in the
works of the “Bakhtin circle” back in 1920s, where it was stated that “discourse is the
expression and the product of the social interaction of the three—the speaker or author, the
listener or reader, and the person or the thing being talked about or hero” (Voloshinov, 1995,
p. 72). This triad can obviously be traced back to Aristotel’s Rhetoric, which identified the
speaker, the subject and the audience as constituents of any communicative event. As Renata
Lakhmann justly notes, Bakhtin’s intellectual search “is tightly interconnected with
rhetorical tradition, moreover, it is imbued with it” (Lakhmann, 1996). However, if the
classical rhetoric was of normative nature, dealing with the craft (techné) of mastering
discourse, the 20 th-century neo-rhetoric, along with Bakhtin’s metalinguistics, focused on
the study of communicative strategies of positioning of subjects, objects and addressees of
the utterance.
Although the term “strategy” is not used by Bakhtin, the strategic character of
communication is implied, particularly, in his idea that “when we speak, we are always
presented with the whole of the utterance. … We do not string words together, do not move
from one word to the next, but, as it were, fill the whole with appropriate words” (Bakhtin,
1996, p. 190). This whole is a “typical form of utterance,” which corresponds to “typical
situations of verbal communication” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 191). The topical field of the
diversity of such strategies was outlined in Bakhtin’s works. In this regard, the legacy of this
Russian thinker—along with Michel Foucault’s, Michele Pecheux’s, and Teun A. van
Dijk’s—is one of the original versions of the new rhetoric.
As an influential scientific tendency of the modern times, neo-rhetoric proceeds from
Nietzsche’s thesis about the impossibility of a non-rhetorical language: any language is
rhetorical in its nature, and any human utterance might be of interest to rhetoric. The new
rhetoric played the role of the second wave of the so-called “linguistic turn” of the Western
philosophy, which had forgone the Cartesian “cogito ergo sum” and declared, in line with
Wittgenstein, that the scope of the world of human existence is identical to the scope of
language.
Bakhtin explained his view of language that was essentially the same, slightly
differently—from the point of view of philosophical dialogism. A “social individual,” being
a “speaking individual,” deals with language not as an abstract regulative norm, but as a
variety of discursive practices which form the dynamic verbal culture of a given society:
“The language is historically real as a heteroglossal formation, teeming with future and past
languages, the dying prim aristocrats of languages, languages-parvenu, countless claimants
to being a language, some luckier than others, with broader or more narrow social coverage,
with one or another ideological sphere of usage” (Bakhtin, 1975, pp. 168-169).
As the new rhetoric develops, it defines “the rhetorical as speech practice” (Lakhmann,
2001. p. 6), and as “the grammar of the secondary language code” (Lakhmann, 2001. p. 13)
more and more confidently claims the status of the basis for a wide spectrum of research in
all areas of the humanities. “Compared to the modern disciplines which focus only on certain
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aspects, it offers a more panoptic conception.” (Lakhmann, 2001, p. 20). Neo-rhetorical
conceptuality is directed toward the “semantic relations, the participants of which could only
be whole utterances (or those that are perceived as a whole, or potentially whole), behind
which there are ... real or potential speech subjects” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 335).
In modern culture, where the agonal, eristic, and destructionistic tendencies are
dominant, the notion of dialogue is interconnected with the ideas of argument, polemic, and
debates. However, according to Bakhtin, it is “agreement” that constitutes “the most
important dialogic category” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364). Putting aside his dislike for
hierarchical relations, here the thinker builds a quite obvious hierarchical system. “Zero
dialogic relations” are represented in this system by the comic dialogue of two deaf people,
where “there is a real dialogic contact, but no semantic contact between the utterances (or
imaginary contact)” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 336). The lowest level on the way toward the top
of the dialogic relations is represented by “disagreement,” which is “poor and unproductive,”
(Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364) and “argument, polemic, and parody” as “the most obvious, but
vulgar forms of dialogism” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 332). The next level is “the trust in the
other’s word, the reverent acceptance,” and “apprenticeship” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 332).
Above these extremes of acceptance/non-acceptance of the other’s word is “the difference
of opinions; it essentially gravitates toward agreement, in which the difference and the nonfused nature of voices are always retained” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364).
Finally, the highest level of dialogism presents “the abundance and variety of types
and shades of agreement,” which “is free by nature,” for “behind it there is always a distance
overcome and getting closer (but not a fusion)” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364). Among the
“countless gradations and shades” of dialogic agreement Bakhtin identifies “couching of
different meanings,” “intensification by fusion (but not identification), combination of
multiple voices (corridor of voices), and complementary understanding” (Lakhmann, 1996,
p. 332).
Notably, the above-quoted formula of convergence as “getting closer (but not a
fusion)” is a better description than his “fusion (but not identification)” for as Bakhtin
mentioned elsewhere, “a polyphonic agreement does not fuse voices; it is not identification,
nor is it a mechanical echo” (Bakhtin, 1996, p. 302). For instance, “in Dostoevsky’s world
even agreement retains its dialogic nature, it never results in a fusion of voices and truths
into a single impersonal truth, the way it happens in a monologic novel” (Bakhtin, 1996, p.
108). The term “convergence” that we use seems to be an appropriate term to express
Bakhtin’s ideas using the current scientific language. Although this term cannot be called
Bakhtin’s per se, the thinker did use it in one of the key places for the understanding of the
dialogism philosophy: “Two utterances, distanced from each other in time and space,
knowing nothing of each other, will display dialogic relationship during semantic
juxtaposition if there is even a slight semantic convergence between them.” (Lakhmann,
1996, p. 335). Thus, the “dialogic relationship of agreement” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 336) is,
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according to Bakhtin, “the ultimate goal of every dialog” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364). Within
the framework of Bakhtin’s philosophy, it could be motivated in three ways.
First, “a certain minimum of agreement” is seen as “a prerequisite to a dialogue
(common language, a certain minimum of mutual understanding)” and therefore is de facto
“the idea (regulative)” of any communication (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364). As another dialogic
thinker, Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy, wrote: “No part of any dialogue in the world makes
sense unless it is perceived as a variation of something common, which the speaker shares
with his audience” (Rosenstock-Huessy, 1994, p. 53).
Second, the perspective of the “free agreement on the sublime (“the Golden Age,” “the
Kingdom of God,” etc.)” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 353), according to Bakhtin’s interpretation
of Dostoevsky, is the perspective of “eternity” (Whorf, 1952, p. 156) whereas divisiveness
is always situational and temporary.
Third, “the independence, freedom, and equality are harder to achieve in agreement
than in disagreements and arguments.” That is why “the devil is as afraid of agreement ... as
of losing his identity” (Bakhtin, 1996, p. 302).
To fully understand agreement as the highest form of dialogic relationship, one should
really take a closer look at Bakhtinian understanding of “dialogism,” which is “broader than
a dialogue” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 361), i.e., it also includes monologues (Broytman, 2003,
pp. 46-48).
Monologic speech belongs to the sphere of dialogism, firstly, because “even between
the deeply monologic utterances (products of speech) there is always a dialogic relationship
present” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 336). And secondly, such relationships are present not only
between utterances; they are “also threading through individual detached utterances”
(Lakhmann, 1996, p. 321). On the other hand, monologism, according to Bakhtin, can often
manifest itself in compositional forms of dialogic speech.
The fact is that, contrary to the linguo-philological categories of monologue and
dialogue, Bakhtin’s notions of “monologism” and “dialogism” belong to the sphere of
metalinguistics, because “dialogic relationship ... is much broader than dialogic speech”
(Lakhmann, 1996, p. 336). Defining monologism as “the refusal for the other to have the last
word” (Lakhmann, 1996,. 362) and also pointing out not phrases, but “voices as units of a
dialogue” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 361) that sometimes take place within one word, (Lakhmann,
1996, p. 332) the thinker clearly indicates that he talks about an interpersonal, intersubjective
relationship of consciousnesses that is manifested through their communicative behavior.
Viewed from this angle, “dialogism” is a characteristic of truly humane relationships
between people. Bakhtin sees the unity of the humankind not as “the one and only natural
agreement, but as a dialogic agreement of the non-fused two or several” (Lakhmann, 1996,
p. 346). Thus, “it is impossible to possess, see, or understand an inner personality by making
it an object of a neutral, impassible analysis ... Only in communication, in interaction
between two people, the “person-in-person” can be revealed to oneself, as well as to others”
(Whorf, 1952, p.156).
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Whereas “monologism,” being the assumption of the sole right to “the last word,”
ignores the humanness of the Other and his or her spiritual depth; it deprives the object of
its utterance of the status of the inner “person-in-person.” When monologism is presented
in its dialogical form the addressee is deprived of such a status. But, the author of a
monologue himself or herself, by estranging the other and making him or her a voiceless
object of his or her thought is deprived of the purely human “ability to relate to oneself in
a truly dialogic way” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 332).
Thus, according to Bakhtin, monologism is a perversion of genuine human
relationship, the suppression of the personal content of communication and its functional role
or form. For in live, genuine communication, the “discourse cannot be given to one speaker.
The author (speaker) has his inalienable right to it, but so does the listener, and those whose
voices are heard in the author’s discourse” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 332). Meanwhile, in the
official roles and functions of the social subjects, “the rights and freedoms of expressions”
are heavily regulated.
In light of everything mentioned above, Bakhtin’s critical attitude toward any
negativism, argument, or disagreement can easily be explained. The situation of informal
argument equalizes the interlocutors, which represents its dialogism (“a vulgar form of
dialogism”), but the rejection of the other’s thought gravitates toward monologism because
it refuses the other “freedom of expression.”
All this proves that “polyphonic agreement” (Bakhtin, 1996, p. 302) as a “regulative
idea” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 364) is one of the basic concepts of Bakhtin’s philosophy. Let us
try to determine where this concept fits within the modern context of the humanities.
In terms of neo-rhetoric, Bakhtin’s dialogue of agreement is a certain communicative
strategy. Put in the most general way, the notion of communicative strategy, which defines
the architectonics of the communicative event, includes the positioning of all three instances
of an utterance: the object, the subject and the addressee (Tiupa, 2004).
For instance, the positioning of the communicative object means assigning it to a
certain rhetorical view of the world. Such typical views of the world are the most generalized
“topoi of agreement,” certain common denominators that ensure mental interaction between
people who have very different individual outlooks. The dialogue of agreement strategically
needs the communicating consciousnesses to use not the “role,” “imperative,” or
“occasional” views of the worlds that Chaim Perelman discusses in his The New Rhetoric
(Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1958), but the probabilistic view of the world where the truth is present,
but is such that “requires plurality of consciousnesses; it could not be fitted into just one
consciousness ... and it is born at the point of contact of different consciousnesses” (Bakhtin,
1972, p. 135).
The positioning of the communicative subject could be explained as the speaker’s
(writer’s) choice of one or another rhetorical figure of authorship. The dialogue of
agreement, in this regard, requires from the initiator of the communicative event not a
normative/role self-limitation of his or her subjectiveness and not a provocative self-
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assertiveness, but self-actualization, i.e., the objectification of one’s own subjectiveness: “By
objectifying myself (i.e. making myself outward) I am able to experience a truly dialogic
relationship with myself” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 332).
Finally, the positioning of the addressee in a dialogue of agreement presupposes
intercomplementarity of the receptive consciousness toward the creative, text-generating
consciousness. The convergent positioning relies upon the strategic moment of mutual
accountability of the communicating consciousnesses and requires “complementary
understanding” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 332).
It is obvious that the convergent strategy of dialogic agreement cannot be realized
through either regulative or provocative rhetorical behavior of the communicants. It is
realized through the inspirative tactics of communicative behavior (in particular, through
allusive, double-voiced discourse, and quasi-direct speech) that invokes the projective
motivation of behavior as self-realization (Rosenstock-Huessy, 1994, p. 166) as well as the
innate solidarity of the human subjects of life. Martin Buber thereupon speculated about the
“innate You” that every human “I” possesses (Buber, 1995, p. 31).
Emmanuel Lévinas, like Bakhtin earlier, connects the fundamental ability of the
subjectivity to be morally responsible to the other subjectivity and the inherent
“interpellation,” i.e., the catechistic basis of human existence (Lévinas, 1961). If, according
to Emile Benveniste’s well-known thought, the speaking “I” temporarily appropriates the
whole language (this corresponds to the rhetoric of provocative discourse), then Lévinasian
metasituation of the meeting of the Selfness and the Other “is the original and imperative
conjuncture of the meaning of language: somebody, the speaking “I” directs itself to the
other person” (Lévinas, 1988. p. 68). Herewith, dialogue, in a very Bakhtinian manner, is
seen as an ontological reality that precedes verbal communication.
For many centuries preceding modern and contemporary history, choral unanimity or
authoritarian-monologic agreement was maintained between people by ideological and
cultural means. During the modern epoch, on the contrary, provocative disagreement prevails
in social and interpersonal relationships. The natural reaction to this critical situation was the
substitution of classical rhetoric with the “verbal compulsion” of the rhetoric of negotiation,
the purpose of which Ivor Richards saw in “studying misunderstandings between people and
searching for ways to ... prevent and avoid losses in the process of communication”
(Richards, 1965. p. 3). This new rhetoric, which bases itself upon achievements of semiotics
and their philosophical conceptualization, has developed a number of theories of
communicative event (discourse) 1 and techniques of discourse analysis of different types of
utterances 2. The conceptual foundations and analytical abilities of neo-rhetoric
(metalinguistics) open a prospect of accomplishing Bakhtin’s project. The communicative
project of dialogic agreement as the highest form of interpersonal relationships and as “the
highest level of sociality (not external, objective, but internal)” (Lakhmann, 1996, p. 344)
obviously becomes extremely relevant in the current historical context of globalization.
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LANGUAGE AS EVALUATIVE U TTERANCE:
A BAKHTINIAN ANALYSIS OF
C OLONIAL N EWS D ISCOURSE
REDOUAN EL AYADI AND ANDREW R. SMITH 7

For Bakhtin, the evaluative aspect of utterances is crucial to the study of
meaning in communication, which is impoverished in linguistically based
approaches. Bakhtin’s dialogic view of evaluative meaning is manifested in the
intricate tonal, gestural and other stylistic ways in which the evaluative stance
of the reporting speech frames and permeates not only the referential content
of the reported speech but also the evaluative stance toward referential content.
This double-voiced character of speech, which ambiguates reference, suggests
that evaluation does not reside in addressor intentionality alone, but
metalinguistically in addressee orientation to messages whose senses vary
indiosyncratically and extralinguistically. The task of critical analysis is to
show how that judgment is structured and functions in discourse, as the authors
in this essay do with a sample of colonial news discourse from the Times of
Morocco—a British daily paper published in Tangier at the end of the 19 th
century. The Times served as one public instrument that helped to rationalize
colonization. Recognition of the play of evaluative meaning is crucial for
understanding and criticizing authoritative colonial characterizations of
subjects that serve as a rationale for invasion, occupation and exploitation.
Keywords: dialogue, evaluative utterance, reported speech, colonial news
discourse, discourse analysis, Times of Morocco

I

t is impossible to do justice to the work of Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin (1895-1975) in
a single essay, due to the wide scope and interdisciplinary nature of his work. One can find
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Bakhtin’s ideas invoked in philosophy, literary studies, semiotics, discourse studies,
feminism, communication and cultural studies, among other disciplines. Bakhtin has been
hailed as a pioneering theorist in establishing a Marxist approach to language and literary
texts, but he is also known as a phenomenologist, a Neo-Kantian, and even a
deconstructionist (Gurevitch, 2000; Garvey, 2000; Leps, 2004; Vargova, 2007; Bek, 1999).
Perhaps what makes scholars in various disciplines sensitive to the work of Bakhtin is a
common interest in language, which Bakhtin conceives as living, actual utterance rather than
a static synchronic or monolithic structural phenomenon. One could perhaps argue that there
are several Bakhtins given his incessant striving for plurality, variety, difference, novelty,
non-finality, and ongoing process of becoming, as well as the peculiar history of Bakhtin’s
publications both in the USSR and in the West (see Clark & Holquist, 1984; Morris,
1994)—the authorship of Marxism and the Philosophy of Language 1 being the most
controversial.
No matter what subject Bakhtin deals with in his various works, his approach resists
any attempt at systematization or canonization. Indeed, to impose any theoretical label on
his work would be going against Bakhtin’s own spirit of thinking; it “would be to
straightjacket the philosopher of variety, to ‘monologize’ the singer of ‘polyphony’” (Clark
& Holquist, 1984, p. 4). Still, if one can speak of a thread that runs through Bakhtin’s works,
it would be his unique conception of language that takes as its basic unit the utterance,
ranging from the mundane everyday utterance to the most elaborate work of art. Bakhtin’s
thinking about the utterance, and his approach to analyzing evaluative utterances, constitutes
the philosophical locus of this essay. Epistemology is also of great concern to Bakhtin, as
he spent considerable effort revealing the limits of a purely synchronic linguistics in the
analysis of texts, particularly in Dostoyevsky’s work. A discussion of epistemology is
beyond the scope of this essay, however. Suffice to say by way of introduction that Bakhtin’s
critical engagement of individual subjectivist and abstract objectivist (formalist) strains of
thought serves as a basis for his alternative conception of language as evaluative utterance.
W e focus here on Bakhtin’s distinction between two types of meaning (actual meaning or
sense and potential meaning) and two types of understanding (passive understanding and
active responsive understanding) as a way to gain some insight into how all utterances are
intrinsically evaluative.
Evaluation is a constitutive element of context, but context for Bakhtin is marked less
by stagnant, determinate and authoritative forms (abstract a prioris), and more by
singularities of style, relationship, metalinguistic choices such as the language or dialect for
communication, and immediate, concrete extralinguistic factors such as temporality,
historicity, territoriality, political and economic realities, and so on. Given these intricacies
of context as Bakhtin conceives them, the question is not simply how utterances mean, but
how they convey evaluations even in the ostensibly factual or descriptive forms of reporting
and reported speech. Most urgently, how do those who hold political, military and economic
power and read or provide such accounts use them as partial warrants for intervention?
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Although the 20 th and 21 st centuries provide ample examples of such complicity between
governments and independent news agencies and corporations, most recently in the United
States prior to the Iraq war, we draw on a text from the late 19 th century to help illustrate a
Bakhtinian approach to the critical analysis of orientalist news reports. The news report we
analyze comes from the Times of Morocco published in Tangier. We wish to address how
Bakhtin’s notion of evaluative utterance, grounded in his theory of meaning and
understanding specifically, helps to understand the propaganda used to warrant colonial
occupation, with attendant claims to objectivity, moral superiority, security for vital interests,
economic development and political liberation.

DIALOGUE, MEANING AND UNDERSTANDING
According to Bakhtin/Voloshinov, the actual mode of the existence of language is
verbal interaction, and the most important form of this verbal interaction is dialogue. It
should be stressed here that dialogue is not to be understood simply as the immediate faceto-face verbal conversation between two people; indeed, “such an everyday occurrence
provides an opening into the further reaches of dialogic possibility” (Clark & Holquist, 1984,
p. 9; see also Baxter, 2004; Gurevitch, 2000; Smith, 2008; Stewart, 1985). Dialogue is to be
understood in a more comprehensive way, as a fundamental feature of any type of verbal
communication, ranging from the everyday spoken word to the written paragraph, and even
to printed books of any kind. For what is a book, writes Voloshinov, but:
a verbal performance in print ... calculated for active perception, involving attentive
reading and inner responsiveness. ... [it] inevitably orients itself with respect to previous
performances in the same sphere, both those by the same author and those by other
authors [...] it responds to something, objects to something, affirms something,
anticipates possible responses and objections, seeks support, and so on. (1973, p. 95;
original emphasis)

It follows from this that any form of verbal interaction, if it is to be adequately
understood, must be founded upon the notion of dialogue in this wide comprehensive sense.
One consequence of laying emphasis on the study of dialogue is that it forces one to take into
account the social, political, economic and historical contexts of verbal communication—that
is, the material conditions in which language exists and lives. There is no formal boundary
to the Bakhtinian utterance. Whether an utterance is a word, a news-text, a novel or an epic,
it is primarily characterized by a shift in the speaking subject. Given the appropriate context,
a single word may sometimes acquire the force of a whole text or discourse (see Bakhtin,
1986).
Bakhtin’s dialogical account of language is premised on the crucial assumption that
“the task of understanding does not basically amount to recognizing the form used, but rather
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to understanding it in a particular, concrete context, to understanding its meaning in a
particular utterance, i.e., it amounts to understanding its novelty and not to recognizing its
identity” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 68). For Bakhtin meanings are not given, but emergent. The
production and understanding of meanings can be accounted for only if one takes into
account the way linguistic forms, the creative intelligence of interlocutors, and context
interact with one another. In this view, there are no meanings that lie outside the specific
contexts in which they emerge. In short, any act of understanding language meaning
necessarily presupposes active response or answering. The addressee’s active, responsive
understanding may be immediate, as in the case of everyday speech situations, or delayed,
as in more complex forms of cultural or intercultural communication, or, as we emphasize
here, temporally and historically in textual reading and response: “The fact is that when the
listener [or reader] perceives and understands the meaning (the language meaning of speech),
he simultaneously takes an active, responsive attitude toward it. He either agrees or disagrees
with it (completely or partially), augments it, applies it, prepares for its execution, and so on”
(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 68).
Understanding of expressed meaning (speech, writing, and gestures) is inherently
actively responsive but not an exclusive attribute of the addressee. The speaker’s utterance
“is oriented toward such an actively responsive understanding. He does not expect passive
understanding that, so to speak, only duplicates his own idea in someone else’s mind. Rather,
he expects response, agreement, sympathy, objection, execution and so forth” (Bakhtin,
1986, p. 69). Any speaker is necessarily involved in this active responsiveness. The
speaker’s utterances are themselves reactions, active responses, to the previous utterances
of others as well as to his or her own preceding utterances. Speakers’ utterances in given
specific situations always involve some degree of “otherness” as an intrinsic part of them:
“World views, trends, viewpoints, and opinions, always have verbal expression. All this is
others’ speech (in personal or impersonal form), and cannot but be reflected in the utterance.
The utterance is addressed not only to its object, but also to others’ speech about it”
(Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 93-94). The meaning of an utterance as articulated in a given sociohistorical context cannot be reduced to the relations between the speaker, the word, and the
object of the speaker’s word. Indeed, “no living word relates to its object in a singular way:
between the word and its object, between the word and the speaking subject, there exists an
elastic environment of other, alien words about the same objects” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 70).
Thus any utterance of the speaker presupposes the preceding utterances of others as well as
his/her own antecedent utterances: “Any utterance is a link in a very complexly organized
chain of other utterances” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 69). This interconnectedness of the utterances
of different speakers is what is known as intertextuality, a term that was first coined by Julia
Kristeva when she was introducing Bakhtin to the French intellectual circles in the 1960s
(Kristeva, 1980).
In Bakhtin’s view all language is dialogic. That is, all language has radically social and
interpersonal dimensions. But these dimensions may be foregrounded or silenced, depending
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on the prevalent historical and political contingencies. The dialogic aspect tends to
foreground ideological conflicts between classes and social divisions and hierarchies. By
contrast, State power, ruling classes and religious power strive to impose a monologic aspect
on language. The ruling class seeks to silence the struggle between conflicting social value
judgments which are registered in language in order to render the sign uni-accentual, which
brings us to another concept used by Bakhtin to complement dialogism—polyphony
(multivoicedness), which he develops in Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics. Although widely
used and understood, we wish to emphasize Bakhtin’s interest in describing the simultaneous
combination and equal distribution of voices, or better still, consciousnesses in Dostoevsky’s
novels. In Dostoevsky’s dialogic, polyphonic novels, every character has a specific
personality, i.e., a specific world view, a particular mode of speech or discourse, a specific
ideological and social consciousness. All of this is conveyed through the very words and
tones of the character. The basic idea underlying polyphony is that in the polyphonic novel,
no discourse stands superior to any other discourse, including that of the author. There is no
omnipotent narrator that directs or controls meaning and interpretation. The polyphonic
novel is a resistance to any view of the world which would promote one ‘official’ point of
view, one ideological position, one discourse above all other discourses.
Further, each character’s discourse is internally double-voiced—that is, dialogism, or
polyphony for that matter, is not only a clash between different characters’ discourses.
Rather, in anticipating the responses of other speakers, a character’s speech is dependent on
other characters’ utterances, the “interaction of consciousnesses. ... Every experience, every
thought of a character is internally dialogic, adorned with polemic, filled with struggle. ...
Dostoevsky’s heroes [sense themselves] to be from the very beginning [rejoinders] in an
unfinished dialogue” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 32). Here Bakhtin emphasizes that thought about
this unfinished nature of dialogue is never complete, but lives “a tense life on the borders of
someone else’s thought, someone else’s consciousness” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 32). Doublevoiced discourse, as artistically articulated in Dostoevsky’s novels, shows how powerful the
theory of intertextuality is. All utterances are permeated and shot through with other voices.
Bakhtin’s continual stress on otherness, polyphony, double-voiced discourse, dialogism, and
so on, is an attempt to show that language is never completely one’s own, that no
interpretation is complete in itself.
As such, Bakhtin’s account of the concept of meaning in language cannot be
considered independently from his notion of understanding. Transparency of meaning and
the possibility of understanding are problematical precisely because of competing contexts
that impinge upon utterances. Contexts can and often do clash with one another, resulting
in relative opacity of meaning (Garvey, 2000). As Voloshinov puts it: “Contexts do not stand
side by side in a row, as if unaware of one another, but are in a state of constant tension, or
incessant interaction and conflict” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 80). The conception of meaning
that Voloshinov attempts to work out is based on a fundamental distinction between two
aspects of meaning: ‘meaning’ and ‘theme.’ The same distinction is maintained in Bakhtin’s
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essay on speech genres, but this time using a more precise terminology: ‘meaning’ and
‘sense.’ A brief review of these concepts suggests their importance for thinking of all
utterances as intrinsically evaluative.
Meaning stands for the range of potential or “possible roles” a given sentence may take
on in a particular utterance. Language meaning includes “all those aspects of the utterance
that are reproducible and self-identical in all instances of repetition” (Voloshinov, 1973, p.
100; original emphasis). These aspects can be divided or broken down into the linguistic
elements which make up the utterance. Sense, on the other hand, stands for the concrete
meaning that is actualized in an utterance used at a particular time and place, in a particular
form, in the presence of certain others, and so on. This aspect is unique and irreproducible
since it is “the expression of the concrete, historical situation that engendered the utterance”
(Voloshinov, 1973, p. 99). Sense is a property of the utterance functioning, or taken as a
complete whole. As such, it cannot be broken down into further constitutive elements. This
heuristic or analytical distinction should not be taken to mean that there is some kind of
absolute distinction between sense and meaning, which are interdependent: “There is no
theme without meaning and no meaning without theme;” in fact, “meaning is the technical
apparatus for the implementation of theme. [...] theme [or sense] is the upper actual limit of
linguistic significance [...]. Meaning is the lower limit of linguistic significance”
(Voloshinov, 1973, p. 100-101; italics in original).
The distinction between sense and meaning is crucial for an adequate treatment of the
problem of understanding. In the process of understanding another speaker’s utterance, “we,
as it were, lay down a set of our own answering words. The greater their number and weight,
the deeper and more substantial our understanding will be” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 102). It
is as if, in the process of understanding, we create a dialogue with the words of the other, or
more precisely, we create a dialogic context against the background of which the other’s
utterance acquires sense (cf. Austin, 1962; Grice, 1975; Lyons, 1977; Searle, 1969, 1975;
Stewart, 1988; W edberg, 1984). Normative meanings have no concrete existence as such;
they are abstractions and cannot serve as the basis of communication if we understand the
latter as the struggle for understanding the nuances of sense in utterances that take place
intersubjectively and intertextually.

THE EVALUATIVE UTTERANCE
Although the utterance itself, as a basic Bakhtinian unit, can be generated originally
in a specific social, historical context, it is characterized by its fluidity and openness for both
intended and unintended addressees; it has no fixed, formal boundaries. Taken as whole
performative events, utterances can only be actualized in “relatively stable” speech genres.
Time and again in his work, Bakhtin lays emphasis on the heterogeneity of speech genres,
which, he argues, “are boundless because the various possibilities of human activity are
inexhaustible, and because each sphere of activity contains an entire repertoire of speech
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genres that differentiate and grow as the sphere becomes more complex” (Bakhtin, 1986, pp.
60-61). Bakhtin argues that learning a language does not amount to learning its repertoire
of words and syntactic forms, but rather to learning how to use those words and forms in
particular generic forms. In understanding someone else’s words or speech, we do so by
developing hypotheses about and anticipating the particular speech genre in which his or her
words are cast. It is the speech genre that bestows wholeness or finalization, although always
only a partial finalization, onto the utterance. To overlook the nature of the utterance thus
specified, argues Bakhtin, “leads to perfunctoriness and excessive abstractness, distorts the
historicity of the research, and weakens the link between language and life. After all,
language enters life through concrete utterances (which manifest life) and life enters
language through concrete utterances as well” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 63).
Bakhtin’s critique of the abstraction tendency that holds sway in linguistics does not
amount to an absolute rejection of system-based approaches to language. In other words, the
target of Bakhtin’s critique is not the view of language as a system per se, but the attempt
to generalize that abstract conception to actual communication. For an utterance, or text, to
construct and convey a particular meaning, it must do so in accordance with the formal rules
and structures of the language. But here we are dealing with language only in terms of forms
(grammatical and syntactic forms, lexical forms, phonetic and phonological forms). Now in
addition to these forms, there are also forms of combinations of these forms. It is the latter
aspect that cannot be reduced to elements of the language system. If forms of the language
system are characterized by repetition and identity, utterances or texts are characterized by
uniqueness and unrepeatability. On one level, all texts are identical in as much as they must
draw their material from the language system. On another level, every utterance is a unique
communicative event, “each text (as an utterance) is individual, unique, and unrepeatable,
and herein lies the entire significance (its plan, the purpose for which it was created). This
is the aspect of it that pertains to honesty, truth, goodness, beauty, history” (Bakhtin, 1986,
p. 105). Bakhtin is attempting, “to bridge the age-old gap between system and performance
[...]” (Clark & Hoquist, p. 11). Participants in any communicative context cannot be
separated from the utterance. We have already underlined the crucial role of the
other/addressee in active, responsive engagement of the utterance, a response that any
speaker’s utterance anticipates and reckons with. Suffice it to mention here that, in addition
to the addressee or “second party,” Bakhtin introduces a third addressee or “third party:”
The person who understands inevitably becomes a third party in the dialogue (of
course, not in the literal, arithmetical sense, for there can be, in addition to a third, an
unlimited number of participants [...]), but the dialogic position of this third party is a quite
special one. Any utterance always has an addressee (of various sorts, with varying degrees
of proximity, concreteness, awareness, and so forth), whose responsive understanding the
author of the speech work seeks and surpasses. This is the second party (again not in the
arithmetical sense). But in addition to this addressee (the second party), the author of the
utterance, with a greater or a lesser awareness, presupposes a higher superaddressee (third),
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whose absolutely just responsive understanding is presumed, either in some metaphysical
distance or in distant historical time (the loophole addressee). In various ages and with
various understandings of the world, this superaddressee and his ideally true responsive
understanding assume various ideological expressions (God, absolute truth, the court of
dispassionate human conscience, the people, the court of history, science and so forth).
(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 126)
Through the introduction of this “third,” Bakhtin lays stress on the value-laden aspect
of utterances. Marxism and the Philosophy of Language is the most elaborate account of the
nature of expressive evaluation and of Bakhtin’s “translinguistics” or “metalinguistics.” One
of the important, critical reviews of this book is the one provided by John Stewart’s
Language as Articulate Contact: Toward a Post-Semiotic Philosophy of Communication
(1995). Stewart moves from a critique of Bakhtin’s “semiotic” theory of language, and signs
in general, to a more positive attitude in reviewing the second, and particularly, the third and
final part of the Marxism and the Philosophy of Language. This is where, according to
Stewart, the book develops a post-semiotic approach to communication. The point we want
to make here is that Stewart’s fairly comprehensive account of the book fails to do justice
to the crucial role that expressive intonation or evaluation plays in Bakhtin’s overall theory
of language. Surprisingly enough, only a single paragraph, out of a thirty page long review,
is devoted to this aspect. He simply notes that evaluation permeates language and that
“intonation contributes significantly to evaluation and other important nuances of meaning,
and that linguists who focus their attention on the abstract system of language miss these
features entirely” (Stewart, 1994, p. 187; cf. Baxter, 2004; Evans, 2002; Vargova, 2007).
Value, evaluation, accent, tone, tonality, intonation, and expressivity are terms that we
constantly come across in Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, as well as in Bakhtin’s
writings in general. Utterances are said to carry not just meanings, or referential content, but
also, and more importantly, value judgments: “Any word used in actual speech possesses not
only theme and meaning in the referential, or content, sense of these words, but also value
judgment: i.e., all referential contents produced in living speech are said or written with a
specific evaluative accent. There is no such thing as word without evaluative accent”
(Voloshinov, 1973, p. 103). Two pages later Voloshinov writes, “No utterance can be put
together without value judgment. Every utterance is above all an evaluative orientation.
Therefore, each element in a living utterance not only has meaning but also has a value”
(Voloshinov, 1973, p. 105). In other words, the referential meaning or semantic content of
an utterance is always produced with a particular evaluative attitude on the part of the
speaker toward the content of his/her utterance. There is no such thing as a ‘neutral’
utterance that carries a neutral referential content. Rather, the referential content of the
speaker’s utterance is itself molded and largely determined by the speaker’s evaluative
attitude. In stylistics the speaker’s attitude toward the content of his or her speech is called
the expressive or emotive function, which is somewhat similar to Bakhtin’s view of the
speaker’s evaluative attitude. Roman Jakobson defines it as “. . . a direct expression of the
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speaker’s attitude toward what he is speaking about” (Jakobson, 1969, p. 354). Jakobson
cites what an actor of Stanislavsky’s Moscow theater told him about an audition in which
a director asked him to produce a plurality of messages from the phrase ‘this evening’ by
varying the expressive tones that could be made with that phrase. The actor was able to
produce forty different expressive tones that correspond to different emotional situations
framing that same phrase, and thereby producing forty different messages.
Words exist for speakers on three levels: “as a neutral word of a language, belonging
to nobody; as an other’s word [...] filled with echoes of the other’s utterance; and, finally,
as my word, for, since I am dealing with it in a particular situation, with a particular speech
plan, it is already imbued with my expression” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 88). Only on the second
and third levels can expressive intonation be located. In their utterances, then, speakers
constantly draw upon the words of others, words that have their own expressive evaluation.
Our utterances are shot through with “varying degrees of otherness or varying degrees of
‘our-own-ness,’ varying degrees of awareness and detachment” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 89).
Moreover, the speaker’s evaluative attitude toward the content of his or her speech, together
with his or her judgment about the actual or potential addressee, determines not only the
referential content of the utterance, but also the choice of the particular language forms to
be used as well as the speech genre in which the utterance is cast. “Expressive intonation,”
Bakhtin writes, “is a constitutive marker of the utterance” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 85); it may
express humor or irony, “surprise, incomprehension, inquiry, doubt, affirmation, refutation,
indignation, admiration and so forth” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 110). In any daily conversational
exchange, words are always subject to being “re-accentuated.” This is a rather simple and
straightforward level of double-voicedness. In general terms, any utterance involves a
dialogic relation between the “given” and the “created.” An utterance is not simply a
reflection of that which is ‘given’ or ‘final.’ Rather, it brings into existence something
absolutely new and unrepeatable, and, moreover, it always has some relation to value (the
true, good, beautiful, right or just).
Even a simple everyday dialogue (“What time is it?”—“Seven o’clock”) can reveal
complexity, different layers in any instance of its actualization depending on “the more or
less complex situation of the question. One must look at the clock. The answer can be true
or false, it can be significant, and so forth. In which time zone? The same question asked in
outer space, and so forth” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 120). In oral speech it is somewhat easier to
detect the speaker’s evaluative attitude toward the content of his/her speech as there are
outspoken, expressive intonation cues that aid in the detection of the explicit or implied
attitude of the speaker. In written texts, these tones are more difficult to detect but they are
always there. To say that an utterance is evaluative is not to say that utterances construct
objects and then values are conferred onto these objects. Rather, the evaluative stance is
intrinsic to, or inherent in, the utterance itself. In other words, it originates in or with the
utterance.
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This is one of the reasons why the third and final part of Marxism and the Philosophy
of Language focuses on the analysis of various forms of reported speech. The phenomenon
of reported speech is an instantiation of a border zone, an in-between space, in which words
of the self, the reporting speech, and words of the other, the reported speech, interact upon
one another in intricate ways. Voloshinov argues that linguistics, particularly in the area of
syntax, is unable to account for this extremely significant syntactic phenomenon. Focusing
on the complete, isolated monologic utterance, syntactic studies cannot have as their unit of
analysis the inherently dialogic phenomenon of reported speech. The problem of reported
speech is defined as a syntactic problem. If this phenomenon has been overlooked in syntax
then that is due to the prominence of phonetic and morphological categories in linguistics,
and this has resulted in “the morphologization of syntactic problems” (Voloshinov, 1973,
p. 115). Reported speech is “speech within speech, utterance within utterance, and at the
same time also speech about speech, utterance about utterance” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 109).

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF COLONIAL NEWS DISCOURSE
We have found that Bakhtin’s unique conception of “evaluativeness” as discussed in
the preceding pages extremely useful and informative in the analysis of the news discourse
produced by the Times of Morocco in Tangier at the end of the 19 th century. An overview of
Great Britain’s historical relation with Morocco is of some importance in situating the
analysis. Because of its key strategic geographical location so close to Europe and a gateway
into the Mediterranean and Africa, Morocco has always attracted foreign attention.
Remarkably, at the end of the nineteenth century Morocco was still an independent country,
even though its neighboring North African Muslim countries had been effectively colonized
early on. Morocco’s resistance to colonization was due, to a large extent, to the intense
rivalries and competition among the European powers over the strategic location of
Morocco. France, Great Britain, Spain, Italy and eventually Germany all argued, in one way
or another, that they had some kind of legitimate claims over the Moroccan territory, and
each power felt that if Morocco was taken by any one single power, its vital interests would
be seriously threatened and jeopardized (Parsons, 1976). This was particularly true of Great
Britain whose relations with Morocco have a long history (Ben Sghir, 1997). AngloMoroccan relations have been significantly shaped by two historical incidents: the British
possession of Tangier (1662-1684) and the British occupation of Gibraltar (1704). Great
Britain seems to have been desperate to have a footing on the Mediterranean coast that
would ensure its control over the western straight of the Mediterranean to secure its Maritime
activities. Britain was eventually forced to abandon Tangier under the reign of Moulay
Ismail and this loss must have left a scar in Britain’s consciousness of itself as an imperial
and colonial power. It did not take Britain long to return to the Mediterranean and occupy
Gibraltar.
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Despite the significance of the subject of Anglo-Moroccan relations, the aim of this
essay is not a mapping out of Moroccan history in relation to Britain or to other European
powers (Miège, 1989; Laroui, 1992). Suffice to say that the embarassing loss of Tangier in
the late 17th century fashioned British policy toward Morocco for two centuries. Britain
adopted what came to be known as the status-quo policy, which amounted to preserving the
territorial integrity of Morocco lest it might fall into the hands of another European power,
which would be a serious threat to Britain’s Maritime interests. This state of affairs applies
particularly to the city of Tangier for its location on the Southern side of the Mediterranean
that faces Gibraltar, which explains why Tangier retained an international status even after
the French and Spanish occupation of M orocco. Due to these historical circumstances, the
situation of Morocco toward the end of the nineteenth century was referred to in international
diplomatic circles as the Morocco Question (Parsons, 1976). All the major European powers
had representatives in Tangier in order to supervise closely the schemes and maneuvers of
their rival powers in Morocco. The Sultan Mulay Hassan the First seemed to have been
acutely aware of this factor in dealing with the various foreign representatives.
There are many texts available from the Times of Morocco for analysis that show how
negative evaluation is embedded in the news story utterance implicitly, albeit under the guise
of neutrality or objectivity (El Ayadi, 2007). Given the constraints of this essay we will focus
on reported and reporting speech from only one text where evaluation is a bit more explicit.
The following text, then, presents an interview between a British journalist and the Italian
Minister then residing in Tangier. The theme of the interview is the status quo of Morocco
in the 1880s. The analysis focuses on the intricate ways in which the reporting discourse
(that of the journalist) interacts with the reported discourse (that of the Italian Minister). The
analysis depicts how the reporting discourse frames the referential content of the Minister’s
reported speech.

THE ITALIAN MINISTER AND THE SLEEPING EMPIRE
Accompanied by the oldest Minister here… the representative of the Portugeese
Government, I lately called upon the Minister Plenipetentiary for Italy, who has resided
here for about 16 years [...]. I inquired what he thought of the present position of affairs.
He replied, my dear sir, have you read the poems of Dante?—Yes. W ell, do you
remember the words “All hopes abandon ye who enter here.”— Yes. W ell, then you will
find these words above every entrance to this unfortunate Empire. W ere you not struck
with the people lounging and sleeping about the Custom House when you
landed?— Yes, I saw one sleeping. W ell, then, that represents the state of the country.
[...] If, said he, you want anything done, and you approach any official door, you’ll
probably find the man outside sleeping. You rouse him. He rises, rubs his eyes, puts his
finger to his mouth, and says in a whisper, Hush! W alk gently or you will wake
everybody inside. W hen you see his master, he repeats the same caution, and refers you
to another sleepy individual elsewhere, and so you proceed from one official to another,
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and from city to city, till you come to the seat of Government, where you will find
Morpheus reigns supreme. And here you will be presented with velvet slippers to deaden
the sound of your unwelcome footsteps. At last, you become desperate, and you wake
up somebody by continual knocking, and after many delays and much rubbing of eyes
and many hints that your visit is untimely, unnecessary, etc., you will reach the palace
of Morpheus, “alias” the Sultan, and you knock gently at first, then louder and louder,
until you gain admission to the presence of the sleeping ruler of a sleeping empire. You
rouse him. He rubs his eyes and receives you graciously, and you say, your neighbours,
dear Sir, your neighbours are all astir, improving, progressing, and enlarging their
houses and possessions, and yours is going to decay. It must not remain so; it cannot
remain so. Your neighbours near and far are complaining. Oh, thank you gratefully, says
the sleepy monarch. But, do you happen to want anything particular on your own
account? If so, you’re welcome to take it, but only please make as little noise as
possible, and go away as soon as you can, in order that I may finish my present nap. God
be with you and take you safely home. (June 9, 1884)

This text is a straightforward example of the interaction of two discourses: that which
does the reporting (the journalist’s discourse or the authorial context) and the discourse that
is being reported in the reporting discourse which belongs to another author’s speech (the
Italian Minister’s speech). In a sense, what is reported is not a news event, but another
speech. This is an instance of speech about speech or speech within speech. The reported
speech has a dual evaluative stance: (1) its own, or that of the speaker whose speech is being
reported toward the referential content of his speech, and (2) that of the reporting authorial
context that encloses and frames the content of the other’s reported speech.
In what follows, we examine the reported evaluative utterance on its own and then
focus on how the reporting speech of the journalist incorporates and evaluates the content
of the reported speech. It should be noted first that the boundaries between the two
discourses are weakened. For one thing, there is the absence of quotation marks which
formally indicate the beginning and end of the reported speech. Despite the absence of this
marker, the boundaries between the two discourses are not difficult to detect. Nevertheless,
the absence of quotation marks may mean that we are dealing not with direct reported
speech, but indirect reported speech. One consequence of this is that we are not sure whether
the words attributed to the Italian Minister are all his own words or whether those words
have been paraphrased.
The only explicit instance of direct reported discourse is the one taken from Dante’s
poems which is seen by the Italian Minister as representing the state of affairs in Morocco.
There are three things of significance here. First, there is the implication that Scovasso is
well-read and a knowledgeable person. Knowledge confers authority on the knower, which
supplements the official political authority of being a minister. We are presented with
someone whose authority and knowledge bestow some kind of reliability on what he has to
say about the subject. Second, it is interesting how Dante’s quotation is extracted from its
original context and transposed into a context that Dante himself never intended his
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description to apply (cf. Said, 1978, pp. 68-70). The quoted statement is a categorical
assertion about its own meaning. The minister is equally categorical in his application of the
quote about the status quo in Morocco at the time: “You will find these words over every
entrance to this unfortunate Empire.” Finally, the allusion to Dante as a way to represent the
state of affairs in Morocco at the end of the nineteenth century may also be taken to have an
additional implication—that the entrance to the country is tantamount to the gateway to hell.
Moreover, the negative import of the reported evaluative utterance of the Italian
minister is quite explicit. Sleep reigns everywhere and over everyone, from the Custom
House officials to officials working in the palace, including the Sultan himself. Whether we
take sleep in a metaphorical or literal sense, the effect is the same. The choice of these two
sites (Custom house and the palace) is not insignificant. They both require constant vigilance
and wakefulness, not sleep or slumber. Indeed, sleep is the dominant metaphor used in the
Minister’s reported discourse. It never occurs as an abstract noun, but always as a predicate
attributed to an official authority. In fact, sleep is coded as embodied in the officials. The
predicate sleepy or sleeping occurs six times in the text, and the term sleep is iterated
through synonyms, near-synonyms and even antonyms. There are ten occurrences of these
iterations (rouse, rising, rubbing his eyes, wake, nap and so on). The irony of this depiction
of a whole country in a deep state of sleep reaches its peak in the description of the Sultan
who is referred to as “Morpheus” who “reigns supreme and the sleepy ruler of a sleepy
empire.” The irony here is based on the semantic opposition between Morpheus and reign
or rule. Morpheus in Greek mythology is the God of sleep, who of course being the perfect
embodiment of eternal sleep cannot be said to rule over anything, apart from ruling over
sleep and the sleepy.
The full significance of the Italian minister’s discourse is to be sought within a larger
discourse, namely colonial discourse in general. One of the constant features of this
discourse is its homogenizing, totalizing description of native populations. The natives are
coded as an unspecific, undifferentiated mass. It is within this context that we can better
understand the evaluative nature of the minister’s reported discourse. His description is
presented as timeless truth. We find similar descriptions in colonial discourse of natives who
are criticized, if not condemned, for their “backwardness,” “indolence,” “idleness,”
“laziness,” etc. It is not difficult to see here the rhetoric of the civilizing mission, the white
man’s burden with which the West produced the rest of the world. Morocco, like other
colonized countries, must be transformed into a scene of efficiency and industrialization; its
population must likewise be transformed from an indolent, undifferentiated mass into wage
labor and a market for metropolitan consumer goods. This is clear in the minister’s words
“Your neighbours are all astir, improving, progressing [...]; it [Morocco] must not remain
so; it cannot remain so.” The ideological project of this discourse is, of course, to construct
Morocco as backward and as manifestly in need of the rationalized intervention the
Europeans bring. Clearly the criticism is paradoxical: it is the country’s purported
backwardness that “legitimizes” the European intervention in the first place.
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One might argue that by explicitly attributing the reported discourse to an independent
source, a source other than the journalist, the latter may be viewed as faithfully and reliably
reporting what went on in the interview with the Italian minister. After all, the journalist is
not directly responsible for the content reported. The ostensible source of the negative
evaluative attitude is the Italian minister, not the journalist. However, there are at least two
crucial elements in the text which indicate the journalist’s implicit framing evaluative
attitude toward the content of the reported speech. First, there is the nature of the linguistic
reference, or form of address, used to characterize the source of the news item. The source
of the evaluative reported utterance is identified by the full name of the source (Scovasso)
and his title(s) (Excellency Signor) and also the distinction of his political function. Further,
the reader is also informed that the minister has lived in Morocco for sixteen years. The
function of these elements is not so much to inform the reader about such details, as to
emphasize the prominence of the source, thereby conferring a sense of authority and even
reliability, distance and “neutrality” on the content of the reported speech. The journalist’s
framing device here works in two ways: it frames the content of the reported speech and the
reader’s positive interpretation of that content.
The second element used to frame the reported discourse is the particular reporting
verb “say,” which is most neutral of the set of speech act reporting verbs. This selection, out
of a large set of possibilities, is another device whereby the journalist frames the content of
the negative evaluative reported utterance. By this selection, the reporter expresses no
reservation whatsoever over the content of the reported speech. Combined together, both the
elements that underline the prominence of the source and the speech act reporting verb
express a positive evaluative attitude on the part of the journalist toward the content of the
reported discourse. There is a kind of split both in the nature of the evaluation and the target
of that evaluation. Thus, while the reported negative utterance is targeted to the Sultan and
to Moroccans, the reporting discourse expresses, albeit implicitly, a positive evaluative
attitude toward the content of the reported speech, thereby adding force to the reported
negative evaluative utterance. There is another element that adds to the force of the negative
evaluation. The reader may react in one of two ways: he/she may either accept or reject the
negative evaluative utterance. In either case, the reader’s pragmatic interpretation will add
force to the evaluation proper.
The analysis reveals, among other things, that though boundaries between the
reporting speech (the authorial context) and the reported speech may be formally indicated
in a given text, they are constantly subject to weakening and erasure. A complex set of
factors is brought into play when utterances made in the context of the reported speech are
transposed into the context of the reporting speech. Any of these two contexts may permeate
and intrude into one another in significant ways. Modifications and variations that arise in
a communication situation between the context of the reporting speech and that of the
reported speech is that the former frames the latter in subtle and intricate ways.
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CONCLUSION
In this essay we have argued that evaluative attitudes and judgments are integral to the
meanings of all utterances. That is to say, wherever sense(s) of utterances manifest, value
judgments are also evident and should be accounted for reflexively, analytically and
critically if one is interested in gaining or advancing human understanding. Following
Voloshinov’s, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, any attempt to study meaning
independently of evaluative judgments, a common practice in semantics, “inevitably
deprives meaning of its place in the living social process (where meaning is always
permeated with value judgment) to its being ontologized and transformed into ideal Being
divorced from the historical process of Becoming” (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 105).
Bakhtin’s conception of language, as outlined in the preceding pages, enables a novel
avenue for embarking on a close examination of the way language as discourse works in
specific contexts. By foregrounding the dynamic, dialogic nature of language, and the
evaluative aspect of utterances, Bakhtin enables a nuanced and sensitive engagement of how
language works in a given context of use. It should be stressed here that Bakhtin does not
provide the analyst with a ready-made theory, but with a way that informs and guides critical
textual analysis. In this sense it is imperative to recognize the importance of interpretation
and criticism as an intertextual exercise, one that accommodates multiple perspectives
historically and synchronically. One should be attuned to the most minute and concrete
signifying unit, wherein voice(s) might be heard that would otherwise be overlooked from
a strictly logical point of view. Dialogic relationships are marked indexically by such minute
units of signification, and if they are overlooked, one not only misses a contextual whole that
circumscribes all other aspects of a text or utterance, one might also miss the insidious
workings of tyranny.
Communication research that favors a linguistic approach to analysis, whether through
ethnographic studies, conversational or discourse analysis, intercultural investigations, or
otherwise, limits the possibility for understanding both the metalinguistic and extralinguistic
nature of dialogic relationships. This is not to say that language as discourse is ancillary, but
as a concrete phenomenon, it “lives only in the dialogic interaction of those who make use
of it” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 183). A Bakhtinian approach to communication research valorizes
the singularity of texts and events, and as such their historical, social, political and economic
dimensions as manifest in the integral moments of their actualization. The complexities of
research on communication phenomena are thus never fully explicated. There is always some
excess or remainder, something more to the text than what can be synthesized conceptually,
some debt to the event that cannot adequately be put into words at particular times. As such,
closure in analysis is an insufficient goal; the best one can hope for, as we hope for here, is
to advance a philosophical approach to the analysis of texts that recognizes value in
utterances less as a matter of oppositional coding, and more as evaluating that resonates and
resists.
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NOTES
1. Marxism and the Philosophy of Language was published in Russian in 1929 under the name
of Valentin Nichlaevich V oloshinov (1884-1935). The Harvard University Press translation of the
book, both in the 1973 and 1986 English translations, also appeared under the name of Voloshinov.
The authorship of this book has been accepted in the W est as being an original work of Bakhtin. The
fact that it bears the name of Voloshinov, it has been argued, is due to the political conditions in
Russia at the time. This is the position adopted by Clark and Holquist (1984). Bakhtin himself never
confirmed or disconfirmed the authorship of that work. W hen referring to this disputed text, we will
use the name that appears in the English translation of that book—that is, Voloshinov, though we
concur, given the evidence, that Voloshinov and Bakhtin were the same person. Other disputed works
are Voloshinov (1987) and M edvedev (1978).
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A

fter Bakhtin, it is already impossible to understand language as something organismal,
alive. Language for Bakhtin is something dead, it is rules of the game. On the contrary,
speech for him is always alive. It is the game itself. It unites the imaginary and the language.
Abstract identity, invariability of its elements dominates in the language whereas in an
utterance the dominator is the novelty, variability. Following Bakhtin, it is difficult to
imagine a foreign word without any zest, without a secret.
A foreign word is a mystery, a riddle. A native word is without mystery. We take no
notice of it as we take no notice of the air that we breathe. It is warm and comfortable being
inside your own language. Native language for us is like pants for a polar explorer. Near a
foreign language it is cold and uncomfortable.
As linguistics appeared as a result of studies of dead foreign languages extant in
written monuments so the cold of putrefaction, as Bakhtin says, comes from linguistics. He
writes: “linguistic thinking developed and ripened over the corpses of written languages”
(Voloshinov, 1993, p. 78).
Bakhtin considers what a linguist studies: firstly, a dead language, secondly, a foreign
one, and, thirdly, a written one. At first a linguist kills the language, then codifies it and only
then teaches it at school. A linguist is a teacher, a priest. “If—as Bakhtin writes—some
people knew only their own native language … if their horizon didn’t include a mysterious
foreign word … then such people would never create the philosophy of the language”
(Voloshinov, 1993, p. 81).
Saussure related utterance to an individual act, to something which can’t be a subject
for a science. The individual for it is a fortuity, language rubbish which can be neglected. For
Potebnya, on the contrary, fortuity of speech flow, its variability, individuality is important.
Language self-identity, which Saussure liked, Potebnya considered as waste, a dead layer
which could be disregarded.
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Bakhtin places himself in the gap between Saussure and Potebnya. Like Potebnya he
chooses the utterance, not language. But he sees the utterance in the same way as Saussure
sees language, that is, socially (Voloshinov, 1993, p. 90). Speech for Bakhtin is a door to
come in and go out. The Other brings its mind through it.
If Bakhtin considered the utterance individually, he would have to accept the idea of
“already-understanding” and also the idea of a soul. It means that according to Bakhtin it
would be necessary to agree that we understand not as a result of a communicative act, but
as a result of already understanding, of which we are not the cause. Monologues and
dialogues merely uncover communicative opportunities, not create them. Thus “alreadyunderstanding” precedes any sign understanding. Florensky agreed with this term. Bakhtin
was against it. And his disagreement needed some basis. This basis in its turn constituted the
paradigm of development of Soviet psychology as well as other humanities.
The matter of the word “utterance” worked for Florensky. Bakhtin had to start a fight
with this matter. Generally, the utterance resembles production. It needs to bring something
out, make the underlying public. Only personal, non-public, internal can be expressed.
Without this internal there will be no need for the utterance. To express the expressed is
impossible. It can be communicated, taken into account. It has to be taken into consideration.
But then a moment comes when speech does not need any utterance. And speech without an
utterance is a message which is not understood, but remembered, repeated silently,
constituting that which will be called “inner speech” (endophasia). For instance, you are
hungry. What’s the use of expressing the feeling of hunger, stating it. You need to
communicate that you are hungry.
To state means to say what is in your heart, to open yourself to the world, to utter the
unuttered. The utterance comes from inside toward outside, i.e., it itself is between the
external and the internal sides of the world. Therefore, the utterance needs a double-sided
world structure. And it does not need the Other. It’s possible to utter for yourself as well.
However, the infinity of utterances will not be enough to exhaust the mind of the utterer.
If the utterance is individual, it should have two planes: internal and external, the
expressed and the expressing. The expressed can live without the expressing, and the
expressing without the expressed. Then, the relations between them would be similar to the
relations between the represented and the representing, i.e., the representing would never
result in the represented and the represented would never be represented.
Bakhtin believes that the expressed can be expressed. He is bothered neither by
Tyutchev with his conviction that the thought that is uttered is a lie, nor Fet, in whose words
“Oh, if only it were possible to speak with the heart without any words” Bakhtin finds
idealistic romance.
Then why does Bakhtin speak against Florensky’s theory of already understanding and
Potebnya’s utterance theory?
Here is Bakhtin’s main argument: “experience—the expressed and its external
objectification—are made, as we know, from the same material” (Voloshinov, 1993, p. 93).
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But the unknown needs to be proven. To be more exact, there are reasons to believe that they
are made from different material. The expressed is emotional. The ideality of the imaginary
is given in it. Objectification is material. And this difference necessitates the expression of
what is inexpressible. What is the use of expressing the inexpressible?
Bakhtin changes the meaning of the word “utterance.” The utterance doesn’t express
but, as he thinks, communicates, sends a signal. Bakhtin gives up the idea of the two sides
of the world, of the external and the internal. There is nothing internal, personal, nor
individual. There is no inexpressible soul. And the man has nothing to express. The Other
is necessary for the utterance to appear. Therefore, the utterance locks not the internal and
the external, but the two unmergible Others. Admittedly, it is not clear what differs you from
the Other. Bakhtin thinks that this difference has a space-time character. Because both you
and the Other are named points of society joined by speech without utterance and, therefore,
by speech without understanding. In other words, to speak, according to Bakhtin, means to
exchange words.
As there is the Other, so the center of the person is not in the person but in the Other,
in society. Therefore a communication, a dialogue is entered by the person with the offcenter I. If the center were in the person, the soul would be in it. And it would be non-social,
i.e., it could not be specified with a finite set of social relations. The soul is monologous, or,
rather it chooses itself as its own accomplice. According to Bakhtin, there can be no
unexpressed thoughts in a dialogue. If they were there, they would destroy the dialogue, and
the expressed would be beyond the connection with the uttered. Bakhtin’s dialogue makes
the person know as much as he or she has said or, rather, as his or her interlocutor could
hear. According to Bakhtin, the Other defines the abilities of your mind.
Bakhtin decided to save philosophy from internal and external dualisms. For that he
announces both the internal and the external to be made of sign matter. Bakhtin has signs
everywhere. Everything is signed. There is nothing non-signed. Signs are social, i.e., for
them to be a society is already necessary. And society, at the least, is a dialogue, in which
the word is directed at the Other, not at the depths of the non-signed. Inward life of the
person is seen by Bakhtin as a social audience, in the atmosphere of which arguments,
assessments and reasons are built. In other words, the person is understood by Bakhtin as a
product of social relations. And it means that there is nothing in him from himself, that the
person is the person’s environment. Even weeping of a baby, as Bakhtin consideres, is social,
i.e., it is directed at the mother.
Take, for instance, hunger. In the idea of hunger itself there is no indication at how it
will be assuaged: with the help of a fork and a knife or with nails and teeth. If you are,
Bakhtin says, a peasant, you endure hunger in a closed world of you household. You are
alone. You are responsible for yourself and you can not shift everything on the Other.
Therefore you have two options: either a monk’s ascesis or a tramp’s protest.
But a worker’s hunger is different. His environment is different. He is a mass element.
He is taught to act in a group. He has a mind and has no obedience. He is class for himself.
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Hope of the world. One must not be on his own here. At least this is what Bakhtin thought.
A worker lives in a complicated social world. That is why his inward life is complicated. But
a peasant lives in a simple social world. That is why his inward life is poorer. An antique
Greek has an undeveloped inward life but a Ford plant worker has a developed inward life.
At the same time Bakhtin sees the inward life as well as the outward one, it is just projected
on the conceptual level.
As the word is a social intersection, Bakhtin refuses to admit a mind for himself
believing that there is only speech for the Other (Voloshinov, 1993, p. 98). Thus Bakhtin
loses “I-experience,” “pre-understanding” and the possibility of understanding itself as well
as the idea of a creative personality.
Here is the example of Bakhtin’s description of inner speech. It is unregulated, not
fixed, changeable, vague, underdeveloped, flashing and idle. They are unfit for life abortions
of social orientations in it. These are novels without a hero, performances without audience
in it. It has no logic and unity. Strange as it may seem, but it was the 20th century when
novels without a hero and performances without audience appeared. That is, all that Bakhtin
had called “inner speech” turned out to be an outer speech of a postmodernist. And inner
speech started to be understood as the soul speech or as a dumb speech of things.
Groundlessness of Bakhtin’s theory of inner speech is noticed because it forbids one
to think the unexpressed more fully than it has already been expressed. In other words, if the
expression of graphic scheme of inner speech requires infinite utterances, then Bakhtin gives
up these infinities as, in his opinion, the utterance is by no means connected with the inward
life of the person. The utterance center is beyond, in society, and not in the inner speech.
And though Bakhtin called external utterance an island, rising from the ocean of inner
speech, this ocean of his had dried up, evaporated long ago.
In Bakhtin’s theory of speech the meaning of the word is positioned not in the mind,
not in the soul and not in the thing itself. It is placed between the word and anti-word of
verbal communication. The meaning for Bakhtin is the effect of mutual activity of the
speaker and the listener. It is an electric sparkle appearing when two different poles are
joined. In other words, Bakhtin puts an arrest on the existence of “already-understanding”
speech. That is why he does not know what to do with meanings. Because the meaning must
wait until it is expressed and written down, staying in the space of inner speech. But Bakhtin
does not leave it this space. That is why such words, substituting for the meaning as topic
and accentuation, appear with him. Bakhtin justifies sign expansion to the sphere of selfrelation, zero communication. Allowing obviousness and intuition, we restrict the field of
application of signs. That is, sign expansion is prevented by the perception of what exists.
Bakhtin, as Derrida later, reduces presence and replaces it with the traces of the absent,
which, in its turn, can be introduced, represented. Whereas perception is always
presentational, the word for Bakhtin gets the meaning not in a sentence, but in a dialogue.
After Bakhtin the world changed radically. The person was no longer considered as
a mostly social creature. Examination of autistic nature of the person was brought to the
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foreground. But Bakhtin could say nothing about the autist, e.g. Dostoevsky’s character from
The Notes from the Underground. “We have literally nothing to say, Bakhtin wrote in
Problems of Poetic of Dostoevsky, “what he himself does not know”. Thus the limitations
of Bakhtin’s ideas of polyphonicity and dialogue discovered themselves.
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Through a tightly-woven, theoretical reading of popular culture texts, Esther Peeren
insightfully takes the writings of well-known philosopher and literary theorist Mikhail
Bakhtin “beyond” their typical usefulness by philosophers, sociologists, literary theorists,
and communicologists. Considering herself a cultural analyst (following the work of Mieke
Bal and the Amsterdam School for Cultural Analysis), she is opposed to the familiar cultural
studies approach, an approach which assumes a strong-hold on critiques of popular culture,
especially in the United States. Because of her different methodological orientation, her
overall objective in this book is to “test” Bakhtin’s most familiar concepts by pairing them
with popular culture texts and practices, the apposition of the two meant to engage both more
fully as “dialogic interlocutors.” Recognizing the inadequacies of cultural studies (that
merely applies a theoretical eclecticism to cultural objects, leaving both relatively stable and
unchanged), Peeren’s analysis of popular culture serves as “… an active interaction or
confrontation with the cultural object where this object is understood as open to question and
as questioning in turn the theories the cultural analyst brings to bear on it” (p. 3). In this way,
the objects of popular culture she interrogates can actually speak back to theory; thus moving
Bakhtin’s concepts “beyond” his own thought and into the realm of intersubjective
knowledge and understanding. As such, she hopes to “enhance” Bakhtin’s work within a
postmodern culture of critique.
Peeren also desires to contribute to postmodern theorizing concerning identity
construction and transformation, hence she addresses the issues of agency and efficacy in the
socio-cultural realm. Indebted to Bakhtin, she theorizes that while identities are certainly
chronotopic, i.e., situated and constrained within particular space-time relations, they are also
up for renegotiation—particularly if we accept Bakhtin’s notion of dialogism and the
grounds of intersubjectivity upon which it rests. She thus advances her theory of “identitiesas-intersubjectivities” to expose this dialogic dynamic and uses particular artifacts from
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popular television, film, and cultural events to discuss its contours and functions. While she
rightly admits that treatments of popular culture are counter to Bakhtin’s own sphere of
interest, she offers a compelling argument for how the particular popular culture texts she
works with offer a “provocation to one or more of Bakhtin’s concepts [such as dialogism,
the utterance, carnival, and the chronotope], exposing where they need to be
rethought—taken into their own beyond” (p. 2). She also readily admits that Bakhtin gave
little treatment to the subject of identity or its transformation, per se. Yet, by bringing
Bakhtin into dialogue with issues surrounding identity formation, she lends insight and
substance to our developing understanding of each. As she points out, Bakhtin’s concepts
are best viewed as “deictic signs” and thus susceptible to evolution and transformation. She
names her overall method of cultural analysis, “versioning,” and this concept plays a key role
as her close reading or versioning of theory and its engagement with popular culture
progresses throughout the book.
Her project is essentially divided into two parts with each part offering a theoretical
engagement with particular popular culture texts and practices while they also attempt to
fulfill her promise of moving particular theories (of Bakhtin’s as well as others) into their
beyond. In Chapters 1-4, Peeren takes up the central problematic concerning her theory of
how identities should be viewed as intersubjective processes lived within particular spacetime relations. She argues that identity constructions (and reconstructions) are
“differentiated, situated, and circumscribed by specific chronotopic and performative
contexts, which produce particular regimes of vision and speech” (p. 27). To flesh out her
developing theoretical argument, she offers analyses from popular television and film: Sex
and the City (a novel written by Candace Bushnell in 1996 and aired on the HBO cable
network in the U.S. beginning in 1998), Nell (Michael Apted’s 1994 film starring Jodie
Foster), and Flawless (a 1999 film by Joel Schumacher starring Robert De Niro and Philip
Seymour Hoffman). Her overall objective in these first chapters is to expose how identities
are subject to dominant cultural modes of interpellation and, in turn, how these examples of
lived experience can shift or transform the various theories she uses. Here, in addition to
Bakhtin’s concepts, she engages Judith Butler’s notion of performativity, Pierre Bourdieu’s
ideas concerning social fields, Derrida’s differance, Lacan’s work on the gaze, Kaja
Silverman’s elaboration of “identity-at-a-distance,” Voloshinov’s notion of the potential
addressee, and the psychoanalytic theories of Jessica Benjamin and Jean Laplanche, to name
but a few. While some of these theories are “tested” more than others, Peeren’s engagement
with them does provide the reader with new insights about their relevance to contemporary
treatments concerning the postmodern subject. After addressing issues such as chronotopic
belonging, the intersubjective eye: the look versus the gaze, and the intersubjective voice:
dialogism and the cultural addressee, Peeren claims that, while identities in process are
certainly subject to dominant modes of seeing and speaking, there are certain “points of
weakness” where agential qualities can be initiated. She ends this part of the book by
specifying how marginalized subjects (and groups) can find potential semiotic (discursive)
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freedom by recognizing the impact of what she calls the “cultural addressee” on their modes
of being and relating. While not directly engaging with any phenomenological literature
(which, I believe, would enhance her discussion of agency and intersubjectivity—for
example Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s work), Peeren does raise issues concerning the body,
especially through her discussions of voice and vision as they play out within her popular
culture artifacts. Left implicit rather than made explicit, her argument concerning the livedbody’s integral role in any “response” to the world could be theoretically stronger.
In the second part of the book, Chapters 5-8, Peeren addresses the topics of
resignifications (by way of theorizing accents and speech genres), identities in translation,
territories of identity, and versioning identities. At this point in her theoretical discussion,
Peeren is primarily concerned with how subjects can articulate themselves
differently—given the constraints imposed by the chronotope, the cultural gaze, and the
cultural addressee. She begins by cleverly offering readers an explication of both the 1999
British television drama series Queer as Folk, with its focus on gay men in Manchester, and
the 2000 U.S. remake of the same title that appeared on Showtime to demonstrate “the
strength and constraints of resignification, both in relation to dominant heterosexual
identities and in terms of queer identity’s own difference across cultures, nations, and
chronotopes” (p. 127). She then addresses the issue of repositioning black identities through
an analysis of the British Notting Hill Carnival (as live event and in its textual and visual
representations). Concerned as she is to flesh out the intersubjective mechanisms by which
subjects rearticulate themselves within particular chronotopes, Peeren appeals to the concepts
of speech genres, translation, territory, and versioning to articulate her developing theoretical
position. By bringing such theorists as Hamid Naficy, Jacques Derrida, Gayatri Spivak, Peter
Hitchcock, Roman Jakobson, Deleuze and Guattari, and Walter Benjamin into the
conversation as primary interlocutors with Bakhtin, she successfully weaves a convincing
argument about how alternative chronotopes (which are sites of political agency) can be
intersubjectively established. As she claims, “the Carnival frees the ground of Notting Hill,
stripping it of its existing chronotopic determinations and enabling the Carnival revelers to
de- and reterritorialize it into a vehicle of positive self-expression and identity” (p. 189). At
the same time, she theoretically extends aspects of her working concepts. For example, in
her discussion on translation (and its inherent relation to an original), Peeren is quick to
dispel its commensurability with what Andrew Benjamin calls the “reign of the same.”
Instead, she desires to remake the concept of translation in order to expose it as a “form of
agency situated between identity and alterity, self and other, transparency and opacity,
domestic and foreign, authentic and false, original and copy” (p. 151). In the end however,
for Peeren, the concept of versioning signifies a semiotic freedom unlike its literary and/or
technological counterparts: dubbing, translation, or hybridity. Versioning, as she indicates,
denotes transformation and it is here that Peeren locates a form of agency that keeps identity
constitution (and reconstitution) in motion. As the ability “to turn” and offer one’s particular
account of life’s events from a particular spatiotemporal context (thus instantiating a tropic
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logic), “versions mark agency without claiming truth or totality” (p. 208). For Peeren,
versioning, as a theoretical and methodological concept, thus initiates a “logic of the turn”
that eliminates hierarchy and allows for a both/and logic of socio-cultural inclusion and
political potency.
This book offers a dense, theoretical read that is highly worth the effort. In her
explication, Peeren provides a comprehensive analysis of not only her chosen popular culture
artifacts but also the postmodern ideas about identity construction and transformation from
which we currently draw. Signaling the need for us to maintain an alterity within our
understanding of ourselves and others in dialogue, Peeren successfully enhances our
understanding of Bakhtin and his central notions of chronotopes, dialogism, and the carnival.
Her analysis is intelligent, provocative, and insightful. Using semiotic theory to frame her
overall project, Peeren offers readers an engaging treatment of how identity resignification
is possible within particular spatio-temporal parameters that, above all, are best understood
as semiotic, hence cultural, constructions. By providing her readers a new “versioning” of
Bakhtin and identities-as-intersubjectivities, I believe she accomplishes her theoretical goal.
As she rightly indicates, “it is not enough to expose identities as social constructions or to
argue that these constructions should be deconstructed; identities need to be situated in the
specificity of their constitution in order to find the precise locales where their most
productive versionings might take place” (p. 230). Through analyses of such topics as
sexuality (and its normative gendered markings), the potential transformations of voice
(hearing) and vision (seeing), race relations, and cultural markings of class distinctions,
Peeren challenges us to move beyond our theoretical comfort zones and engage postmodern
theories more directly as objects of analysis in their own right. By doing so, we will
recognize them as the artifacts of culture they are and extend and possibly move beyond
them. Peeren’s project does not represent a good application of theory to popular culture,
but a thorough engagement of theory with popular culture in true dialogic fashion. This book
will appeal to anyone interested in the on-going dialogue surrounding subjectivity
constitution, agency, popular culture, and, of course, Bakhtin’s most central concepts.
Contrary to a certain “Bakhtin-fatigue” that may plague current postmodern theorizing,
Peeren does, in fact, “breathe new life” into his work. I highly recommend the read.
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Tim Beasley-Murray’s comparative study of the work of Mikhail Bakhtin and Walter
Benjamin offers a detailed investigation into the intersections of their work on the question
of experience and form—the question, that is, of the relation between individual, subjective
experience and the forms afforded by modernity for the understanding and expression of that
experience. By identifying and elaborating upon key points of connection between the two
thinkers’ work, Beasley-Murray makes a compelling case for their very similar engagement
with the European philosophical tradition on this question, even as he justifies the utility of
the comparative approach for the illumination of each thinker’s work on broader questions
of discursive ethics and the politics of language.
In establishing an exigency for the comparative approach, Beasley-Murray lays out
the connections that can be drawn between Bakhtin and Benjamin. First, he notes their
common intellectual background in the European philosophical tradition, specifically with
respect to their engagement with the dialectic of Kantian idealism and Lebensphilosophie.
Second, he notes the oblique connection afforded by their respective contact with particular
intermediary figures, such as Georg Lukács, and indicates a set of common concerns with
aesthetic attempts to disrupt the relation between experience and form, such as Benjamin
notes in Brecht’s work and as Bakhtin notes in the case of Russian Formalism. Third, he
notes posthumous congruities among the ways in which the work of each thinker has been
taken up, specifically with respect to poststructuralist thought. Finally, and most importantly
for his argument, Beasley-Murray points up their different but analogous engagements with
modernity, specifically on the question of experience and form. By the end of the
introduction, Beasley-Murray has laid a solid foundation for the comparative study and has
opened the way to a productive consideration of the conceptual congruities between the two
thinkers’ work on the question that defines much of their mature philosophical writing.
After laying out these points of connection, Beasley-Murray begins the substance of
his argument in the first chapter, “Habit and Tradition,” by attending first to the ways in
which each thinker engages with notions of habit and tradition as social mechanisms through
which experience “receives form” (p. 19). Their shared concern with the potentially
deforming power of authoritarian ritual marks the beginning of their attempt to negotiate
between the terms of subjective experience and objective, or externally determined, form.
Beasley-Murray is quick to point out, however, that neither writer seeks the wholesale
rejection of habit and tradition as legitimate means of giving form to experience. Each
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thinker, in his own way, critiques authoritarian tradition as reductive and homogenizing
while working to articulate a counter-tradition that preserves rather than annihilates
difference. The key connection drawn here is between Benjamin’s notion of transmissibility
as the essential feature of a non-authoritarian tradition and Bakhtin’s notion o the “internally
persuasive word” (p. 37) as contrasted with authoritarian discourse. The counter-traditions
offered by each, while posited in opposition to authoritarian tradition, are neither relativistic
nor nihilistic. Rather, they seek the proliferation of critical experiential perspectives in the
formation of the collective experience that is tradition.
This shared concern for the promotion of openness to multiplicity of perspective
gathers weight in the second chapter, “Experience,” where Beasley-Murray very clearly lays
out the key terms of the philosophical polemic in which the work of Bakhtin and Benjamin
is situated. In this remarkably lucid and concise summary of the movement from Kantian
idealism through neo-Kantianism and Lebensphilosophie, Beasley-Murray traces the
development of Bakhtin’s and Benjamin’s thought on the question of experience and form
in terms of the two modes of experience described within this tradition— Erlebnis, the
subjective, inner, lived experience, and Erfahrung, the more objective, communicable, and
socially regulated experience. It is here that the question of experience and form, the central
concern of this book, finds its fullest articulation. It is indeed arguably the most fundamental
question of philosophy, the relation of the particular to the general, or the subjective to the
objective. Bakhtin and Benjamin take up the question of the rupture between experience and
form in terms of a “tragedy of culture” and a “crisis of experience” respectively, and both
interpret the predicament as a kind of tyranny of Erfahrung. Bakhtin’s and Benjamin’s
respective engagement with the thought of Georg Simmel can be read in their separate but
highly congruent accounts of what might serve as a resolution to the tragedy and a solution
to the crisis. Bakhtin’s notion of “responsible participation” is very closely akin to
Benjamin’s “new and higher form of experience” in the commitment both to the integrity of
the subjective experience and to the communicability of that experience to other subjects.
Retaining hope in the transmissibility of experience by advocating an intersubjective
approach to the question of experience and form, both thinkers supply a much-needed
corrective to the radical relativism that is the great pitfall of Lebensphilosophie, some
variants of which prize radically subjective experience to the exclusion of any possible
common ground among subjects. Some readers may find Chapter Two a better beginning
point than Chapter One because the second chapter provides a helpful philosophical context
for the book’s larger argument. However, Chapter Two does build nicely on the discussion
in Chapter One of the power of tradition to shape experience for good or for ill.
In the third chapter, “Language,” Beasley-Murray takes up Bakhtin’s and Benjamin’s
theories of language as they appear in each thinker’s direct engagement with the question of
experience and form as a distinctly discursive problem. The most salient connection drawn
here is between Bakhtin’s theory of heteroglossia and Benjamin’s conception of translation.
Beasley-Murray deftly shows a common concern for multivoicedness in their separate
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conceptions of the nature of discursive interactions. Bakhtin’s novelistic heteroglossia, as
a creative amplification of social dynamism inherent within language, can be seen as a
complement to Benjamin’s notion of translation, which serves to revitalize both the source
and the target languages by virtue of something akin to dialogic interaction.
Beasley-Murray’s argument achieves its greatest purchase in the fourth and final
chapter, “Totalities,” in which he moves the discussion more squarely into the realm of
aesthetics, the arguable home territory of both of these two thinkers. His concern here is
primarily with the question of completion and how it bears both on aesthetic production and
reception and on the broader experience of dwelling in modern society. Both Bakhtin and
Benjamin argue for a resistance to totalizing discursive and aesthetic forms that seek to
finalize human experience for the purposes of maintaining authoritarian forms of social
organization. As in the earlier discussion of tradition, however, the critique of totalities is not
absolute. Rather, each thinker articulates a fuller conception of totality than is afforded by
the current social order. Opposing the authoritarian drive to totality in language and other
formal mechanisms, Bakhtin and Benjamin seek a wholeness that emerges only from a
careful consideration of the very fractured nature of modern experience. Wholeness, it
seems, is achievable only via a direct engagement with its opposite.
Beasley-Murray concludes that both Bakhtin and Benjamin view as “closed” the forms
available to the modern subject for the understanding and expression of experience. That is,
modern forms are incapable of accommodating the dynamic and spontaneous nature of
individual, subjective experience. This closure of forms results in the deformation of the
subjective identity. Both thinkers, Beasley-Murray argues, theorize more “open” forms that
“promote the preservation of (inter)subjectivity, the dismantling of authoritarian hierarchies
and a responsible relationship between the conferring of form and the integrity of
experience” (p. 18). Each does so in ways peculiar to his own methodology, but both
advocate a proliferation of voices and perspectives in the discursive relations that condition
the relation between experience and form.
Though at times the comparative approach in this book displays signs of strain, these
moments are never without the author’s acknowledgement of the perils of sketching an
oversimplified symmetry. Rather, Beasley-Murray’s entire approach appears to be premised
upon the very Bakhtinian notion of the illuminative potential of the refraction of voices
brought into dialogue with one another, in all of their similarity and difference. Perhaps in
this regard, this study is better described as dialogic than as merely comparative, as the
deftness of Beasley-Murray’s analysis truly accomplishes the aim stated at the outset to bring
the two thinkers into proximity in order to “highlight aspects of both thinkers that otherwise
remain in the shadows” (p. 4). Scholars who work intensively with the thought of either
Bakhtin or Benjamin would do well to consider the work of the other, and Beasley-Murray’s
study provides a firm ground from which to advance further comparative inquiry. This is true
not only with respect to the book’s central question of experience and form, but also in
reference to broader questions concerning ethics, politics, and aesthetics, which BeasleyRussian Journal of Com m unication, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Sum m er 2008)
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Murray identifies as lying at the heart of the work of both Bakhtin and Benjamin. As the
first, and to my knowledge, the only comparative study of the work of these two influential
thinkers, Beasley-Murray’s book has made an impressive start down a path that promises to
yield a good deal of valuable insight into the thought of both Bakhtin and Benjamin.
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As a “primary genre” in Bakhtin’s sense of this term, that great instrument of Russian
ironic humor, the “anekdot,” has played a key cultural and social role throughout Russian
and Soviet history (cf. Seth Graham). In spite of the fact that it has long exhibited a very
stable, if not completely formulaic, narrative structure, the “anekdot” has also been a speech
genre exhibiting a very broad range of social uses across a great number of different
contexts, settings, topics and participant structures in “daily life” (byt). Furthermore, it is
well known that the emergence and elaboration of new series of “anekdot” does more than
index important cultural and social moments, events and figures; the emergence of new
series of “anekdot” also quite often serves to index social and cultural change and, thus, to
trace relationships between the “past” and the “present” via intertextual connections to
historical representations in literature, film and mass media.
Reviews of the literature suggest that many contemporary scholars have viewed
content, structure and social meanings of “anekdot” from a much more specific perspective
than the one we have outlined above. Many scholars today, in fact, see the “anekdot” as
virtually synonymous with Soviet-era political satire and counterdiscourses to authoritative
discourse. And in the passing of the Soviet-era, many have seen in the “anekdot” little more
than a sign of that very passing (cf. Alexei Yurchak’s analysis of the fate of “anekdot” as
“dead irony.”).
We believe that it is time to reexamine the structures and functions of “anekdot” in
Russian life today, moving beyond traditional discussions and analyses of this speech genre
as contextually embedded in political discourses of the late socialist period. Instead, we are
looking for new perspectives on “anekdot” as genre and as performance. We especially
welcome submissions that address the following types of questions from a discourse,
performance, rhetorical and/or ethnographic perspectives:
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1. W hat characterizes the role of “anekdot” today compared to its iconic political role
in the late socialist period?
2. W hat specific cultural translation challenges does the “anekdot” pose? How has the
character and scope of these translation challenges changed in the most recent series of
“anekdot”?
3. Has the intertextual space of the “anekdot” changed or expanded to include linguistic
forms, cultural meanings and/or narrative structures from other languages or from other
speech communities? If so, how has this affected the cultural meanings, narrative
structures and/or social functions of the Russian “anekdot” today?
4. H ow has the explosion of “new media” (note, for example, www.anekdot-film.ru)
affected the cultural meanings, narrative structures and/or social functions of “anekdot”
today?
5. In what ways does “anekdot” today index ongoing discourses about identity and
economic, political and social change?
6. How do the structures, contexts and performances of “anekdot” orient participants to
the past, the present and the future of Russia?
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